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Date: X2/18/68 

(Typt in plaintext or code) 

AIRMAIL 
(Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: fiSAC.y^AN FRANCISCO (105-9746XC) 

RE: ^TAI KIT^UON aka^F v Si 
PauJ&dan 2L W . ^ *'• 

H$NC «0N(:- Pau^uon v MV, 
t A t/A, A /Paul1 Wai Kiy^KwarT 1 “ 

/rQUON Sai-kit 

b6 per 

b7C FBI 

ftKWAN Wai-kit 
f/OUON Wai-kit 

KUAN Wei-chieh j£M> 
CTC 7070/0251/026T 
TS*- CH 
00: SF 

% 

Copy to: CIA/STATE/JU0A/V5'* '.X ’ 
ONI/OST/ACSI/M* U 

By routing slip for Info. y\ 
Date.Vt/iS/tX._byVMl&S-^ ' 

Re Los Angeles letter to Bureau, 12/6/68, X 

,/f 

entitled HEMISPHERE CONFERENCE TO END THE 
WAR IN VIETNiAM^ ""MONTREAL,’'.CANADA, J.1/J2S/J 8 - 
12/1768; IS - INFORMATION CONCERNING; 00: NY” 
(NY File 105-97379; Bufile 105-179625) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine copies of 
LHM dated and captioned as above. 

Referenced airtel set out information from[ 
_   „ _ _ __ <1 » _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •   _ _ „ _ __ • /" 

b7D per FBI 

as to the names and addresses appearing on the manifest of a 
chartered flight from Los Angeles 11/27/68, to attend mentioned 
conference in Montreal,{Canada. Subject's name and address 
was included. Referenced airtej^also set forth Bureau instructiol 
that a LHM suitable for^qis^erfination to the Legal Attache, 
Ottawa, and to interestecMf.S. Government Agencies should be 

prepared on persons traveling from the United States to attend 
this confe 

Ins 

'i HT.fTHTVI'J 
4 - Bureau (Encs. 9)(RM) 

(1 - £0fr=rm?5) 
3 - San Francisco 

(1 - 100-61299 - AAPA) 
JES:ay 
(7) X_ 
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Sent 
/X 

.M Per 
Special Agent in Charge ll-CV-2131-4b-716 



SF 105-9746 
JES:ay 

y- 

Four persons who have been active in the Asian 
American Political Alliance (AAPA) at the University of 
California, Berkeley, California, were included on the 
manifest of the flight from Los Angeles on 11/27/68* These 
were 'FLOYD HUEN, WAI KIT QUON, VICKIE WONG and LILLIAN FABROS, 
on each of whom a LHM Has been prepared. The AAPA now in¬ 
cludes students at several colleges but, according to SF 2496-R, 
who is an active member of "the AAPA, it continues to be 
directed from the Berkeley campus, by FLOYD HUEN and <YUJI 
ICHIOK^, Doth of whom oppose the use of violence as a jneans 
of protest. 

Sources listed in the enclosed LHM are identified 
as follows: 

i 3 ’ 

SF T-l is b7D per FBI 

SF T-2 is SF 2496-R 

In September., I960, jet after his entry into the 
U.S., Subject was considered for investigation under the Bureau 
program concerning Chinese Aliens entering the United States 
for permanent residence, but investigation was discontinued 
since it was determined lie did not .fall within that program'. 

Information concerning the Subject and jhis activities 
has been assembled in enclosed LHM. He does not appear to 
present any present danger to the security of the United States 
which would warrant his inclusion in the Security Index, 
and this case is being closed. 



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 

December 18, 1968 

WAI KIT QUON, I 
Also Known As Paul Quan 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

nnmj eCf6f 1968 > SF T-l advised that WAI KIT , 
QUON, 2400 Dana, Berkeley, California, was among those, whose / 
names and addresses appeared on the manifest for American 
Flyers, Inc., North Hollywood, California, chartered flight 
November 27,1968 from Los.Angeles, California to Montreal, 
Canada, to attend the Hemisphere Conference To End The War 
1968letnam’ Montreal» Ca«ada, November 28, 1968 to December 1, 

. Th® 1967-68 Student Directory for the University of 
California, Berkeley, listed WAI KIT QUON as a fifth year 

school) student in Biophysics, with residence at 
Dan*? Apartment. 4, Berkeley, California. The 1966-67 

Student Directory for the University of California, Berkeley 
listed WAI KIT QUON as a fifth year student in the College of 

Alhlnv3 S1**. J°val addr,ess at 845 Adams, Apartment 3, 
Albany, California and with home, address at 1230 Jackson, Apart¬ 
ment 4, San Francisco, California. p 

1 ' j 

. ,In SePtember, 1968, SF T-2 advised that captioned 1 
JoSV1?Ual Was °!?e of about 30 Psons present on September 22, 
1968 at a general meeting of thejAsian American Political- fiAtTC 
^Uiance^(AAPA), held on campusft^l?^ 
Berkeley. According to SF T-2, it was recommended at this 
meeting that, the AAPA remain primarily concerned with persons! 

-.Asian origin, but also continue cooperation between the AAPA 
and Afro-American organizations. SF T-2 advised that at this 
meeting, -the AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, who is a member of the 
Senate of, the Associated Students of the University of California 
expressed the hope that the AAPA. would work through that ? 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI.; It is the property of the. FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

ENctOSTJR§ 

, los-imzf 

i 

ll-CV-2i3l-4b-718 ; 



WAI KIT QUON, 
Also Known As Paul QUan, 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh <M> 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

organization rather than becoming involved in militant 
demonstrations which might, lead to violence. 

In an undated manifesto which was distributed 
in October, 1968, the'AAPA. is self-described 
as "a peoples alliance to effect social and 
political changes" and states its belief that"....; 
the American society is historically racist 
and is one which has systematically employed 
social discrimination and economic imperialism 
both domestically and internationally 
exploiting all non-white, people....'* 

The above mentioned manifesto Was signed by W. K. QUON 
and V. WONG.; According to SF T-2, W. K. QUON refers to 
captioned individual.; 

In,a manifesto dated September 30, 1968, 
the AAPA declared that "The Board of 
Regents of the University of California 
is racist and 'illegitimate." and demanded 
"...; that the Academic Senate liberate 
itself from the Board of Regents, and 
support all student-initiated courses...." 
In a.list of "Perspectives" attached to 
the manifesto dated September 30, 1968, the 
AAPA stated: "We Asian-Americans support all 
non-white liberationmovements....", and 
declared:; "We Asian-Americans oppose the 
imperialistic policies being pursued by the 
American government." 

An Undated manifesto of the AAPA distributed 
in July, 1968 set. forth the same declara¬ 
tions as appeared in the above mentioned 
"Perspectives", and gave the address of the. 
AAPA as 2005 Hearst Avenue, Berkeley, 
California, which address was that of YUJI 
ICHIOKA, a University of California graduate, 
student, who according to SF T-2, was the 
leader or president of the AAPA. The. undated 
manifesto distributed in October, 1968 listed 

ll-CV-2131-4b-719 
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WAI KIT QUON, 
Also Known As.Paul Quan, 
Paul Oiion, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh <M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

the address of the. MPA as 509 Eshleman 
Hall, University of California, Berkeley, 
California. The. manifesto, dated September 
30, 1968 listed the AAPA. address as 510 
Eshleman Hall.. 

' i 

According to SF' T-2, captioned individual is known. 1 
by the. name. PAUL QUAN in the AAPA,; and has been associating 
closely with. FLOYD HUEN, who. is the second’ in command of the 
AAPA.: At the. MPA general meeting held on. September 22, 1968 
at. Eshleman Hall. on. the University of California campus, 
Berkeley, California, captioned individual, joined with. HUEN 
in. presenting a report concerning youth problems, in. the San. 
Francisco Chinatown, and in presenting a report concerning 
a conference held at. Los Angeles, California between MPA 
representatives and an oriental student club in the Los Angeles 
area which, was considering affiliation with the MPA.; 

SF T-2 in November, 1968, reported’ captioned indivi.-: 
dual present at. an AAPA meeting When the. group discussed the 
possibility of participation, in the. Hemisphere. Conference. 
To End The. War In Vietnam scheduled for November 28, 1968 
to. December 1, 1968 at. Montreal, Canada.; Most of the, group 
decided not. to attend that, conference, and ho one attending 
announced definite plans to attend.. SF T-2 learned, however, 
that captioned individual and three, other AAPA members, including 
FLOYD HUEN, did fly to Montreal, to attend that conference on 
Vietnam.; As of December 16, 1968, SF T-2. had not had an 
opportunity to talk personally with WAX KIT. QUON after his return 
from that. trip. 

On. December 17, 1968, Mrs. LOIS’ SMITH, Records 
Section, San Francisco. District Office, of the. United States 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) made, available. 
INS file£ ' ' .. 
This file, reveals he Was born.i_ 
Was admitted to the United States L 

which concerns captioned individual'. 
1 iri.r and 

, as the 
b6 per USCIS 

- 3 - 
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WAI KIT OUON, 
Also; Known As Paul Quan, 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 



k WAI KIT QUON, 
Also Known As Paul Quan, 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M> 
CTC 7070/02S1/0267 

b6 per USCIS 

-:-fcZAI KIT QUON listed his Selective Service Number asb7c fbi 

__„_l and indicated he Was classified II-S.: He gave 
his mailing address as 1230 Jackson, Apartment 3, San Francisco, 
California. ’ 

i The April, 1968 Directory for the Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory at. Berkeley, California lists WAI KIT QUON as being 
m the Health-Physics Department, Building 72, Room 104, under 
the Guest. Participant. Program.; 

b6 per USCIS 

; . Mr* |_ Security: Officer at the. Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory advised on December 18, 1968, that 
WAI. KIT QUON was employed by that, institution from October 
18, 1965 to June 16, 1967 as a graduate student research 
assistant, for which, employment he received pay. Mr.I 
further advised that, since that date, WAI. KIT QUON has been 
under the guest participant, program, receiving no pay, but 
able to use the facilities of the. Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory in connection with his graduate research study. 

b6 per 

b7C FBI 

-5 - 
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WAI KIT QUON, 
Also. Known As Paul Quart, 
Paul Quort, Paul Wai Kit Kwari, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

The following discriptive data was secured from 
SF T-2 and from the; files of the. United’ States INS: 

Name 
Other names 

Birthdate 
Nationality 

Residence. 

Home address 

Occupation. 

INS File Number 
Ethnic Descent 
Height 
Weight 
Hair 
Eyes 
Father 

Mother 

WAX KIT QUON 
Paul Quan, Paul Quort, 
Paul Wai Kit Kwan, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Sai-kit, QUON Wai-kit, 
KUAN Wei-chieh CM) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

- 6* 
b6 per USCIS 

ll-CV-2131-4b-723 



In Reply, Pleas* Refer to 

File No. 

4 4 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 

December 18,- 1968 

Title 

Character 

Reference 

WAI KIT Ql/ON, 
Al,so Known As Paul Qua'n, 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

San Francisco memorandum 
dated and captioned as above 

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

T.h‘* d2.i““en‘ co"talns o*»hef recommendations not conclusions ot lh« FBI. I( Is the property 
o! the FBI and Is loaned to your ojency; It and Its contents are pot to be distributed outside 
your 

| 

ll-CV-2131-4b-724 



In Reply, Please Refer to 
rOeNo. 

# ' + ' ■ • 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 

December 18, 1968 

)PY 

WAI KIT QUON, I 
Also Known As Paul Quan 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

OUON ^nn°n Dece*be£ f> 1968 > SF T-l advised that WAI KIT 
namp4 Berkeley> California, Was among those, whose 
names and addresses appeared on the manifest for American 
lyers, Inc,, North Hollywood, California, chartered flight 

c^nJ^er^27,i?68^fr?m £os An«eies» California to Montreal, 
Canada, to attend the Hemisphere Conference To End The War 

1968letnam’ Montreal» Canada, November 28 , 1968. to December 1, 
\ 

„ , . _ . Tbe. 1967-68 Student Directory for the Universitv of 
California, Berkeley, listed WAI KIT QUON aS a fifJh ylar 

2400dfSnA s?hooJ) S!Ufen^ in Biophysics, with residence at 
^ Apartment 4, Berkeley, California, The 1966-67 

listed WAirKTT0nnoM0r the.V;iJersity of California, Berkeley, 
LettGr^L^^™ as.a f^fth year student in the College of 
Alblnv address at 84$ Adams, Apartment 3, 

California and with, home address at 1230 Jackson, Apart¬ 
ment 4, San Francisco, California. P . 

' I 

<lTi SePtember, 1968, SF T-2 advised that captioned 
l968V^?Ual was °?e °f aboUt 30 Persons present on September 22, 
AllLnL%fAp!^alv,IIl?5tlng °f th® Asian American Political i 
Alienee (AAPA), held on campus at the University of California. 

According to SF T-2, it was recommended at this 
meeting that, the AAPA remain primarily concerned with'persons! 
.n/?Jan origin, but also continue cooperation between the AAPA 
and Afro-American organizations, SF T-2 advised that at this 
meeting, the AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, who is a member of the 
senate of the Associated Students of the University of California 
expressed the hope that the AAPA. would work through that ’ 

IfXJ>,f0SS?entT^0,?tai5S beither> recommendations nor conclusions 
! FBI' ?! is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

/ 
ll-CV-2131-4b-725 



'WAI KIT QUON, 
Also Known As Paul Quan, 
Paul; Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON. Sax-kitKWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

organization rather than becoming involved in militant 
demonstrations which might lead to violence. ’ 

In an undated manifesto which was distributed 
in October, 1968 , the‘ AAPA is self-described 
as "a peoples alliance to effect social and 
political changes” and states its belief that"..... 
the American society is historically racist 
and is one which, has; systematically employed' 
social discrimination and economic imperialism 
both.domestically and internationally 
exploiting all non-white, people...." 

The. above, mentioned manifesto was signed by W. K. QUON 
and V.: WONG.; According to. SF T-2, W.; K.; QUON refers to 
captioned individual.; 

In,a manifesto dated September 30, 1968, 
the AAPA declared that. "The,/Board of 
Regents of the. University of California 
is racist and /illegitimate." and demanded 
"... that the Academic Senate, liberate, 
itself from. the. Board of Regents, and 
support all. student-initiated courses...." 
In a list of "Perspectives" attached to 
the. manifesto dated September 30, 1968, the. 
AAPA stated:; "We. Asiah-Americans support, all 
non-white liberation movements... ..", and 
declared:; "We. Asian-Americans oppose, the 
imperialistic policies, being pursued by the 
American government." 

An. undated manifesto of the AAPA distributed 
in. July, 1968 set forth, the. same declara¬ 
tions as appeared' in the above mentioned 
"Perspectives", and gave; the address of the. 
AAPA as 2005 Hearst Avenue, Berkeley, 
California, which, address Was that of YUJf 
ICHIOKA, a University of California graduate 
student, who according to SF T-2, was. the. 
leader or president, of the. AAPA. The. Undated 
manifesto distributed in October, 1968 listed 

ll-CV-2131-4b-726 



WAi; KIT QUON, 
Also Known As.Paul Quan, 

Pa)& Quon» Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh CM) 
CTC 7070/025170267 ' 

3£?1adnr®SS °? the AAPA as 509 Eshleman 
Hall University of California, Berkeley, 
3Q1 Jle manifesto dated September 

Eshleman till? MPA address 510 

by the name°PASLiQgAN°inFthe'2AA?APtainS'ihesnniVidUa:L *? ! 
closely with FLOYD htTfm" rtVi^. • ^ has been associating 
AAPA 'a + H/aaIa HUEN’ ?ho ls the sec°nd in command of the 

r’hiAt the AAPA general meeting held on September 22 

BerkIlevmaCaliforn?Athe U?*Versi*y ?f California campus,’ 
in prelentinr f rpio^rC^ptl0ned individual joined With HUEN 
Francilco Chinatown L5 ^CerninF> y<?uth Problams in the San 
a Chinatown, and in presenting a report concerning 

rep?esentatives1andtALOS Angel?s’ California between AAPAg 
and an oriental student club in the Los Angeles 

area which was considering affiliation with the AAPA.; g 

dual present at^an^AAPA^Xl 196? ’ reP°^ed captioned indivi-: 
f- n ?APA meeting when the group discussed the 

ToS?na TKtyw°f PartaciPati°h in the Hemisphere Conference 
To End The War In Vietnam scheduled for November 28 1968 

deo?^^ I* 1968 at Montreal, Canada. Most of the |roup 
annoUneeS°5 1° a!ten? that conference, and ho one attending 
that ^antionf^^ A-p^nS,t0 attend*- SF T-2 learned, howevlr, 
FLOVD HUEN ??XVidU21 and three other MPA members, including 
Vietnam^ ^As^of frTJ 
f?oSrthatttrip,talk perSOnally With WAI KIT QUON after his return 

Section °n December 17, 1968 , Mrs.; LOIS SMITH, Records 
Section, San Francisco District Office of the United Sta-too 
INSXfiIeTn ^ Naturalization Service (INS) made available 

This file1 reveals Je ^bornT*™5 °aPtd , ^dividual, 
was admitted to the United Stages | has-rle 

b6 per USCIS 

1 l-CV-2131 -4b-727 
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WAI KIT OUON, 
Also; Known As Paul Quan, 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh <M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 



+ - 

WAI KIT QUON, 
Also Known As Paul Quan, 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit,- 
QUON Wairkit, KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7 0 7 07 0 2 51/0 2 6 7 

b6 per USCIS 

___ WAI KIT QUON listed his. Selective. Service. Number as b7c pbi 
land indicated he was classified II-S.: He. gave: 

his mailing address as 1230 Jackson, Apartment 3, San Francisco, 
California., 

b6 per USCIS 

The April, 1968 Directory for the Lawrence Radiation 
Laboratory at Berkeley, California lists; WAI KIT QUON as being 
in the Health-Physics Department, Building 72, Room. 104, under 
the Guest Participant Program.; 

Mr. Security Officer at the. Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory advised on December 18 , 1968 , that. 
WAI KIT QUON Was employed by that institution from October 
18,_1965 to June.l6, 1967 as a graduate student research 
assistant, for which, employment, he received pay.; MrJ 
further advised that, since; that, date, WAI KIT QUON has been 
Under the guest, participant program, receiving no pay, but. 
able to use the facilities of the. Lawrence. Radiation 
Laboratory in connection with his graduate, research study. 

i 
i 

b6 per 

b7C FBI 

U-CV-2131-4b-72g 
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1 •„* 

WAI KIT QUON, 
Also. Known As. Paul Quart, 
Paul 'Quon, Paul Wai Kit Kwan , COPY 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh (H) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

The. following discriptive data was secured from 
SF T-2 and from the. files of the United States INS: 

Name WAI KIT QUON 
Other names Paul Quan, Paul Quon, 

Paul Wai Kit Kwan, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Sai-kit, QUON Wai-kit, 
KUAN Wei-chieh (M) 
CTC 7070/0251/0267_ 

Birthdate 
Nationality 

• Residence 

Home address 

Occupation 

INS File Number 
Ethnic. Descent 
Height 
Weight 
Hair 
Eyes 
Father 

Mother 

b6 per USCIS 

- 6* - 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

# * 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San. Francisco, California 

December 18, 1968 
COPY 

l 

Title 

Character 

Reference 

WAI KIT Ql/ON, 
Also Known As Paul Quan, 
Paul Quon, Paul Wai Kit KWan, 
QUON Sai-kit, KWAN Wai-kit, 
QUON Wai-kit, KUAN Wei-chieh <M> \ 
CTC 7070/0251/0267 

San Francisco memorandum 
dated and captioned as above 

All sources (except any listed below) whose Identities 
are. concealed In referenced communication have furnished reliable 
Information In the; past. 

"commendations »«* conclosloQS ot the FBI. It ts the properly 
youf o/ency y°" »' «» content, ore not to be districted ovtside 

ll-CV-2131-4b-73i 



SF 105-23692 
JES/cmp / 

from a "peace in Vietnam" convocation^ to a' "stop U.S. 
imperialism" .organizing-sessio'n. . ;/ Thi s AAPA/ ne w s p ap e r ' a I s o; 
praised the Vie£ Cong. as valient,1 people.,struggling^against; 

" the weaponry dhd might /of U. S. -imper ialism:* :..'/1,y/*‘ ... 

-D. •Not 

p> e . ; No close^relatives of the Subject have been reported V 
1 )jt - l:i. ^* ^«Ktriav,e vtto Vw m-i "T t 4- arS ■!- 'irrAnn * * QviV\-i <=*/-* 4- * o -f-rs tKor ’> active 

TAK PIN; 
ifi. on 

n/any subvers iye /or mil i t an t 
;Vhuen, is" cooperative tov/ard'- 
mnsfifl 'to Sub.iect ’ s militant s 

group.r, Subj ect's father, 
the FBI and indicates 

activities. 
state's . that Subject■ s. 

brothers and sisters are' proud- of. American, citizenship and / /y 
/ r & unhappy, about Sub ject ’ s activity in- the AAPAv ‘ One brother;, : yC 
//'/'^dlMM^^U^N/swas/recently: reieasOd . from adfive duty a,s/an. , .,;*// 

‘off icer.. in/thefu^.S. yNayy.j. .another.,. TfftH^pUEN^,-' ho Id.s/ a Security: / 
•eleara.nce.':V?l an; eieCtrdnic.s ..engineer- at'1 the Lawrence- Radiation.,; 

Livermore, C aliforni a 

b7D 

in 

F. 

Ur- 

_ /he/has- no 
intention”bf doing anything against the:/law arid that he 

' - v 

-Opposed : to the use; of . violenc.e .in; protest;demonstrations. 
Sub ject,-, according to/:SF 2496-R,: whs Ihesitant rabOut placing 
the-AAPh/on record ./as'supporting the lecture series-by/Black 

' y~Panthe'r: P.arty;; leader ,;/ELD RIDGE CLEAVER in the Fa.ll "of , 1968 , ; 
i'/'b'fik/ /haf. -a»ri Ha-fi'aft hpp'n limited: bv UC. ; 

b7D 

-would iworJC-:taarougnr:,tne --«tpgent:;:*enate^;..pr‘' wnxcn^ iisryys; a*.;;... . , y 
.member|/rather;than:yhecpnie/inypl'^ed /in Militant:jdemonstra.tions/.’, />rt 
which;.might/Jedd'toyviplpned/; -y.;y.. - yy y//'//;> '/*/•-//•/■ y//-vy / •>/. /•//. 

iy GV' , /;,/0;t is believed that an ‘interview of the Subject 
- should be lattempted, 1 since his .family! 
' I " 1 ;r' i -i i m k V---i   

1 b7D 

*su.ch - an . interview;; 
/Will • be-one* p.f -. the 

will cooperate in attempting to .arrange ; /-/; 
Jct;. } is; cd n temp la ted /that, an/ethnic Chinese;., 

two SAs /conducting . the./intefview r ...to /y.; V•...' 

■/:. ; ; / Violence advocated by- the Black Panther Party / ;he-'might: be;/ 
~"v / / ..induced> to cooperate with-, the FBI . in preventing the., spread 
::r>'j of violence, on .thh college /campuses. / TO avoid any. allegation 
/;/; that the interview .was for the purpose of investigating. 

__nnc mi tt frrc+.!/p :ri'irp'r;fe/' towarf 
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>. 9-18-64)‘ Jt 

\ f'TED: STATES &VERNMENT 

i ZMemorandum - 

TO - DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: _ 2/28/69 

FROMA: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692)- , (P) 

SUBJECT: - FLOYEL-HUEir, • aka 

IS - CH D^ciasfeon: 

- . Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in X 
- accordance with existing instructions relating to interviews of. f ^: 

t security subjects. If this subject is cooperative, no affirmative ,, 
steps will be taken during the initial interview to direct his ; - , ^ 

Ij ry activities and complete background investigation, required by ‘ 
\mS Section 107C of the Manual of Instructions ;will be conducted and ■ 

A. Bureau will be requested to authorize-recontact with subject as 

■li|/ I 
5\ga/', The .following ; is submitted in, ,accordance , with the 

1 provisions of the Manual of Instructions: ' ' - 1 < 

' Subject resides with his parents at 1737,• Francisco^! o 
S 3: Berkeley, California, and is :a fourth year ’s.tudentaat the ■ / 

% BJ University of California (DC) ’, majoring .in Sociology . , He is / 
aSSE of Chinese ethnic descent and was - borhr in-China, -but 
<t x ui 3J received American citizenship through nis,- father who was 

naturalized 11/14/45, while serving with the U.S. Navy;. - 'He 
has resided in the wjce he a $ma11 child., j 

b7C 

■in “e 
Subject' is single 

7b 
190736 

C. Subject is - the most active;-leader of the Asian- 
" American Political, Alliance (AAPA) / which he helped to organize 

u \ ^ at UC>. Berkeley, in ,6/6 8, and which.describes American•society 
^ <h ^ as "historically racist", declares its support for all’non-' 

white liberation movements, and opposes what- it terms"the . 
<J.. imperialistic policies being pursued by the'American govern- 

ment." Subject has participated, in several'demonstrations ; : 
protesting alleged mistreatment of minority-. p'epple> and he is 
active in the current student strike at DC, .Berkeley. Subject 
and other "AAPA members attended the' Hemisphere’ Conference to , 
End the War . in Vietnam,, (HCEWV), held at fflontreaiV-Canada, 
from 11/28/68 through .-i-2/l/6^8y and the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 
disclosed'they had helped to'- fOrce/-ithat conference to change 
_ • ' , - W-' 
O Bureau (RM) 
'2 - San Francisco 
JES/cmp 
(5) , 

. 

ll-CV-2131-4b-734 
A i 
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GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

5010-106 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO - A : DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 

from SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692) (P) 

SUBJECT: FLOYD HUEN, aka ' : 

IS' - CH . 

Re: San Francisco letter and LHM 12/13/68 .: . 

Bureau authority is requested to interview subject in 
'/accordance with existing instructions relating to-interviews of 
security subjects. If this subject is cooperative, no affirmative 
steps will be taken during the initial interview to direct his 
activities and ^complete background investigation required by . ' 
Section 107C of the Manual of Instructions will be conducted and 

’ Bureau will be requested to authorize recontact with subject as 
; a PSI. (flf )U- " ' ' • 

The following is submitted in accordance with the 
provisions of the Manual of Instructions: - 

Francisco, gj A, Subject resides with his parents at 1737 
Berkeley, California, and is a fourth year studentaat the 
University of California (UC) , majoring in Sociology. He is 
of Chinese ethnic descent and was bornl |in China," but 
received American citizenship through his father who wras 
naturalized 11/14/45 while serving with the U.S. Navy. He 
has resided in the' U.S. since he was a small child. 

B* Subject is single. 
- - - «■ ^ . - ' * ' * ’ 

C. .. ' Subject is the most active leader of the Asian- 
American Political Alliance (AAPA), which he helped t° organize 
at UC, Berkeley,, in 6/68, and which describes American society 
as "historically racist", declares its support for all non¬ 
white liberation movements, arid opposes what it terms: "the 
imperialistic policies being pursued by the American govern¬ 
ment." Subject has participated in several demonstrations 
protesting alleged mistreatment of minority people, and he is' .... 
active in the current student strike at UC, Berkeley. .Subject 
and other AAPA members attended the Hemisphere Conference to 
End the War in Vietnam (HCEWV) , held at Montreal, Canada, 
from 11/28/68 through 12/1/68, and the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 
disclosed they had helped to force that conference to change 

x^^^'Bureau (RM) 
2 - San Francisco 
JES/cmp 
(5) 

‘ ll-CV-2131-4b-735 
L 



'V>-' 

'scr r ;• 

. v , ; SF. 105 -2369 2 
• JES/cmp-> 1 c 

- from a:"peace:- in. Vietnam" convocation'-;’ to' .-a —-stop... U.Sv. ^ 
— - imperialism1'^brgahizing; SessionC;|;This AAPA "newspaper {ais"o '/: . • ; 

* praised the’ Viet Gong as valient people, struggling; against " * . : . 
» ' - -*the‘'wesjponry and ,might': of -U. S/.' imperialism.. . ’ --.J' 

:D. Not' applicable'. 15 

E . -i.'It ..No close -relatives'of the7 Sub jept;5havS'-'been\_?:epqr.te*d,;;;^ 
Sanyt si^v§y.sive*;dfe>Trf|.1Si.t^^g_rdU|> vlGSnbj ecfcv s ■•‘'father/ '?{■ 

;TAKJ PING; HUEN, ' is, cobpqrative, ' toward the; I*B,X and indicates 
he is opposed to Subject’s militant activities, \ 

' ' ‘ 1,states that Sub ject’s' 
b7D 

brothers -and sisters are;proud of American citizenship and 
unhappy about Sx& ject'stactivity- in . the AAPA-i^ .Ope ,brother, ’ : V 
JIMMY;’'EtlEENV'was; 'rebehtly•'.r'eleas.ed' £rqri\a.ctiXrb, duty ,as; .an ;-.v 1f;.' 

; ;bf f4cer->in:,;the:IJtS h?$ayyi {anothe^^^ holds ,a,7Secur.ityl jy;.; 
clearance'-as^ah ;elec*&onIcs,!;ehgi'nqet‘iA6tr t^^-.'^^^nce. Radiation 
Laboratory in Livermore •"-v:*.r,\V a\>‘ - 

F-.- that He. has ’ no 
intention;' of' 
opposed to the. t 

-Sub ject>.: 
f! the AAPA on 'record v 

; P.anther f Party^leadei 
'after'that "sferi.qs'''had'-''&6en 
ySF’ 2496,-R> thej sHb.ject;■ inv 9/&& "expr essed"the hope; the *AA?A. , ' 
Would work through -theyStud.eht Senate , of which he .is a ; ,* / •; " 

'.member , rather „ than become involved in ..militant demonstrations 
which might ledd to violence. y >■ h *> •'-> t.-yl 

b7D 

K* 
r.-‘ C. 

* " 

G.y. A\ it is believed;that; ah.’interviewVthe-’Subnect 
should i>e?' attempted','; si neb s.his; family v I t- . ~ 
f “ Ii Mil "cooperate!, in. fattemptind tbi arrange __ H - '^ilH ‘cboperat& .in. attempting 'tbi arrange 
such . an .interview’. ' It -, is : contemplated'' that an eth hic. Chinese 
Willi:b# Phe of the-two''-SAs conducting ’ the''.•interview‘dito:. 
demonstrate that the- interviewers do not represent a; "racist" 
society. ..SinceSubject.is. reportedly opposed to the ' . ; 

; b7D 

;bf-. violence-* oh. thelcoliege •: campuses..To" aybid~ahy:;allegatibn 
that the - interview :was-: for the; purpose of. investigating-- ; : 
campus^ activity> ,• questions, .will..fir st.. be. .directedV.toward; his- 
knowledge of any - Viet;. Gong .influence upon-.-the persons^ who)<?iS 

V' 

/ ll-CV-2131-4b-736: 
2. - 
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. FD-33 6 (Rev.. 9-18-64) 
- OPTIONAL-! FORM HO. 10 5010-106 

, / - MAY 1962 COITION 

***' s 1 GSA CEN. REG.AlO. 27 • 

'' P, UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
# « • *► * » > 

Memorandum 
to* : DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 2/28/69 ^ .. 

FROM SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692) (P) 

SUBJECT: FLOYD HUEN, aka 
IS - CH 

N, aka * ' , - 
Decla$$jrr®8: OADR 

Re: gan Francisco letter and LBM 12/13/68 

Bureau authority is requested to .interview subject in 
• , -accordance with existing instructions relating to, interviews of 

. ' security subjects. If this subject is'cooperative, no-affirmative 
•steps will-be taken;during the initial interview to direct his *- 

. ' activities and complete background investigation required by’ 
Section .1070 of the Manual of Instructions will be conducted and 
Bureau will be requested to authorize recontact with subject' as • 

a PSI.,:(g\y\, /; ■. •• ‘ ’ \ /. \ | 

t’ The following is submitted in accordance with the 
provisions of. the Manual of Instructions: , * Jk A, ’. Subject resides with his parents at 1737 Francisco^ 
Berkeley, California, and is a fourth year studeht&at the. t 
University of California j(UC), majoring in Sociology* He xs Sv 
of Chinese* ethnic descent and was born l ift China, but 
received American citizenship through his father who was -S 
naturalized 11/14/45 while serving with the U*S* Navy* He g 
has resided in the U.S* since he was a small, child. r 

B. ... Subject,is single*' . '• 

C* * Subject is the most active leader of the Asian- 
American Political Alliance (AAPA), which he helped to organize 
at UC, . Berkeley, in 6/68, and which describes American socxefcy, 
as ’’historically racist”, • declares its support for all non” 
white liberation movements, and opposes what it terms s “the, 
imperialistic policies being pursued by the American govern¬ 
ment*” Subject has participated in several demonstrations 
protesting alleged mistreatment of .minority people, and. he is 
active in the current student strike at UC, Berkeley. Subject 
and other AAPA members attended the Hemisphere Conference to 
End the War* in Vietnam (HCEftV), held at Montreal, Canada,* 
from „ 11/28/68 through 12/1/68, and the AAPA newspaper for 1/69 
disclosed they had helped to force that conference to change '* 

^f’^Bureau (RM) 
-2"rr"san Francisco 
JES/emp • 

<5) wmr ; 
ll-CV-2131-4b-738 



SF 105-23692 
JES/cmp '/ 

from a "peace' in Vietnam" convocation „to a "stop O.S. .. 
newspaper also imperialism" organizing" session. This AAPA 

praised - the Viet Cong- as valient people 'struggling against 
the weaponry and might of UiS. imperialism. 

D. Not applicable.. 

E\ " V i * No . close ;relatiyes.‘ofthe- Sub ject; have ;been reported 
active in any •subversive Or militant * group v • Sub j ect‘ s father , 
-TAK PING;JatjEN./:‘is .cpoperativo-toward, the ;5jBX and indicates... : ; 
he is opposed tb •Sub ject *- s militant activities . P 

fces tni states that sunsect’s 
brothers "and sisters are proud of American citizenship and.- 
Unhappy about Subject’s activity in the AAPA. One brother/• 
liMMy was1- recently .r01eased>from; active , duty as; an- 
.officer in the;-U..S;;.; Navyanother, &OJI& hp.lds;'a Securi 
clearance ,fas /hn electrphics engineer the ^lawienp:e;;JRadia.t3 
Laboratory in liverraore 1;iCalifornia.;VM *. ■%*)*• *VrV'\:;V 

F..;? ' ■ ". | Hthat he has no I. 
intention Of doing anything; against the lav/ and that he is 
opposed to the use., of violence-in protest demonstrations .j( 
Subject, faccording rto *SF 249%7-E:,’. was',hesitant about placinc 
’the AAPA on record. as : suppCrting^ the’; 'leCtni^lseriesiby ‘ Black ;, 
Panther,, ; E*&11 •. of 1968 / 
after .that - serieS^had heejt limited by' ucl "/ According tq ’ V*'*' 
SF 2496-jR,* -the: $ub jept in g/68 ;expressed£‘tHe hppe;the. A^APAl- - 
would--,work through^the'Student; Senate r /Of' which he .is’” a';-. ‘-;j 
member, rather than, become involved in militant demonstrations 
whichmight ledd to violence^. . , .#' " - . >. v"': - . 

G. ’ : •'■v It is. believed; that; an interview^-of-the- Subject 
should ■ be attempted / ’since his family | | 

I Cooperate in attempting to arrange . 
such an Winter view. It is.', contemplated. that an ^ ethnic ^Chinese;;: 
will .be one of the iwo - SAs ■ conducting the interview, to * - / 
demonstrate that the interviewers dd .not represent •- a "racist" 
'•society.; Singe Subject .is reportedly :opposed to the,/-'- •.«'?' 
violence adyocated 'by. the Black Panther Party/ he might;be. . 
induced- to: cooperate, with the FB the spread , ^ 
of violence -ph. the- cpliege campuses-.’;. ; To ayoid';any; allegation 
that the' interview was for the' purpose, of investigating 
campus activity,; “ questions ..will first be* directed 'toward hid .« 
knowledge- of any Viet Cong influence, upon the persons whd./>i£y 



SF 105-23692 
JES/cmp ' « 

met; Viet :Cong. <r^resentative^4^t^pM^,™r whieh/he attended ^ 
at Montreal'^ Canada■},. during.,November 28 tQ.December I, 1968.-, ; 
Even if. he is not fully cooperative f> it appears possible - 
that ~ through Ittiei interview and the influence of I 1/ 

.Subjeat may agree to furnish limited amounts 
of, information concerning possible«violence by individuals 
or "gioups participating in protest ’demonstrations. S\QL\- ij^, 

-;-;V - '■•'•'’J , ~ k v s. t; 

a ». - ' • 
- * * y ■ -j , ' -* 

' i-1- • 

'i'. x 
V/j- ‘ '.y 

iKf'7 \ v 

X.ll-CV-2131 
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Federal Btfreau of Inv 
-» . -* Records Branch 

* 3/11 

atiog 

19. 6S 

1 Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 

~1 Forward to File Jle 
Attention 
Return to -x 

V. E» 
mi 742 9&D EXT 584 

Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 

1 I Regular Reguest (Analytical Search) 

I All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
I Subversive References Only 

_j Nonsubversive References Only 
I-1 Main-References Only 

Type of Search Reguested: 
I Restricted to Locality of 

I -'-'t'Ex'act Name Only (On the Nose) 
I 1 Buildup I I Variations 

Siihjprt FIjOYD TUEN 

Birthdate & Place Lhina 

, Address 1737 Francxsco Berkeley, b7c _ 
—Calif-,- 
Localities_ 

Searcher » 
R#-Date 3// ?-_Initials Vy 

Prod._ 
FILE NUMBER SERIAL 
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Date: 12/13/68 

Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIR MAIL 
(Priority) 

As 

C 
TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

ALL AT 10 M] 
"HEREiikfBlISOtRSSffte©- — T “ 

EXC EPyvHERE shown 
CTHERFfV 

, SAW , KANCISCO (105-23692) (C) 

FUmfliOEN, aka 
QHSUAN Te-hui (M) 
, CTC 8895/1795/6540 
JCS“ - CH 

00: SF 

Vy« 
*. 11'J \ 

Re Los Angeles letter to BuredJr^^ted l27’6768, 
entitled "HEMISPHERE CONFERENCE TO END/THE~WAR^iN VIETNAM, 
MONTREAL, CANADA, 11/28/68 - 12/1/68; IS - INFORMATION 
CONCERNING; 00:NY" (NY File 105-97379; Bufile 105-179625).- 

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of an 
LHM dated and captioned as above. tA 

]pe2T rSX v^4- n T r- /-I -V- 4 m -P Avnn 4 Pwatvi l 1 

' f\ i 

'-ov! 

r^c tt\ i; *3 Jf 

-OH) 

CY*1* Nf) _-_-Referenced airtel' set out information from U Q't* 
__| as to the names and addresses appearing on thM pT 

manifest of a chartered flight from Los Angeles 11/27/68 , * I ^ 
to attend mentioned conference in Montreal, Canada.- .-Subject*s-—, 
name and address was included. Referenced airtel also set 
forth Bureau instructions that an LHM suitable for dissemi- J 
nation to the Legal Attache, Ottawa, and to-interested...U'.S. jjA 

Government Agencies (Should be prepared on persons traveling j&Qj 
from the United Statps to attend this conference. IiA 

_ ENCLMURF ~n~ -i- AGENCIES 

....o?lc?s 
Bureau (Encls. I1) (MOg^ q > 
(1 - 105-179625) p _SMF(3) or.CaO&OJ 

(1 - 116-442 6 6 _PAm ffyj cy 

ban rrancxscQ ^ 
(1 - 100-61299: AAPA) 

xr\ O 

.UjESVcmp 

i, jl-li i ij»h—?? 

j 

HGtTiCT' 
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SF 105-23692 
JES/cmp 

/ \ 

V ' 
Four persons who have been active in the-ffisirah 

American Political-.Alliance.. (AAPA)- at the University of 
'^T^rna^T^e^Ifefl-e^iiorJU.a^'^'e included on the mani- 
vfest^of*tHe f lighTIfrom~Ws’ AngelW^on 11/27/6 8. UThese were 
FLOYD HUEN, WAI KItY&UON, VICKlEJpjONGland LXLLIAfcpEA'fi-RO.g, on 
'each of whom an LHfffes been p'repared. The AAPA/iiow includes, 
students at several colleges but, according to SF 2496-R, 
who is an active member of the AAPA, it continues to be 
directed from the Berkeley campus, by FLOYD HUEN and Yl 
ICHIOKA, both of whom oppose the use of violence as a 
of protest. 

me 

as follows 
Sources listed in the enclosed LHM are identified 

SF T-l is 
b7D 

0 
SF T-2 is SF 2496-R 

" AfiS - 

SF T-3ais 3$ 
It is noted that 

has offered his ful 
in the investigation of the latter and the AAPA 

assistance 

u-* 

It is further noted that FLOYD HUEN’s older brother, 
^4Bufile 116-442663; SF File 116-52242) is employed 
iwrence Radiation Laboratory at Livermore. California, 

mam avs » m <>. a v, U n i nrr -hrl as an electronics engineer. However, according tc[ 
TONY HUEN supports the policies of the American Government 
and does not agree with the viewpoints which FLOYD HUEN has 
been expressing through the AAPA. m \)s 

b7D 

Information concerning the Subject and his activities 
has been assembled in enclosed LHM. He does not appear to pre¬ 
sent any present danger to the security of the United States 
which would warrant his inclusion in the Security Index, and 
this case is being closed. 



4&k -*■ -f '• £BL 
uniWd states department of jW] TICE 

In Ileply, Please liefer to 

File No. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 
December 13, 1968 

FLOYD HUEN 
^Also Known As 

* HSUAN Te-hui (M) 
CTC 8895/1795/6540 

o 

W O 

On Decenber 5, 1968, SF T-l advised that FLOYD HUEN, 
—L7..37 Francisco Way, Berkeley, California, was among those 

whose name s' manifest for American 
Flyers, Inc., North Hollywood, California, chartered flight 
Noveirb er 27 , 196 8, from Los Angeles, California, to Montreal, 

^Canada.. to attend the Hemisphere Conference To End The War In 
letham, Montreal, Canada, November 28, 196 8 to December 1, 

1968. 

In June, 1968, SF T-2 reported that FLOYD HUEN was 
second in command of a newly organized "Yellow Power" group 
which had been formed at the University of California, Berkeley, 
California, and which would be known as the Asian American 
Political Alliance CAAPA). 

In an undated manifesto which was distributed 
in October, 1968, the AAPA is self-described 
as "a peoples alliance to effect social and 
political changes" and states its beliefs that 
"the American society is historically racist 
and is one which has systematically employed 
social discrimination and economic imperialism 
both domestically and internationally exploiting 
all non-white people..." 

In a manifesto dated September 30, 1968, the 
AAPA declared that "The Board of Regents of 
the University of California is racist and 
illegitimate" and demanded "that the Academic 
Senate liberate itself from the Board of 
Regents, and support all student-initiated 
courses. In a list of "Perspectives 

mO 80 1968 

attached to the manifesto dated September 30 
1968, the AAPA stated: "We Asian-Americans 
support alT non-white liberation movements., 
and declared: "We Asian-Americans oppose /f'- 

Cla 
Declass! 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents 
outside yoir agency, 
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FLOYD HUEN 

the imperialistic policies being pursued by 
the American government.V The address of 
the AAPA is 2005 Hearst Ave., which is also 
the address of its chairman, YUJI ICHIOKA, 
a graduate student at the University of 
California. 

According to SF T-2, FLOYD HUEN, in addition to being 
vice-chairman of the AAPA, is also chairman of the Chinese 
Students Association and a member of the Senate of the 
Associated Students of the University of California. 

By letter dated August 22, 1968, the Office of the 
Registrar. University of California, Berkeley, advised FLOYD 
HUEN, born % in Tsing Tao, China, was an undergraduate 
student in the College of Letters and Science, admitted in 
February, 1965. He was graduated from the Berkeley High School 
June 19, 1965, and was residing with TAK PING HUEN at 1737 
Francisco, Berkeley, California. 

In August, 1968, SF T-3 advised he had recently 
talked with FLOYD HUEN concerning his activity in the AAPA. 
According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN.stated he was vice-president 
of the.AAPA, an organization which he and a few friends had 
started at the University of California, Berkeley. FLOYD 
HUEN told SF T-3 the AAPA was founded to work for equal rights 
for persons of Asian origin living in the United States, but 
also supports equal rights for all non-white minority groups. 
According to SF T-3, FLOYD HUEN stated the AAPA does not 
advocate violence as a method of protest, but feels that the 
violence displayed in the recent encounters between negro 
extremist groups and the police has not been the fault of the 
negroes but has been caused by the discriminatory attitude of 
the white community toward the negro community. 

SF T-3 said that FLOYD HUEN’s father, TAK PING HUEN, 
is retired from the United States Navy and is a very patriotic 
American, proud of the citizenship he received by naturalization 
while serving in the Navy. SF T-3 added that PAK PING HUEN is 
very upset about FLOYD HUEN’s activities in the AAPA and had 
to be dissuaded by other family members from ordering FLOYD 
HUEN to leave home unless he was ready to abandon such 
activities. SF T-3 said FLOYD had no apparent interest in 
social problems when he entered the University of California, 
and his family expected him to prepare himself for a career lL/ 
in science. SF T-3 said that at first FLOYD HUEN applied ” 

_\.\ ... ft fl 
- 2 - 

b6 

b7C 
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FLOYD HUEN 

himself to his studies, but then under some influence at the 
University, he changed to a sociology major, began to spend 
most of his time in campus politics, and began to neglect his 
studies. SF T-3 stated that FLOYD HUEN has three older 
brothers and one older sister, all of whom are proud to be 
Americans and none of whom would support the activities of 
FLOYD HUEN in the AAPA.. He said the older brother and the 
sister do not live at home and have had no regular association 
with FLOYD HUEN. He added that one brother, JAMES HUEN, is 
an officer in the United States Navy. SF T-3 remarked that 
FLOYD HUEN was born in China in| ^ but derived United 

_ U L J _ _ __ „ .4 • 

a *. 

States citizenship from his father who had been naturalized 
in 1945. SF T-3 added that the family came to reside 
permanently in the United States in 1948 when FLOYD HUEN 
was very small. a) \>- 

In December, 1968, SF T-3 advised he had learned that 
FLOYD HUEN attended a conference at Montreal, Canada, the 
first part of December, which was held to oppose the American 
position in Vietnam. SF T-3 said that FLOYD’ s father, TAK 
PING HUEN, was very disturbed about this travel by his son, 
and has again given thought to asking FLOYD to leave home. 
SF T-3 remarked that TAK PING HUEN and FLOYD HUEN are 
diametrically opposed in their viewpoints as to Vietnam, and 
the former feels that FLOYD has disgraced the family by 
attending the Montreal conference. SF T-3 said that FLOYD’s 
brother, JAMES HUEN, has now been discharged from the U.S. Navy 
and is attending some school in the midwest, possibly in 
Chicago, Illinois. He said an older brother, TONY HUEN, 
works for'-the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at Livermore, 
California. Source added that FLOYD’s sister works for the 
city government. SF T-3 said that to the best of his knowledge 
all of these relatives of FLOYD HUEN feel much a part of the 
American way of life and would not agree with FLOYD’s 
contention that the American way of life is racist in nature 
and exploits minority groups. /la A 

The following information concerning FLOYD HUEN was 
secured from records of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, from records of the University of California,land 

b6 

b7C 

from SF T-3 :](§[) ^ 

Name: 
Chinese Name: 

FLOYD HUEN 
HUEN Tak-foy 
HSUAN Te-hui (M) 
CTC 8895/1795/6540 

- 3 - 
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FLOYD HUEN 

Racial Descent 
Citizenship: 
Birth Date: 

Residence: 

Occupation: 

Father: 

Mother: 

Brother: 

Brother: 

Sister: 

Brother: 
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UNITED; STATES GO\®NMENT' € 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-45226 
■fiBWtoTlftU 
60) ' .date: 6/12/69 

FROM 

subject.:. 
- 

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-61299): COCTsmEIJ 

’ • HEREl^^fNCLASSlFlEa^ 
EXCEPpWHSRE SHOWN ^ 

AS IAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE oTHTRY'lsI 
IS - CH 

oo;sf i 
Re San Francisco report dated 1/23/69 and Los Angeles 

letter to Bureau dated 4/16/69, captioned as above; San- 
Francisco report dated 5/12/69, captioned MRED-GUARD;.IS-CH" 
and Los Angeles letter to Bureau dated 5/7/69, captioned 
"NATIONALITY GROUP COVERAGE - CHINA; IS-CH." ‘ 

Referenced Los Angeles letter captioned "Nationality 
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Group Coverages - China," 1 

b7D 

FrahciscoT 
On 5/4/69, a rally was held in Portsmouth Square# San 

]The rally was to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the May 4th Movement in China and public announce¬ 
ment indicated it was planned by the Bay Area Asian Students 
for Community Actions. It was, in fact, initiated by the AAPA 
leadership at Berkeley, California, and it was AAPA member b7D 
ALVIN JA (SF File 105-24491) who made the contact with the 
Republic of China Consulate at San Francisco asking for a 
speaker and for help in securing a permit to use the square 
for a rally. According tol 

xn this event 
]decided against any participation 
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Bureau (RM) 
(1 - 105-189989 
(1 - 105-190736; 
(i - 105- ; Imr-KnnguSN) 
(1 - 100- ; VICTORIA DIANA WONG) 
Los Angeles (105-26223) (RM) 
San Francisco 
(1 - 105-23956; RED GUARD). 
(1 - 100-59859; VICTORIA WONG) 
(1 - 100-62891; ALEX HING) 
(1 - 105-9746; WAI KIT QUON) 
(1 - 105-23692; FLOYD HUEN) 
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CONFIDBNTIAD 

On May 4th, the advertised speakers did not appear 
at the rally, and principal speakers were AAPA leaders. A 
pageant was presented against a background of Chicom posters 
and portraits of MAO Tse-tung, and members of the Red Guard 
stood at attention before, the stage, holding Red China flags 
and wearing field jackets and fur hats similar to those worn 
by Red Chinese volunteers ih Korea during the Korean war. 

On 5/29/69J expressed 
concern about the possibility that leaders of the AAPA may be closely 
involved with the Red Guard. Source said that the Red Guard 
Minister of Education, ALEX HING (SF File 100-62891) , is a 
very close friend of AAPA leader FLOYD HUEN (SF File 105-23692) 
and associates with other AAPA leaders and members. b7D 

I I stated that with the exception of ALEX HING, Red 
£uaa?4 leaders are not capable of organizing and sustaining a 
real revolutionary program but he added that with AAPA leader¬ 
ship, through ALEX HING, the Red Guard could become a real 
threat to the peace of Chinatown. |said that 
undoubtedly the May 4th rally at Portsmouth Square was put 
together under the direction of the AAPA.. Source pointed out 
that FLOYD HUEN was a principal speaker and that other AAPA 
leaders and members were present in a leadership or participant 
capacity. He said that the dramatic presentation or pageant 
was certainly an AAPA production. 

_ In view of the above, it is requested that|_ 
be contacted concerning the AAPA and the Red Guard and 

that he particularly be asked for any information he may have 
concerning Red Guard leader ALEX HING and AAPA leaders FLOYD 
HUEN, PAUL WAI KIT QUON, VICTORIA (VICCI) WONG, and ALVIN JA, 
all of whom were concerned in the May 4th rally described above. 

Attention of the Bureau and Los Angeles is directed 
to the fact tht FLOYD HUEN, VICTORIA DIANA WONG (aka VICCI 
WONG) and WAI KIT QUON (aka PAUL QUON) all attended the 
Hemisphere Conference to End the War in Vietnam,. Montreal, 
Canada, 11/28/68 - 12/1/68 (Bufile 105-179625; LA File 100-72170). 

confidential: 
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3/28/69 SAC, San Francisco (105-23692) 

Bureau authority to interview subject being held 
in abeyance. 

As you ar<^ aware, interviews of individuals connected 
with institutions oiS: learning continue to be a very sensitive 
area. Before authorising interviews v/ith such individuals 
Bureau desires, if possible, some assurance as to whether 
possibility exists of embarrassment to FBI. In view of 
cooperative attitude on part of other members of family, you 
should endeavor to ascertain whether subject will be amenable 
to interview. Explore possibility of having subject, through 
intercession of members of his family, present himself 
voluntarily at ypur office for an interview. If this is not 
possible, advise where you intend to conduct interview of 
subject. 
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In the future when submitting requests for interviews 
of security subjects, do not use such a communication to 
initially report results of investigation. The current format 
authorized by Bureau for use when recommending interviews of 
security subjects was designed to present brief, concise back¬ 
ground data which Bureau officials could quickly review and 
decide whether interview is warranted, A lengthy three page 
communication such as relet defeats this purpose and requires 
separate communications be prepared at Bureau, 

In the event it is not possible to have subject’s 
family prevail upon him to voluntarily appear for an interview, 
resubmit your recommendation in accordance v/ith observations 
set forth above. Be certain title sets forth all names by 
which subject is known, in order that a complete indices 
search can be accomplished at Bureau ahol^your office advised 
of results. * r-‘ >.1 

"v-V-S 
re 

:,v 

1 - 100-452260 (Asian-American Political ^Alliance) 

R:er0/u" 
(6) SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 
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Letter to SAC, San, Francisco 
RE: FLOYD HUEN • 
105.-190736 - • •-; ' ; " • . ' 

NOTE: ,; •/ ■■ 

Subject Is fourth year student at TTniy^gitv nf b6 
California, majoring in sociology.’ He was born I I in Vb7c 
China, bu£, received American citizenship through his father. ,1 
He has resided in' U.S. since he was small child. He is described 
as most: active leader of . Asian-American Political Alliance, 
which he helped to:, organize; at University of California and .**-. 
which dppbs.es iimperalistic policies being pursued1 by. American 
Government . Subject has participated in several demonstrations . 
protesting mistreatment of minorities. He has attended, rallies f 
to end the war in Vietnam. His family, including father and' 
cousin, appear to be loyal 
been cooperative in past 

interview 
San Francisco requested authority to 
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TO : . K'■ :%■ . DIRECTOR, FBI lTOS-190736) date: 12/4/^^ ■* 

FROM ; D. SAC/ SAN FRANCISCO (105-,23692) ' (P)/; • 

subject:,:/'-. st,. FLOYD HUEN>t aka ;• ;*£*.’&• '/ Av S / = ' " 
j-'t * ;♦ is - 'Ch Z? ^ Xw-*r '?£ * • .• .. 

.^*s$ A-1 ;• JS - ■ - 
' ' -:■ ’* „ / " - , . ' - ", *-*• /*. , _ . v-l1 - v, _ * ; + ,/*£ - % '->‘4'V^ -t ' - V."'-',^r-'* ' •'- ^ 

■-Tjj.**-* -■ t.y* ^ ’' / *i* a ' aij^.v",J '.*>*vf / .\* ^ 

/SA-A;• tv- Re Bureau airtel • dated: 11/25^9 > and Ean/#bahcisco /| 
/</ -- ■ Wte;i;' to Bureau;/; with EHM,vd#tedv 12/13/6 8. /// ‘ , - f '■ 

'/.■?• \ ^ Summary Report iB vdn; preparation concerning/subject , * 
-'V*/ ■■ ■-. no br• the Bupeaib on. 12/5/69 as: requested in- Bureau !™ 

*W >.£. Xt isnoted. tbut-Bureau airtel requested1 appropriate v 
t , /r ^^^op^^onscbe^ade^rfelative ^fco^paacingr/tlife Subject on the . " 

i : / -...■^ and,ptirs^»t^)td tl4^eq^s|5/tAiCsSn/^3/anci^eQ .- /' 
". ;,c; ,' - ttlcie “4s been;; endqavoringv to" determine' whether Subject^ has ' 

: v; jy^gxyenx any indication by. public .ob pdtvate^ stateinerit -thab: ho. -H 
■:-V-r.:',- .,condone,Advocate the use of; violenceV/^SourOesI k /. /„j 

[ . Ihave VconsistOntiy indiGat^d +H^-h givhjAr.^ hag " :j h7D- 
v nflsted thJa[tr only peaceful and'lawful means Of>protest^ ^hOiild A-v^^f 

K\f bf ^sed by .t^le'Asian- American Political Alliance' whidE he^liOad^ \%*A 
the; Uniyersity .oi:,iQali-fornia Bet]^ley^ckll^oBnia4-f flt'is /r- •? 

/'V/ -- ;;^?ted- thab Subject recently (lp/.2,7^6?;) resigned as E3tecritive^ : / /fe ; 
tb©;^^ Abeobiated ;;Student4; bfvtbefrtihiyersity \of , / 

1 -;i;-•- r• valifornxay beijkele^^-jeroSvas. to \bave; more time to’’demote, to his ' ' *>. 
1 , ;' t> vfw teponsibilities as Administrative Custodian' Of Aslant Studies ' ;1 - 
,at •that^i^|^tutioi^..^i^'-;V^^;/v:-;;' - ;:-V' v,; /.:= ^ 

; v , . , „ Wot't in Preparation} should .reach: Bureau i 

J.« . i-r •• .- i." j.-,-'-1- xi~u* -■ »*■,?^ V v. r> •• V‘i ./• f v - V'r, *• * ’’•J > - *- „ ~*m~*m* \ 1 • 

- /-: * :DE0 |;8 1969^:?; j ?‘. 
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Reporting Office 

SAM FRANCISCO.. 

Office of Origin 

RAN FRANCISCO. 

} DaVe 

12 /J JL/iiiL 
Title of Case 

1 Report maci's by 

JAMES E. SHERRIFF 

Investigative Period 

fi/5/6 8 - l2-lQ-/£9_ 

) 

FLOYD nUEN, aka 

HERO' ^SIFIBO y 

Typed By: 

• rig 

Character of Case 

,howh 

:\ 

IS - CH 

If 

/ 

OfiL--—" \ SUMMARY 

REFERENCES: San Francisco airtel with LHM, dated 12/13/68 
- San Francisco letter to the Bureau, 2/28/69. 

Bureau letter to San Francisco, 3/28/69.^ < 
San' Francisco letter to the Bureau, 6/12/69. 
Bureau airtel to San Frandisco, 11/25/69. 
San Francisco letter to Bureau, 12/4/69. 

- P - 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

By separate communication, the Bureau is being requested^ 
for authority to interview the Subject.' - Pending results of^ 
that interview. Subject is not being recommended for 'inclusion ^ 
in the Security Index at this time, .since relatives and ..acquaintance 
express-belief ‘- Subject is opposed to the use'of violencejj/y V 

Approved 

Copies made: 

Special Agent 
in Charge 

Bureau (RM) 
n - 11 fi -442663) (TONY HUlSlft 

■) °\D 73fc 
wr-- 

tasacascsaj 

b7D 

San Francisco b±ufc>--2dt>sv', 
(1 - 116-52242) (TONY HUEFp.^j UtU X £ 1969 
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SF 105-23692 
JES/rls 

It is noted that the Subject's relatives have 
supr-ested that the Subject should be interviewed, and have., 
indicated they will encourage the Subject to speak freely in 
such an interview. 

This reDort is classified "Confidential" because 
it contains considerable data from SF T-l, .who.is a source 
of continuing: value and unrestricted dissemination of.the 
information could lead to the disclosure of his identity and 
adversely effect the security interests of the United States 

Sources concealed in this report are identified as 

follows: 

SF T-l is 
SF 2496-R 

SFJT-2 is 

170-570 

\J^ 

SF Ji &) 
SF T-4 is 

ST- T_5 -s 

SF T-6 i: 

- B - 
COVER PAGE 

COHHHpt 
ll-CV-2131-4b-755 
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UC Police Department 
covered by reauest 

SF T-10 is_ 

UC Police Department 
Covered by renuest. 

LEA DC: 

SAN FRANCISCO 

b7D 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA: Will take appropriate 
steps upon receTvTri^ "advic'e from the Bureau in line with Bureau 
instructions regarding the request for interview of the Subject 
beinp submitted to the Bureau by separate communication. 

- C* - 
COVER PACE 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

Title FLOYD HUEN 

Character INTERNAL SECURITY — CHINESE 

Reference San Francisco report, of 
SA JAMES E. SHERIFF-, 
dated and captioned as above. 

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
info mat ion in the past. 

This document 
of the FBI qnd 

your agency. 

contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 

ll-CV-2131-4b-757 
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Copy to: 

Report of: 

Date: 

JAMES E. SHERRIFF 
12/12/69 

Field Office File #: 105—23692 

Title: FLOYD HUEN 
DECLASSI^f, 

OK 

Office: SAN FRANCISCO 

Bureau File #, 105-190736 

Character: 
OADR 

Synopsis: 

Navy at 
■b6 
b7C 

per FBI 

INTERNAL SECURITY - CHINESE 
DedassJ 

FLOYD HUEN is an American citizen of Chinese descent, born_ 
at Tsingtao, China. His father was naturalized as an 

American citizen on 11/14/45» while serving in the U.S. 
Shanghai, China. FLOYD HUEN resides with parents at 1737 
Francisco, Berkeley, Calif., and is a graduate student in 
sociology at the University of Califonia, Berkeley (UC-B). 
In June, 1968, he was reported as a leader of a new "Yellow 
Power" group, the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA), 
which group distributed a manifesto expressing, support for "all 
non-white liberation movements." FLOYD HUEN and other AAPA 
members attended a conference sponsored/ by the Communist Party, 
at Montreal, Canada, 11/28/68 to 12/1/68, called the Hemisphere 
Conference to End the Vietnam War. Subsequent issue df the v 
AAPA newspaper carried praise for Viejb Cong representatives at 
that conference and devoted full page1 to text of Viet Cong 
statement. Subject was involved in Third World Liberation 
Front student strike at the UC-B, 1/22/69-3/14/69, serving on 

to assist students arrested during 
FLOYD HUEN was elected First Vice 
Students of the UC-B (ASUC). On 

5/4/69 FLOYD HUEN represented the AAPA at a May Fourth Movement - 
rally in San Francisco, at which Chinese Communist (Chicom) flags 
and posters were displayed, HUEN1 s’6&.other states he claims he 
left the rally, when he-realized the Red Guard was in control. 
On 10/27/69, FLOYD HUEN resigned as Vice President of the ASUC 
so as to devote more time to new duties as Administrative ' 
Custodian of Asian Studies at the UC-B. On 7/18/69 and 7/20/69, 
HUEN was reported present at the United Front Against Facism 
Conference, sponsored by the Black Panther Party at Oakland, ((Cal If. 
In September, 1969 he participated in demonstrations against Japan 

_._A__ __ 

‘ 

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to ^ 
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SF 105-23692 
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and the Security Pact between the U.S. and Japan- On 11/21/69, 
FUEN spoke at a rally in Berkeley, calling for a demonstration 
against the Japanese Premier when latter arrived in San Francisco 
11/23/69. Relatives and sources acquainted with 1L0YD HUEN all 
described him as an advocate of peaceful and lawful means 
of protest and as opposed to the use of violence. 

DETAILS: 

Investigation in this matter was predicated upon 
information that FLOYD HUEN is a leader.of a "Yellow Power" 
group, the Asian American Political Alliance.(AAPA) at the 
University of California, Berkeley, California (UCB), which 
group was engaging in protest activities supporting demands 
by the Black Panther Party (BPP) 

A characterization of 
the BPP is contained 
in the appendix. 

I. BACKGROUND 

P. _Rirth 

Records of the U.S. Immigration, 
Service (INS) indicate FLOYD HUFN was born 
Tsingtao, China. 

B. Citizenship 

Records of the U.S. INS indicate FLOYD HUEN is a 



?F 105-23692 
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0. Marita1_Status 

FLOYD HUEN is unmarried according to his father, 
TAK PING HUEN. 

D. Residence 

FLOYD HUEN resides at 17 37 Franc'isco, Berkeley, 
California, with his parents, according to his father, TAK 
PING HUEN. 

Education 

F LOV'D "-HUEN was graduated from Berkeley High School, 
Berkeley, California, June 19, 1965, and entered the College of 
Arts and Sciences of the University of California, Berkeley, 
California. As of the period ending June, 1968, he had completed 
a total o^ three semesters and seven quarters, according to the 
Office of the Registrar of the University. The 1968 - 69 Directory 
of the Associated Students of the University of California at 
Berkeley (ASUC) lists FLOYD HUEN as a Fourth Year (Senior) 
student, majoring in sociology. The "Berkeley Daily Gazette" 
issue dated April 22, 1969, carried an article indicating that in 
the elections of the preceeding week, FLOYD HUEN was elected 
First Vice President of the ASUC. According to his father, FLOYD 
HUEN is now a graduate student at the University of California, 
Berkeley, California. 

F. Employ me rvt 

The "Daily Californian" issue dated October 30, 1969, 
which is published by the ASUC indicates that on October 27, 1969 
FLOYD HUEN, a first year graduate student in sociology, resigned 
from his elected position as Executive Vice President of the 
ASUC in order to devote more time to his new appointment as 
Administrative Custodian of Asian Studies^at UCB. His brother, 
TOMMY HUEN. has advised that FLOYD HUEN has received a five year 
Fellowship from the UCB to receive both pay and tuitions while 
studying for a PH D in Sociology. 
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G. Military and Selective 
__Service Status_ 

According to his .father, FLOYD HUEN has had no 
militarv experience, but is properly registered for Selective 
Service and is presently deferred as a student. 

H. Credit and Law 
Enforcement Checks 

Records of the Credit Bureau Metro, San Jose, California, 
which covers the 'Greater San Francisco area including Berkeley, 
California, were checked on November 28, 1969, and no record 
identifiable with FLOYD HUEN was located. 

Records of the Identification Section of the Berkeley b6 
Police Department were checked on December 5, 1969, by Sergeant b7c 
_ who advised he was unable to locate any record . 
identifiable with FLOYD HUEN. 

Records of the Universitv of California Police Department 
(UCPD) disclose that FLOYD HUEN, 1737 Francisco Street, Berkeley, 
California, a student at the University of California, was 
arrested by the UCPD on March 3 , 1969, charged with violation of 
Section 647 C of the California Penal Code (blocking a pedestrian 
access) while participating in a picket line on the south steps 
of the Student Union Building, at the University of California. 
The records indicate this charge was dismissed on the recommendation■ 
of the District Attorney "in the interest of justice." FLOYD 
HUEN’s father and brother have advised the arrest was a result 
of mistaken identity, so the charge was dismissed. 

II ACTIVITIES 

A. Asian-American 
Political Alliance (AAPA) 

In June, 1968, SF T-l reported that FLOYD HUEN was 
second in command of a newly organized "Yellow Power" group 
which had been f©/3med at the University df California, Berkeley, 
California, and which would be known as the Asian-American Political 
Alliance. 
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SF T-l further advised that to demonstrate their 
solidarity with "Black; Power? groups the AAPA intended to 
participate in a protect demonstration which the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) had scheduled at Oakland, California. - 

The "San Francisco Chronicle": -in its issue- dated 
July 16, 1968, carried an article entitled; "Why I'm marching 
to Free Huey." This article concerned a demonstration staged 
by the BPP in the vipinity of the Alameda County Courthouse 
on July 15, 1968, protesting the trial of the BPP Minister 
of Defense, HUEY P. NEWTON, who was on trial for the killing 
of an Oakland Police Officer and the wounding of another. The 
newspaper article stated that a group of young people, members 
of the Asian-American Political Alliance, carried posters with 
"Free Huey" inscriptions in Chinese, Japanese, Tagalog, and 
English. The article quoted remarks of a Japanese-American 
student and a Filipino-American student, who were participating 
in the demonstration as members of-the AAPA. Although - ..FLOYD 
HUEN was not identified by name in the article, information 
subsequently received from SF T-l indicates he was with the AAPA 
group taking part in this demonstration. 

During July, 1968, SF T-l made available a copy of a 
one page leaflet which members of the AAPA had distributed on ■ 
the campus of the UC-B. This leaflet bore a large stylized 
Chinese character, Tung (M) CTC 2639, surrounded with a wreath 
formed by the words: ASIAN-AMERICAN POLITICAL ALLIANCE, at the 
top of the page, and et lower right a symbol made by the four 
capital letters, AAPA, with the second A superimposed on the 
first A and P. At lower left was printed the following manifesto 
'describing the position of the AAPA: 

"We Asian-Americans believe that 
American society has been, and still is, 
fundamentally a racist society, and that 

. historically we have accomodated ourselves 
to this society in order to survive. 

5 
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"We Asian-Americans believe that .hereto- 
-fore we have been relating to white. 
standards of acceptabilitv? and affirm 
the right of self-definition and self- 
determination. 

"We Asian-Americans support all non-white 
liberation movements and believe that all 
minorities in order to be truly liberated, 
must have complete control over the political, 
economical, and educational institutions within 
their respective communities. 

"We Asian-Americans oppose the imperialistic 
policies being pursued by the American government." 

In August, 1968, SF T-l furnished information 
concerning the symposium sponsored by the AAPA at Berkeley, 
on July 28, 1968. According to SF T-l, this symposium was 
held at 155 Dwinelle Fall, at the UC-B and was attended by 
approximately 125 persons, of which 90 percent were Oriental, 
while three were Black and the others were Caucasians. He said 
the master of ceremonies was the AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, who is 
also Chairman of the Chinese Students Association at the UC-B. 

According to SF T-l, there were,outside speakers 
representing Mexican-American and Filipino-American groups but he 
added that the BPP leader, BOBBY SEALE, did not appear, as 
advertised. SF T-l said FLOYD HUEN announced that due to a BPP 
rallv and his busy schedule, SEALE was unable to attend. SF T-l 
indicated that speakers representing the AAPA discussed the 
program of the AAPA to oppose racism, to support the'preservation 
of the cultural identities of Oriental peoples, and to work 
for the repeal of that portion of the McCarran Act which provides 
for detention camps in time of national emergencies. 

In August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that an open forum was 
planned to-be held Saturday, August 17, 1968, at the Cumberland. 
Presbyterian Church of Chinatown, 865 Jackson Street, San Francisco, 
under the sponsorship of a number of Chinese student organizations, 
including the AAPA. Source made available a leaflet headed 
"Open Forum," which gave the schedule of the meeting to be.held 
at that church, indicating it would last from- 9:00 a.m. until 

5:00 cafflolTtw; 
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At a later date In August, 1968, SF T-2 advised that 

during the above meeting on August 17, 1968, protest s^ns were, 
prepared and plans made for a protest march in Chinatown that 

was held on the evening of August 17, 1968. _SJ.T“2 a*s° ™ade 
available a copy of a mimeograph paper called the Voice 
Youth" dated August 25, 1968, published by the Summer Youth 
Program of the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the EOC. This 
paper contained an article concerning the protest march 
in the San Francisco Chinatown on the evening of August 17, 
and the speechmaking afterwards in Portsmouth Square. The 
article indicated there were approximately 150 marchers who 
had participated in the march through Chinatown. - 
article in the "Voice of Youth" dated August 25, 1968, discussed 
the Open Forum held at Cumberland Presbyterian Church prior to 
the protest march and indicated that FLOYD HUEN of the AAPA 
was one of .the two speakers who summed up the activities or 

the day.ftt) \)^ 

In August, 1968, SF T-l confirmed that FLOYD HUEN 

was one of several AAPA members who participated in the Open 
Forum and the protest march in the San Francisco Chinatown on 
August 17, 1968, but SF T-l pointed out the affair was not 

under the direction of the AAPA. 

In August, 1968, SF T-l advised that a meeting of 
the AAPA had been held on August 25, 1968, in Eshelman Jail in 
the chambers of the Senate of the Associated Students of the UC-B 
in which group FLOYD HUEN was serving as a Student Senator. 
According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN reported to the group concerning 
AAPA participation in a national annual convention of the 
Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) held at San Jose, • 
California, on August 21, 1968. HUEN reported that approximately 
20 AAPA members went to the JACL convention m San Jose, where 
they were joined by six more AAPA members who were, also members 
of the JACL. According to SF T-l, HUEN stated the ob3ective ox 
the AAPA in attending the convention was to instill a spirit or 
militancy in the Japanese civil rights movement, and the 
AAPA strategy was to have members of the AAPA attend and av emp 
to dominate the proceedings of the six workshops into which the 

convention was divided. 

r? 
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In September, 1968, SF T-l advised that a general 
meeting of the AAPA, held at Eshelman Hall of the UC-B on September 
1968, had been attended by some 30 persons. According to bt t-l, 
FLOYD IiUEN and WAT. KIT QUON, also known as Paul Quon, reported 
about a meeting which they had had at Los Angeles?, California, 
with an Oriental Student Club which contemplated affiliation 
with the AAPA. Among other reports made at this AAPA meeting, 
-according to SF T-l, was a report by FLOYD H(JEN and. others concerning 
the problems...of youth gangs in the .San Francisco Chinatown. 
This report indicated the AAPA hoped to assist those youths 
who are re'cent—immigrants and who have been involved m assaults, 
burglaries and other crimes. This report also attacked the ^ 
Chinese Six Companies (Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association 
of San Francisco ) as a reactionary, repressive organization 
which was seeking to label the AA.PA. as a communist dominated 
group. SF T-l advised that reports were also made at a meeting 
on September 22 , 196-8 , concerning the status of the AAPA at 
various Bay Area colleges. Source indicated that FLOYD. .HUEN, 
reporting for the situation at UC-B recommended that the ■ AAPA 
remain primarily concerned with Orientals^but^that it should also 
continue to work with Afro-American organizations. According 
to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN. who is a member of the Senate of the 
Associated Studentsof the UC-B, recommended that the. AAPA work 
through that organization rather than* becoming involved in 
militant demonstrations which might lead to violence. 

In October .1968, SF T-l advised that FLOYD HUEN 
was one of several AAPA members who met in the Student Senate 
Chamber at the UC-B to draft a position paper on the controversy 
as to whether the BPP leader, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, should be permitted 

to ifecture at the UG-B. SF T-l said the group arrived at a 
compromise which was printed ^ith the date September 30, 1968, and 
which was distributed at a press conference on the UC-B ^campus 

on October 2 , 1968 . SI T-l furnished a copy of this position 
paper dated September 30, 1968, which declared, "The Board of 
Regents of the University of California is racist and illegitimate 
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and stated: "We demand that the Academic Senate liberate 
.itself *rom the Board of Regents and support all student 
initiated courses, including Social Analysis 139X as originally 
conceived." (Course 139X is the course on racism which had 
scheduled the BPP leader CLEAVER to give a series of ten lectures.) 
The AAPA Paper declared in part: "The racist mechanisms of 
oppression are accelerating. To avoid racial holocaust, we. 
must begin to politically educate ourselves and our respective 
communities to the real nature of the system which controls 
this country and much of the world; an illegitimate and 
hypocritical interlocking directorate of political-economic, and 
psychological exploitation. This system oppresses people 
of all races, but especially deprives non-whites of their livlihood. 
But we have not lost our humanity; on the contrary, we,, .as Asians 
in America, have a unique perspective - - exploited, yet not 
sucked into the system. It is our goal to liberate ourselves 
from this de-humanizing -.'system by redefining ways of life 

so that we can be ourselves." 

In October, 1968 , SF T-l advised tliat the Afro- 
American Student Union, the Mexican-American Student Confederation 
and the AAPA had cooperated to form Third.World organization 
which would give these grouns a united voice in campus affairs 
at the UC-B. ' SF T-l said that at a meeting of the Senate of 
the Associated Students of the UC-B, held ..on October 10 , 1968 , 
I LOYD HUEN o.f the AAPA, in his capacity, as a member of the 
Student Senate, introduced a motion calling for the.Third World 
Board to be given ,$3,000.00 to carry on campus activity. 
This motion proved very controversial, but finally.the ^ , 
Student Senators voted to give $1,850.00 to the Third World 

Organization. 

= 9 = 
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In October, 1968, SF T-2 made available three one 
page leaflets which had been issued by the AAPA, One leaflet, 
dated October 25, 1968, concerned the Chinatown involvement 
of the AAPA and was prepared over the name: "FLOYD HUEN, AAPA 
Chinatown Group, 509 Eshle^aan Hall, UC Berkeley, Calif." The 

leaflet states, in parts/fof J 

"Although many individuals have been personally 
involved in Chinatown activity, AAPA as a group 
first made the scene on August 17, 1968, forming 
a large portion of the March line. With that 
beginning, AAPA formed a Chinatown Work Group, 
which was to serve as the coordinating center for 
AAPA involvement .... The Concerned Chinese for 
Action and Change (CCAC) has served as an overall 
identity for ourselves and some of the veterans 
of Chinatown activism. We have retained our 
identity in the CCAC and have resolved to take 
more independent action in the future.... We 
view what is happening,in Chinatown as symptomatic 
of a larger whole, that whole being American society. 
In order to understand Chinatown’s problems, we 
feel that we must come to understand America...• 
We view our role in the current struggle as an 
educational one.... We will continue to support 
moves to alleviate suffering and secure minimal 
rights for all people. However, the vital role 
we can play is to focus on, and shed light upon, 
the nature of American Society. That society is '• 
an advanced, technological, capitalistic society, 
which tends toward monopoly of definition of the 
self....We have limited time and energy. We have 
decided to work with the young, the still-to-be- 
educated. We feel the hope of Chinatown lies in 
youth. We have already met and befriended some 
of the youth of Chinatown; we will continue this 
activity. We want young people not to be confused 
about the environment in which he lives. He should 
understand that democracy and freedom have become 
catch words, rather than realities.... He should 
known why his mother must work for measly wages 
in a garment factory, and not accept the reality 

because it is real, 
and not ignorantly. 
Chinatown. *K/i \ 

Then, he can operate intelligently 

This is why we are in 
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Another of the leaflets furnished by SP T-2 was 
entitled: "An Understanding of the AAPA". This was an undated 
leaflet which was printed over the names of two .persons, who , 
according to SF T-l, are closely associated with FLOYD HUEN in 
the leadership of the AAPA. This leaflet included the following 

statements: ufT\ 

"The Asian-American Political Alliance is ... a peoples^ 
alliance to effect social and political changes. We 
believe that the American society is historically 
raeist and-is. one which has systematically employed social 
discrimination and economic imperialism both domestically 
and internationally, exploiting all non-white people, in 
the process of building up their affluent society. 

"They did so at the expense of all of us. Uncontrolled 
capitalism has pushed all of the non-white people- 
into a social position (such) that only manual jobs, 
with subhuman pay are open to them....(^_ 

"AAPA is only a transition for developing our own social 
identity, a multiplication of efforts. In fact, AAPA 
itself Is not the important link but the ideas generated 
into action from it — that we Asian-Americans are no 
longer going to.kowtow to white America in order to gain 
an‘ounce of respect; that we must begin to build our own 
society alongside our black, brown and red brothers as 
well as with those whites willing to effect fundamental 
social, economic, political changes; that we have the 
right for determining our own lives and assnrt our yellow 
identity as a positive force in anew life based on human 

relationships and cooperation. 

This particular leaflet also 
and structure of the AAPA as follows: 

^scribed the membership 

"Furthermore, there is no membership in AABA in the 
strict sense of the word. There are workers who for 
common interests join together with one or more people 
to intensify the effectiveness of an action, J 

"The basic unit_in this non-structure. In which there 
is a conspicuous lack of presidents, chairmans, and the 
like, are the small communications-work groups. Volunteers, 
coordinate the activities.♦.and informal meetings of the 
coordinators and general body are held periodically ' 

-11- 
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In November 1968, SF T-3 advised he had recently 
conversed with FLOYD HUEN concerning the latter's activities 
in the AAPA. According to SF T-3, HUEN claimed that' the AAPA 
does not advocate the use of violence, and although it 
sympathizes with efforts of Afro-American groups to gain civil 
rights and to end racial discrimination, the AAPA has no intention 
of participating in any violent demonstrations such groups 
might initiate. HUEN told the source he was a leader of the 
AAPA at the UC-B and has insisted the AAPA work through the 
Associated Student's Senate of which he is a member. According 
to SF T—:3, HUEN stated that the AAPA advocates the use of 
available political avenues of change-, and peaceful protest, 
demonstrations and the distribution of informative material. 

In November 1968,.SF T-4, 

| advised ne nas oeen 

concerned about the AAPA at Berkeley, California. SF T-4 
said when he and other persons concerned about youth and 
other problems in Chinatown, joined their efforts in a loosely 
organized group under the name Concerned Chinese for Action 
and Change (CCAC) , and decided to hold an orderly march in 
Chinatown last August (August 17, 1968) to protest the community's 
lack of concern about delinquent Chinatown youth and other • 
social problems, the AAPA provided the largest segment of 
support from outside Chinatown. SF T-4 said he was gratified, 
to see this interest on the part of students from the University, 
but noted that they seemed to have an almost professional ability 
in protest activity,, and that some of the AAPA members who partici¬ 
pated in the Chinatown march used terms and phrases which were 
quite derogatory concerning white Americans and American society 
in general. SF T-4 said that since that time he has had 
several contacts with members of the AAPA and has wondered 
whether it might have been influenced by some communist action 
movement, although he has no facts to prove such influence. 
SF T-4 stated that he had recently seen several AAPA leaflets or 
broadsides which indicate the AAPA believes that American 
government policies are racially inspired and must be confronted. 
•Source identified FLOYD IIUEN as' one of the leaders of the 
AAPA. 

by orderly 
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In January, 1969, SF T-l advised that the AAPA 
had initiated a "Yellow Identity" conference to be held 
on Saturday, January 12T, 1969, in the'Pauley Ballroom of the 
Associated Students University of California building at the 
UC-B. SI T-l furnished an invitation and agenda, printed on 
yellow paper, and an AAPA newspaper dated January, 1969, both 
of which advertised the conference as "The Asian Experience 
in American/Yellow Identity." The invitation and advertising 
notice indicated the conference was sponsored by the Chinese 
Students Club and by the Nisei Students Club at UC-B, but 
according to SF T-l, it was actually initiated by AAPA members 
who are also members of those student clubs. 

The San Irancisco weekly bi-lingual newspaper, "East- 
West1’ in the issue dated January 15, 196^, carried a report 
entitled:"Studenr Throng Jams ’Yellow Identity'Meet," which 
indicated that at least 900 persons, students of Oriental descent - 
from all over the West Coast, assembled at UC-B on January 11, 1969, 
to attend a conference on "Tke' Asian Experience in America." 
According to the article, the conference had "all the ingredients 
of a typical American political convention: radicals and conservatives, 
sober intellectual discussion, and spontaneous heated exchanges, 
caucuses among different student groups and unexpected takeover 
bv the radicals." According to the article, a scholarly lecture 
on the anti-Chinese and anti-Japanese sentiments and the "Unjust 
legislation" which Orientals have experienced in America, was 
followed by a "fiery denounciation of white racism and yellow 
passivity by a militant from San Francisco Chinatown." 

The article summarized remarks by a third speaker 
who expressed fear that minority groups in the U.S. might be 
turned into scaoegoats and by a fourth gsaker who discussed 
"Asians in a Melting pot," and"cited extensive evidence to shatter 
the.’.myth of assimilation and to prove how the racist, colonialist 
majority exploited the minoritfes and how the imagery of the 
Oriental success has been used to justify white racism and 
systematized oppression of other minorities." 

13 
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According; to the "East West” article, these speakers 

were supposed to be followed by group discussions•but the 
meeting was thrown into confusion by member of thei audience, 
a religious minister and social worker of Chinese descent, who 
walked to the rostrum and called upon the audience to take 

appropriate and immediate actions." 

The "East West" article indicated that these remarks 
were followed by confusion and chaos, with militant students . 
demanding the adoption of resolutions. The Master of Ceremonies 
withdrew to caucus with other leaders of the sponsoring, clubs, 
and relinquished his position to FLOYD HUEN. According to the 
article, the subject matter of the conference was then shifted 
to the student riots at San Francisco State College CSFSC) and a - 
resolution was proposed supporting the demands which the Black 
Student Union and the Third World Liberation.Front at SFSC 
had made against the administration of that institution. By . 
the time that leaders of the sponsoring clubs had returned from their 
caucus, many representatives of the sponsoring clubs were demanding 
that the conference either return to its original agenda or.adjourn. 
According to the "East West" article, the master of ceremonies 
read a statement disassociating the sponsoring clubs from any 
resolutions that might be adopted, while another sponsoring 
official declared the conference adjourned. The article further 
indicated that the conference'was then left to the control of 
FLOYD HUEN and many of theaudience departed, although others . 
stayed to fight against the resolution. According to the article, 
about 100 persons eventually voted for the resolution and the 

meeting dispersed about 5:30 p.m. 

In January, 1969, SF T 1 advised that FLOYD 
HUEN is considered a principal leader of the AAPA, since^the 
Japanese-American graduate student, YUJI ICHIOKA, who joined 
with FLOYD HUEN in organizing the AAPA, is no. longer at the UC-B, 

- 14 - 
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but had moved to New York City in the fall of 1968. SF T-l 
said he had learned from FLOYD HUEN on January 12, 1969, that 
leaders of the Afro-American Students Union at the ucb had 
requested the cooperationof the AAPA in a student strike, which 
the Afro-American Student Union planned to initiate later m 
January. However, according to SF T-l, the AAPA has no regularly 
elected officers and policy is decided by majority vote of the 
active members present at any meeting. 

SF T-l advised in January, 1969, that there had been 
considerable discussion at a general meeting of the k®1 
on December 11, 1968, to discuss what action should be taken to 
force the Chancellor's Office of the UC-B to approve a certain 
course in Asian studies. According to SF T-l, the AAPA was 
split into three groups in this discussion. One group was 
willing to "sit tight" and wait patiently for action by the 
Chancellor’s Office. Another, which according to SF T-l was 
led by FLOYD HUEN, wanted to take some sort of direct action 
such as sitting down in the Chancellor's Office, whJle ® rs 
group wanted to use measures between the two, whereby some members 
would take direct action by a sit-in, while the majority would 
just wait for the word from the Chancellor's Office. SF T-l 
commented that this particular problem was never rfs?fved' . 
because a call came from the Chancellor s Office stating that 
official approval of the Asian Studies Course had been given 
and requesting that a delegation from the AAPA discuss the 
matter with the Vice Chancellor of the University. SF T-l 
commented that 11 members of the AAPA, nearly ha?-£ °£ th5J?e pre“ 
sent, were selected for the delegation to meet with the ice 

Chancellor. 

In April, 1969, SF T-l advised that under chairmanship 
of FLOYD HUEN, the AAPA met on February 1, 1969, in Berkeley, 
California, to select a new steering committee to handle AAPA 
participation in the student strike underway at the University 
of California. SF T-l listed six members who were chosen to 
compose the new steering committee, which group did not include 

FLOYD HUEN. 
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In April 1969, SF T-l advised FLOYD IIUF.N presided 

at a membership meeting of the AAPA held at Berkeley, 
California on 'larch 24, 1969 at which the main topic of discussion 
was a recent AAPA trip to Delano, California, where a "wild party" 

was alleged to have taken placd. 

In May 1969, SF T-l advised that FLOYD HTJEN was one 
of several speakers who presented their views during a student 
mass meeting held at the UC-B on May 12, 1969 , attended by 35 
to 40 persons. According to SF T-l, the purpose of the meeting was 
to discuss a crisis brought about by the lack of adequate funding. 
for a Third, World college at the UC—B and the refusal of a certain 
individual to accept a position as head of that proposed Third 
World College. According to SF T-l, FLOYD HUEN was one of this 
group who expressed 'the opinion that negotiations with the 
University authorities should be continued while others wanted 
to cut off negotiations. SF T—1 said that the discussion ended 
in a deadlock and a committee was set up to look into 

alternatives. 

In June ,1969, SF T-l advised that a group consisting 
of less than 20 members of the AAPA met in the Student Senate 
Chambers at the UC—B on June 19 , 1969 to discuss the revision of 
the program of the AAPA. According to SF T-l, it was agreed 
that the program should be more specific and still broad enough 
to encompass the large variety of interests. No revision was 
adopted but the matter was sent to a committee for the study. 
According to SF T-l, FLOYD HTTEN reported to the group on the 
agfe-tjShs of the Third World College negotiation indicating there 
had been no further progress since his last report. 

In July 1969, SF T-a made available a copy of a_ 
han dbill advertising the showing of a film called "The Chine 
Story, 1/4 of Humanity" to be shown on July 25 , 1969 , and July 
26, 1969, at the United Filipino Association Hally 832 Kearny 
Street, San Francisco under the sponsorship of the AAPA. The film 
was advertised as a feature length documentary, consisting of 
film footage collected by the well known writer on China, EDGAR 

SNOW. 

COMOAC 
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SF T-4 stated he had received this handbill from FLOYD 
HUEN, whom he~knows to be a leader of.the AAPA and had observed 

.other AAPA members distributing handbills.- 

In July, 1969, SF T-l advised that the leaders of the AAPA 
met in the Student Senate Chambers of the UCB on July .12, ^69» 
to discuss the purpose of the AAPA regarding the.Third ^orl^ 
College clans at the UCB. According to SF.T-1, it was decided 
that faculty member of the AAPA should deliver.an ultimatum to 
the Chancellor, stating that he would resign his appointment m 
the Asian American Student department.unless certain persons were 
hired and a budget immediately established. 

In August, 1969, SF T-l eight leaders of the.AAPA 
met on August 8, 1969, in an attempt to stop an impending split . 
of the AAPA. A UCB faculty member, sympathetic with the 
was present as a moderator/ but the meeting adjourned without a 
settlement of the differences. According to SF T-l, FLOYS* HUEN 
and certain other leaders of-the AAPA fe3®-that.an AAPA faculty 
member serving as coordinator of the Asian-American Studjass 
Department of the UCB was not properly representing the AAPA 

policies. 

Later, in October,1969 , SF T-l advised that, an emergency 
meeting was held at the University on Augu'st 11,. 1969 , so that 
a spokesman for FLOYD HUEN and others could officially ask the 
mentioned AAPA faculty member to resign as coordinator of Asian- 

American Studies. 

Tt is noted that the "Daily Californian", published by 
the ASUC at Berkeley, California, carried an article on October 30, 
1969, concerning 1 LOYD HUEN, indicating.he had resigned from 
his position as the Executive Vice President of the ASUC jn order 
to have more time to promote Third World interests through his new 
position as the'coordinator or Administrative Custodian of the 
Asian Studies Department of UCB. 

17 
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B. Hemispheric Conference to End 
the Vietnam War, 
Montreal, Canada 
November 28-December 1, 1968 

In November 1968, SF T-l advised that the AAPA and 
other minority student groups at the UC-B had received'an 
invitation to attend a conference to be held at Montreal, 
Canada from November 29 through December 1, 1968. According 
to SF T-l, this invitation had been extended by the Los Angeles 
Organizing Committee for a Hemispheric Conference to End the s 
Vietnam War, which has the address 555 North Western Avenue, 
Room 3, Los Angeles, California. Later in November 1968, 
SF T-l advised that four members of the AAPA, including FLOYD”*, 
HUEN, were planning to attend the conference in Montreal. 
According to SF T-l, the organization at Los Angeles, through 
which AAPA received an invitation to attend, was the Peace 
Action Council (PAC) at Los Angeles, California. 

A characterization of the 
PA.C is contained in the 
Appendix. 

On November 29, 1968, SF T-5 made available a copy 
of the manifest of a chartered flight of American Flyers 
Airline, North Hollywood, California, which departed Los Angeles 
at 11:00 PM, November 27, 1968 for Montreal, Canada. According 
to source, this flight was chartered by the PAC to transport 
California area persons to the Hemisphere Conference to End the 
War in Vietnam (HCEWV) . Included in this manifest was the following 

name and address: 

FLOYD HUEN, 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California 

Regarding the above mentioned Montreal Conference, 
it is noted that SF T-6 has advised this conference was 
organized almost entirely by the Canadian and the American 
Communist Parties for the specific purpose of discussing the 
war in Vietnam. According to SF T-6, the Communist Party leaders 
were forced to broaden, the scope, by representatives of Black 
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militant groups who wanted to discuss racism xn America and 
its relationship to American imperialism, by representatives 
of the so-called "New Left" who felt the Hemisphere Conference . 
should be against American imperialism rather than 3ust against 
the war in Vietnam and by representatives >from Quebec who wanted 
the conference to deal with the issue of independence for Quebec. . 
According to SF T-6, the delegates from North Vietnam and from, 
the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam appeared before 
the conference and a resolution was adopted sternly concerning 
what was termed "the criminal war the U. S. g.overnment :has been 
carrying out ... against the Vietnamese people, and wholeheartedly 
supporting the "heroic Vietnamese people's struggle for their 

fundamental rights ..." The resolution caifednuP°n' °^^nmei? 
the Western Hemisphere "to sternlv condemn the U. S. .government 
for its continued war of aggression m Vietnam and to demand 
that the U. S. government ... withdraw ... from Vietnam. 

In January 1969, SF T-l furnished an AAPA newspaper, 

dated January 1969 which devoted a full page to a statement by 
the Central Committee of the South Vietnam National Liberatio 
Front dated November 3, 1968, which declared m part: , For 14 
years, .the U. S. imperialists have carried out a policy or 
aggression, most ruthless in history, against the Vietnamese 
people, grossly violating the independence,sovereignty, unxty 
and^territorial integrity of Viet-Nam..." The newspaper aiso 
carried an article concerning AAPA attendance at§the.above- 
mentioned Hemispheric Conference to End the War m Vietnam (K..EWV) . 

^he article stated "For the AAPA people, the Vietnamese were 
the focus," and pointed, out that the statement of the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam was repr;nted on an adjoining 
cage. The article declared that the unifying factor of the 
conference was the "presence of the Vietnamese, and what they 
represented: the long long struggle, of a valiant people for 
self-determination and one Vietnam, against the weaponry and 
might o-p US imperialism." According to this newspaper article. 

"Four AAPA-Berkeley people attended the 
Hemispheric Conference...in Montreal, Candda on 
Naveraber 28-31. They ioined with 19 others from 
the Bay Area in protesting the format for the 
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Conference,...and with the aid of New York 
and 'California Black Panthers, promptly rushed 
and seized the podium during the progress of 
the meeting. The Radical Caucus demanded that 
funds be raised to allow BOBBY SEALE (BPP leader) 
to come and address the conference; and that the 
'Young Turks' be allowed representation on the 
steering committee. After a brief scuffle and 
hooting from the audience of peaceniks and 
assorted old left people, the demands were 
granted...keeping in mind the sensitivity of, 
the Conference, due to the presence of Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam and NLF Delegates, the- 
Radical Caucus demanded that the thrust of 
the Conference change from a 'peace in Vietnam' , 
convocation to a 'stop U.S. imperialism' 

organizing session.. 

In April, .1969, SF T-7, I__ ____I 
furnished Information regarding the Red Guard at San Francisco, 
which he described as a small group of Oriental-American youth who 
claim to follow Chinese Communist (Chicom) ideas and who express 
militant opposition to American social institutions. b7D 

(A characterization of the Red Guard is appended 
to this report.) 

SF T-7 expressed the opinion the Red Guard had copied 
its Chicom-oriented political program from the Black Panther Party 
(BPP) but added he had observed at Red Guard headquarters, a 
Chinese-American girl who is a member of the AAPA at the UC-B and 
who reportedly attended a communist-coniJolled conference at Montreal, 
Canada late last year. SF T-7 stated he has heard that several AAPA 
members, including the AAPA leader, FLOYD HUEN, attended that 

conference. 

(See also .remarks of TONY HUEN page 1^2 of this report. ) 

C. Third World Liberation Front, UC-B 
Student Strike, 1/22/69 - 3/1U-/69, 

In January, 1969, SF T-l advised that FLOYD HUEN, as AAPA 
leader, had been approached by leaders of the Afro-American Students 
Union at the UG-B, who were seeking AAPA support for a strike. 

- 20 
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According to SF T-1,HUEN indicated that the AASU expected 

■‘sufficient support from other ethnic minority groups * 
on the UCB campus so as to show th$ strike as a Third _World 
Liberation Front movement. According to SF T-l, the issues 
causing the proposed strike grew out of alleged modifications 
which the j Chancellor' s Office of*."the University hhd made in the 
program for Black studies curriculum, particularly', the refusal of 
the Chancellor's Office to grant authority to the AASU to hire 
and fire the facultv instructors for the curriculum. 

In February, 1969, SF T-8 made available literature 
which had been distributed on the campus of the UCB during 
January, 1969. These included a list of the strike demands ,dated 
January, 1969, *?y the Third World Liberation Front of the UCB 
and statements from various Asian-American students and groups 
at the University. Included was a statement from the Chinese 
Students j'Club ■ Cabinet, signed by six officers, including FLOYD 
KUEN who was described as the immediate past president of 
the Chinese Students Club. The statement declared in part, "we 
the undersigned member_ of the CSC Cabinet support the goals of 
the Third World Liberation Front Strike... and urge other students, 
to support the strike." The Third World Liberation Front strike 
began at UCB January 22 , 1969 and Ended March 14, 1969 , During 
that period, 180 arrests were made by the police for activities 

related to the strike. 

• Records of the UC Police Department disclosed that 
FLOYD KUEN, 1737 Francisco Street, Berkeley, a student at UCB 
was arrested on March 3, 1969, charged with blocking a pedestrian 
access while participating in a picket line at the University. 
The Dolice records showed this charge dismissed on a recommendation 

of the District Attorney. 

The "Daily Californian", published by the ASUC, at 
Berkeley, in its issue dated March 5, 1969, carried an article 
concerning the student strike organized by the Third World 
Liberation Front. The article stated that on March 4, 1969, 150 
demonstfktors marched to the Civic Sciences lecture hall, where ^ 
the Academic Senate was meeting to discuss a proposal for a Third 
World College. The article indicated that leaders of the strike 
snoke and that FLOYD HUEN was introduced as a member of the Legal 

* 
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Defense Committee of "the Third World Liberation Front. According 
to the article, HUEN stated that not enough people who had 
witnessed arrests were filing reports with the committee and he 
asked for financial contributions to the LegalDDefense Committee. 

| 
Although various sources and newspaper accounts listed - . 

members of the AAPA as serving in the leadership of the Third 
World Liberation Front, FLOYD HUEN’s .name was. not included in 
anv such report,except for the one mentioned in the above 
newspaper account, where he was described as a member of the 

T.egal Defense Committee. 

The AAPA newspaper, Volume One, Number Three, made 
available by SF T-4, in Februarv, 1969, devoted its center 
rages to rerroductions of pictures including photos of Orientals 
participating in the Third World Liberation Front strike at the 
UCB. FLOYD HUEN, appears in one of these photos, taking part 

in picketing activities. 

The "San Francisco Examiner" "a daily newspaper published 
in San Francisco, California, in its issue dated March 15 , 1969 ,. 
carried an article concerning the mentioned student strike, 
indicating the strike was called off after the faculty of the 
UCB voted to support the establishment of a Department of Ethnic 
Studies, or Third World College. The article indicated that another 
factor in terminating the strike was that the students were 

starting to prepare for their final examinations. 

The San Francisco "Examiner" in its issue dated 
anril 21, 1969, carried an article entitled, "Third World 
Activist Wins Key UC Post." This article stated that a student 
who was active in the recent Third World Liberation Front Strike 
won a kev post i.n the elections at the UCB. The article 
stated that FLOYD HUEN, a Sociology Senior who took part in the 
strike*polled 2964 to 832,for the closest of the two opponents 
so as tq receive the election as the first Vice President of the 

Associated Students at UCB ( 

B. May Fourth Rally 
Portsmouth Square, 
San Francisco, Calfiornia 

ASUC) 

coMFpm 
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On April 29, 1969, SF T-2 made available a flyer w^ich 

described a "May 4 Commemorative Rally" to be.held May 4, 1969, 

in Portsmouth Souare, San Francisco, California. . , 
indicatedvfhere would be culturalv.events and lxsted the following. 

sneakers: f/Vi _ *1 U-^ 
vrcVoSEPH CHEN, Professor -of History*, . _ > U 

'GORDON LAU, Senior Consul of the Republic of China; fffj 
"FRANKLIN CHOW, etc." • * 1^ 

(JOSEPH'CHEN is a professor of.history at the 
University of California, Los Angeles, GORDON LAU is an.attorney, 
active as a Chinatown leader of one of the major political 
parties and was recently an unsuccessful candidate for the post 
of Supervisor of San Francisco. FRANKLIN.CHOW is a social.worker, 
employed by the Chinatown-North Beach Office of the Economic 

Development Agency) Si" T-2 stated he had contacted!---J „ b7 
and learned the Consulate had_received 

an invitation from ALVIN JA, a student at Berkeley, California, 
requesting the Consul General to appear and speak at a rally.but 
that the latter would not be able to accept. SF T-2 later advised 
that none of the scheduled speakers appeared at the rally on 
May 4 , 19 69 , and -that the affair appeared to be under.the 
direction of the Red Guard, a small,militant, pro-Maoist.group 
in the San Francisco Chinatown, largely composed of American-born 
Oriental youth with a history of juvenile delinquency. SAT) \J' 

It is noted that the "Daily Californian" published by 

the ASUC at Berkeley, in its issue dated May 2, 1969, carried an 
article titled "Asian cultural revolution", which advertised a 
rally May 4, 19 6"3\ at Portsmouth Square, San Francisco, commemorating 

the 50th Anniversary of the May Fourth Movement in China. The 
article, commenced with a discussion of the historical significance 
of the Mav Fourth Movement, in fahich a protest started by Chinese 
students on Mav 4, 1919, grew ii?{!>.*>a Chinese national movement 
which prevented the Chinese Government from signing the Versailles 
Treaty which would have given Japan the territorial.concessions 
which Germany had held in China. Then the article indica^ted^^^ 

todayfVfirrttin.Mthatetlie*i?ayVour<Wovemen^'aPe<fyVutfents to insist 
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upon an "education that related beyond the>security of jobs% 
so they "abandoned the isolation of classics m favor_of the 
studv of human problems." Second, according to the article, 
"their protests evoked a self-examination of the^structure o 
their society, just as the Vietnam war provokes intellectuals . 

to re-examine American Society." 

The article further declared - "Hay 4th is also symbolic 
to Asians in their assertions of cultural identity and heritage. 
Fiftv years ago Asian students moved to liberate themselves from 
the control-of Western political domination; today Asian American 
students seek, psychological liberation from the mass media image 
of the apathetic, insensitive, and unchanging Oriental. , 
This article indicated the rally was planned by^the. Bay. Area 
Asian Students for Community Action", and that it would include 
"live music, free food, and speakers from the Taiwan consul(sic) ^ 

and Chinatown." 

(According to SF T—7, the Bay Area Asian Students for 

Community Action does not appear to have been an'organized group, 
but simply included.any youth of Oriental descent who were interested 

in helping with the rally.) 

In May, 1969, SF T-7 advised he had observed the rally . 
at Portsmouth Square on Hay 4, 1969, and noted that it appeared 
to be under the direction of the Red Guard of San Francisco. 
SF T-7 said the rally had been advertised as an. activity of 

■Asian students at Bay Area colleges5 but the principal speakers 
were Red Guard leaders and Red Guard members ^ stood around m 
North Korean Army style 'uniforms holding Chicom flags. He 
added that Chicom posters were spread around and the whole rally 
appeared to be propaganda in favor of the Chicoms.^ SF T-/ saia 
that several persons were introduced as guest speakers, including 
FLOYD HUEN of the Asian-American Political Allianceand that 
he also noted two or three other AAPA members taking part in a 
skit intended to show how Chinese students began the -downfall of 
foreign intervention in China through the Hay Fourth Movement. 
SF T-7 said that none of the persons advertised as speakers appeared, 

and the whole affair appeared to be a Red Guard Rally. SF T-7 
described the Red Guard as a relatively small group.of Oriental- 
Americans, most of whom were born or raised in America and most 
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of whom have been in trouble with the police. . He said the group 
has- -patterned itself after the BPP and has printed up a politics 
program that follows the BPP urogram with a few minor changes, 
suQh as the substitution of "Yellow Power" for ."-Black Power . 
SF T-7 said the Red Guard has almost no support in the Chinatown 
community of San Francisco, being disliked by almost all Chinese, 
whether conservative or liberal in background. SF T-7 could 
not recall^ny specific remarks by FLOYD HUEM but said they 
were brief and mostly amounted to a call for.Asian-American youth 
to follow the pattern of the students who initiated the May Fourth 

Movement long ago in China. 

In May, 1969, SF T-3 and SF T-4 furnished comments similar 
to those of SF T-7 concerning the Red Guard rally held on Mav.4, 
1969, at San Francisco, and both identified FLOYD HUEN as having 
been introduced as a guest speaker. Both added that in the writeup 
of the rallv, which appeared in the "Chinese Times" a Chinese . 
language daily published at San Irancisco, FLOYD HUEN was mentioned 

by his Chinese name, as one of the speakers. 

The issue of "Red Guard Community Newspaper" dated June 25, 

1969. designated Volume I Number 3, bearing a picture of the . 
Chicom leader MAO Tse-tung, on its first page, carried an article ^ 
on rage 5 entitled, ’May 4th Rally". (According to SF.T-2 and SF T-7, 
this pacer is published by the Red Guard at San Francisco) . 

The Red Guard newspaper article stated as follows: 

"On May 4th 1969, the Red Guard held a rally 
in Portsmouth Square commemorating the May 4th 

Movement of 1919 in China. 

"On May 4th 1919, 3,000 students in Peking 
started a severn-day strike in opposition to 
the Versailles Treaty, which gave up the. 
Shantung Peninsula to Japan. Demonstrations 
and strikes spread to other cities, as the people 
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became in favor* of students. This movement 
was successful because it had the Power* of 
the People! China never signed the treaty. 
This was. basically what the May 4th movement was. 

"The rally started with the National Anthem 
• of the Peoples Republic of China. The purpose 

of this Rally was to meet and communicate with 
our people in the community and to let them 
know that the Red Guard is'the Vanguard Party 
for all Asian and Oppressed peoplethat the'Red "' 
Guard is going to lead Asian and Oppressed 
neonle into the struggles of revolution, and 
that we are going to win because we will have the 
Power of the People; all Oppressed neople, and 
that the pigs and racist dog oppressors will 

.go down in defeat. . .,! 

The article then went on to discuss the speakers 
naming three Red Guard leaders as principal speakers and naming as 
guest speakers a leader of the Black Panther Partv and three 
leaders of a militant Mexiean-American grout). The Berkeley AAPA . 

is also listed as a, guest speaker and it is obvious that 
something}D0ssiblv a name,was deleted at that point^after the 
article was set up in type., but before it was printed. 

(See also comments by FLOYD HUEN’s relatives regarding, 
latter’s participation in the May Fourth rally, 
£/[}./69, as set out on pages 34, 35,37 and 43 this 
report. ) 

CQffifamL 
, 
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£. United Front Against 
Fascism Conference, 
Oakland, California 

_July 18-20, 1969 

In July, 1969, SF T-l advised that FLOYD HUEN and several 

other members of the AAPA were among the approximately 2500 
persons who attended the United Front Against Fascism Conference 
in the Oakland, Auditorium at Oakland, California on July.18, 1969 
under the sponsorship of the Black Panther Party. According to 
SF T-l, most of the speakers at this conference were members.of 
the BPP but a discussion-' concerning the "Role of Women Against 
Fascism.," included an A-APA member on the panel. 

SF T-3 advised that ,'FLOYD HUEN and various AAPA 
members were also present on July 20, 1969, among the approximately 
1500 to 1700 persons who ..-were‘present in the Oakland Auditorium . 
that date, at the United Front'Against Fascism conference\fnu 

Japan Demonstrations, 

San Francisco 
Se ptember, 1969_ 

In September, 1969, SF T-l advised that FLOYD HUEN and 

other AAPA members from Berkeley, California, participated in 
a demonstration held at Tier 39, on the San Francisco Embarcadero 
on Setoember, 5, 1969, to protest the arrival of the.Japanese 
destroyer at Pier’39, which was bringing representatives to 
participate in the Japan Week program. According to.SF T-l, 
this demonstration was sponsored by the Asian Coalitions a 
group consisting of Asian-American students and youth. SF T-l 
indicated that about 35 to 50 persons participated■in this 
demonstration, which consisted of peaceful picketing. 

SF T-l made available a pamphlet issued under the 
name of the Asian Coalition which called for opposition to the 
Asian policies of the present administration of the U.S. government 
The leaflet stated in bart "Death to the U.S.Japan security pact 
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which allows Yankee imperialism to maintain over 2Q0 bases 
in Janan and Okinawa. Return Okinawa which is being; used 
for U.S. agression in Asia.” The leaflet included a schedule 
of protest activities for the Japan week, running from September 4 

to September 18, 1969. 

Later in September, 1969, SF T-l stated that HUEN and other 

AAPA members were among the approximately 3 0 to 3 5 persons who 
picketed the entrance to the Masonic Auditorium in San Francisco, 
protesting the scheduled appearance of the California Governor 

at a JaDan Week banquet luncheon. 

'G Protest Demonstrations 
Against the Visit of the 
Prime Minister of Japan 

_November, 1969_ 

On November 2 11969 , SF T—9 and T—10 advised that 
a rally was held that date at the Sproul Plaza of the UCB 
at which one of the speakers was FLOYD HUEN, who stated he 
was representing the Asian “-American Political Alliance. According 
to the sources, HUEN stated he would like to read a report from 
the "AMPO’1 a Japanese New Left paper. According to these sources 
the report read by HUEN contained background regarding the 
Japanese Mew Left Movement and the efforts.of Japanese New Left 
students to break the security pact between Japan and the United State 
and to prevent the Japanese Premier, ESIKU SATO, from coming to 
the U.S. The sources indicated that the report as read by HUEN. 
was addressed from the New Left Japanese Students to their American 
brothers ancj^tated in effect, ”we in Japan were unable to 
prevent Premier SATO from leaving Japan for his trip to America 
and were unable to prevent SATO from entering the U.S. Therefore, 
it is up to our brothers in the U.S. to prevent SATO from leaving 
the U.S.” According to the sources’, HUEN at this point without 
further comments, invited those present, numbering about 150, 
to come to the Mark Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco, at^3:00 p.m. 
on November 23, 1969, for a demonstration against Premier SATO. 
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Observation in the vicinity of the Mark Hopkins Hotel 
San Francisco, on November 23, 1969, disclosed that approximately 
100-125 persons, including 25-30 persons of Oriental descent 
demonstrated on the sidewalk outside the hotel,protesting the 
arrival of Premier SATO and his party at the Mark Hopkins Hotel. 
The demonstration was generally orderly and dispersed after a 
time. 

3* 
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III. PUBLIC STATEMENTS BY 
FLOYD HUEN, OCTOBER, 1969 

The "Daily Californian" in its issue dated Octo¬ 
ber 6, 1969, carried an article entitled: "Third World 
Orientation," which stated that ASUC Executive Vice Presi¬ 
dent FLOYD HUEN was one of the featured speakers at a 
"Third World Community - Student Orientation Session" 
held on October 4, 1969, in King Hall at the University 
of California at Berkeley (UCB). The article stated 
FLOYD HUEN told the 150 people who attended: "Some saw 
the Third World Strike as a defeat, but a Third World 
consciousness is just beginning to emerge in this country, 
and for the leaders, it is dangerous." Commenting that 
the small turnout was possibly due to the fact that the 
Rice-California football game was that same afternoon, the 
article quoted FLOYD HUEN as stating: "More people are 
concerned about a goddamn football game than they are 
about Third World studies." According to the article, 
FLOYD. HUEN criticized the University Administration for 
making contracts with "white-owned" and "white-hiring" 
corporations, but he said the corporations are "the real 
enemy." The article described HUEN as- a graduate student 
in Sociology and indicated he commented that a college 
degree shows an individual has been "trained to follow rules j 

but often ha is not conscious of the needs of his commu¬ 
nity. 

The "Daily Californian" in its issue dated October 
30, 1969, carried an article entitled: "HUEN Quits Post, 
Denounces ASUC." This article indicated FLOYD HUEN re¬ 
signed on October 27, 1969, from his elected position as 
Executive Vice President of the ASUC, stating that his 
reasons for doing so were the same as those which prompted 
him to run for the position, namely, to promote Third 
World interests and to promote student control of the 
University. The article quoted HUEN as stating: When I 
ran for the position, I ran mostly with Third Worlci in¬ 
terests in mind, trying to get the ASUC to support 
community projects and ethnic studies. Now there is enough 
support that I don' t have to be there anymore •" According 
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to the article, HUEN named three persons as representing 
Third World interests in the Senate of the ASUC and in¬ 
dicated his new post as Administrative Custodian of the 
Asian Studies Department gives him a larger hand than he 
would have had in the ASUC Senate. According to the 
article, HUEN stated: "When I ran, I didn't care about 
titles; I wanted information and institutional backup. 
My resignation isn't giving up a post that students ^ 
trusted me to defend, because the students don't support 
the ASUC Senate." The news article stated that FLOYD 
HUEN declared the "paternalistic, racist, and illegiti¬ 
mate administration" of the UCB had created a powerless 
student government and disinterested students, so that 
in practice the University Chancellor is the student 
government. In addition to his criticism of the Adminis- . 
tration of UCB, FLOYD HUEN cited the system of ASUC 
elections as another reason why the student government 
was impotent. According to the article, he cited bis own 
election as an example of how "elections can be won by a 
small group of people." HUEN said that once elected, a 
student senator is not answerable to the people who 
elected him and he called for a change to a system where 
specific interest groups rather than an undefined electorate, 
would be represented in the ASUC Senate. This he stated. 
would promote self-determination and real student power in 
the University. The news article said that as Administration 
Custodian of Asian Studies, HUEN said his main effort would 
be directed toward "the smooth functioning and expansion of 
the Asian Studies Department," and added that resigning his 
post in the ASUC would allow him to be more effective in 

that area. 

The "Daily Californian" in its issue dated Novem¬ 
ber 3, 1969, carried a letter to the editor, signed by 
FLOYD HUEN, dated October 31, 1969. In this letter, HUEN 
stated he wanted to correct the direction of the article 
which had appeared about his resignation from the ASUC. 
He wrote: "If is true that I criticized the ASUC for a 
lack of representation, but the blame and causation rests 
on the Administration and the rest of the campus and 
political community for their paternalistic actions toward 
not only students but everybody else in the United States 
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and the rest of the world. . . .It was certainly not 
in bitterness that I left the ASUC, but in hope of con¬ 
tinuing the struggle from another position. And more 
importantly, the solutions to the problems mentioned 
in the article are not mass resignations and apathy 
in the ASUC, but an expansion of the debates to more and 
more students, and organizing within the student commu¬ 
nity on tile basis of student self-interest. Only with 
mass base support will students be able to grab the 
power that is rightfully theirs, and not that of the 
Chancellor.u 

IV. COMMENTS BY RELATIVES AND 
ACQUAINTANCES OF FLOYD HUEN 

On November 24, 1969, Mr. BUDDY HUEN, 758 Santa 
Ray Avenue, Oakland, California, employed as Administra¬ 
tive Assistant at the Chinatown - North Beach Office of 
the San Francisco Legal Neighborhood Legal Assistance 
Foundation, 755 Commercial Street, San Francisco, advised 
that he was sponsored by FLOYD HUEN's father, to come to 
the United States in 1956 with his family under the 
refugee program. Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that as a relative 
and as beneficiary of action by FLOYD HUEN's father, he 
has been very close to the family of FLOYD HUEN and has 
watched FLOYD grow and develop. Mr. BUDDY HUEN said that 
FLOYD was at the top of his class in high school and then 
went to the University of California at Berkeley on 
schlorship looking forward to a career in mediqine or 
science. He added that after two years of pre-medical 
work, FLOYD HUEN disappointed his family by switching 
his major to sociology, after which he became more and 
more involved in campus politics, and began to advocate 

, social reform. Mr. HUEN said that FLOYD has always been 
kindhearted toward persons handicapped by poverty, lack 
of education, minority status, or physical disability, 
and after switching to the study of sociology, he began 
to advocate social action to provide for ways of helping 
such persons. Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that in the summer 
of 1968, FLOYD became involved in the organization of 
some sort of "Yellow Power" group at UCB, called the 
Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) which was dis¬ 
turbing to the family because the organization was alleged 
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to have cooperated with the Black Panther Party* (BPP) 
in helping to man a picket line calling for the release 
of a BPP leader who was on trial for killing a police 
officer. Mr. BUDDY HUEN said he talked with FLOYD HUEN 
about this report and the latter admitted he was a 
leader of the AAPA and had joined with friends to found 
this organization as a student group which would work 
for equal rights for Americans of Asian descent and 
which would cooperate with other groups to work.for 
equal rights for all non-white minority groups in the 
United States. According to Mr. BUDDY HUEN, FLOYD told 
him the AAPA does not advocate violence as a method of 
protest, but nonetheless feels that the violence dis¬ 
played in encounters between Negro extremist groups and 
the police has not been the fault of the former, but 
has been caused by the discriminatory attitude of the 
white community toward the Negro community. 

Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that FLOYD HUEN advocates 
pacifism and opposes American involvement in Vietnam. He 
added that FLOYD and his father differ in this respect 
because the latter, TAK PING HUEN, is proud of his long 
years of service in the United States Navy and is very 
patriotic. Mr. HUEN said that about a year ago, FLOYD 
HUEN made a trip to Montreal, Canada, to attend a con¬ 
ference which was held to oppose the American presence 
in Vietnam. Mr. BUDDY HUEN said that at that time, 
FLOYD's father was very upset with FLOYD for fear he 
might bring some disgrace to the family by such action. 
He added, however, that now TAK PING HUEN seems more 
pleased with FLOYD, since the latter was graduated from 
UCB with high grades and honors and received appointment 
to a fellowship in which he will coordinate Asian Studies 
at the University and will be able to study toward a Ph.D. 
in Sociology. Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that he is certain 
all of the brothers and the sisterr of FLOYD HUEN are pa¬ 
triotic Americans and that they would not. agree with the 
contentions of the AAPA that the American way of life has 
failed to provide rights and advancements for Americans 
of minority racial descent. Mr. BUDDY HUEN remarked that 
the American way of life has done well by all of FLOYD 
HUEN's family and that two of his brothers are highly 
paid engineers, one working in electronics at the Lockheed 
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Missile and Space Corporation in Sunnyvale, and one em¬ 
ployed at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Livermore, 
California. Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that some time ago, 
he suggested to FLOYD HUEN that the latter should contact 
the FBI to explain his viewpoints. He said that FLOYD 
replied that if the FBI wanted to talk to him, they 
should come to him and he would answer any questions he 
thought were proper. He added that FLOYD indicated he. 
feels he is doing a good job in stimulating Asian-American 
students to feel their importance as persons who are 
members of a proud racial group, and that FLOYD HUEN 
stated he feels that student protest activities are proper 
and legitimate expressions of opinion in line with the 
American principles of free speech and freedom of assembly. 

Mr. BUDDY HUEN said that last May, he became 
very disturbed, when FLOYD HUEN appeared as one of the 
speakers at a May Fourth rally held by the Red Guard of 
San Francisco on May 4, 1969 in Portsmouth Square, San 
Francisco. Mr. HUEN said he was so disturbed that he 
furnished the Chinese character name of FLOYD HUEN to the 
"Chinese Times" newspaper to use in the article which 
appeared in that Chinese language daily concerning the 
rally. Mr. BUDDY HUEN said that he was not personally 
present at the rally but added that FLOYD HUEN appeared 
in a television report, standing on the speakers platform 
with Chinese Communist (Chicom) posters behind and with 
flags of Communist China displayed on either side, in front 
of the platform. Mr. BUDDY HUEN said that so far as. he 
knows, FLOYD HUEN made no remarks attacking the United 
States or praising Red China, and added that it is very 
possible FLOYD HUEN confined his remarks to the historical 
May Fourth movement, which was an honored event in Chinese 
history, when Chinese students at Peking started a protest 
that grew among the Chinese people until the Chinese 
Government had to follow the will of the people and refuse 
to sign the Versailles Treaty which would have given Japan 
the territorial rights in China which Germany had lost as 
a result of the First World War* Mr. BUDDY HUEN said his 
deep concern was the fear that FLOYD might become involved 
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with the Red Guard which is definitely considered a pro- 
Chicoxu and which allegedly advocates militant violence. 
Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that FLOYD’s father was very upset 
about the incident but was almost as much upset at him for 
giving FLOYD’s name to the newspaper as he was at FLOYD 
for appearing in such a rally. Mr. HUEN stated that 
subsequently, FLOYD HUEN gave assurances to his father 
that he did not support the militant ideas of the Red Guard 
and had appeared only as a representative of the AAPA, and 
only to give honor to the memory of the May Fourth Movement and 
to point out the power of student protests as exemplified 
in that movement. 

Mr. HUEN stated that since that time, he has heard 
of no further contact between FLOYD HUEN and the Red Guard at 
San Francisco. He added that FLOYD is now busy as the 
Coordinator or Administrator of the Asian Studies Department 
at the UC-B and probably does not have as much time to 
devote to protest activity. 

On December 3, 1969, Mr. BUDDY HUEN advised he 
had eaten Thanksgiving dinner with FLOYD HUEN’s family, and 
added that during this visit, remarks were made that showed 
there were differences of opinion between FLOYD HUEN and 
his family over FLOYD’s outspoken opposition to American 
involvement in Vietnam. Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that although 
he did not talk directly with FLOYD about it, he gained the 
impression FLOYD is probably participating in the protest 
marches and demonstration's which call for an end to American 
intervention in Vietnam. Mr. BUDDY HUEN stated that from 
his long and close connection with the family of FLOYD HUEN, 
he is certain that FLOYD HUEN does not advocate the use of 
violence, and would not engage in violent methods of protest. 

On November 25, 1969, Mr. TAK PING HUEN, 
1737 Francisco, Berkeley, California, a chef at the Chief 
Petty Officer's Club, U. S. Naval Station, Treasure Island, 
San Francisco, California, the father of FLOYD HUEN,. 
advised the latter has never advocated violence to his 
knowledge. Mr. HUEN said that since he is himself a former 
Chief Steward retired from the U. S. Navy, he does not agree 
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with FLOYD’s pacifist ideas, but he respects their sincerity 
and believes his son is basically loyal to the United States > 
and American ideals. Hr. TAK PING HUEN stated his next 
oldest son, JAMES HUEN, was recently separated from the. 
U. S. Navy after serving as a Naval officer, and he indicated 
he is proud. that one of his sons followed in his footsteps 
by joining the U. S. Navy. 

According to TAK PING HUEN, his son, FLOYD HUEN, 
has always been sensitive to human needs and problems. He 
said that as a small boy, youngest in the family, FLOYD 
HUEN received the small change and kept it in a can to use 
to help poor children whom he knew in the neighb&rhood and 
in school. Later, in high school, FLOYD HUEN would tell, 
the family about some problem or condition that was hurting 
a schoolmate and would seek ways in which he could help 
that person to overcome the problem. 

According to TAK PING HUEN, his son, FLOYD HUEN, 
as been a leader and popular with his schoolmates, but has 
still remained close to his family and has studied hard 
enough to keep at the top of his class in school. Mr. HUEN 
stated that during the past two years, since becoming active 
in student politics, FLOYD has spent more time away from 
home and for a while he was afraid FLOYD was neglecting his 
studies, but this proved an unwarranted fear, because•FLOYD 
was graduated from the University with high grades and was 
given a position in which he can earn while completing an 
advanced degree. Mr. HUEN said FLOYD HUEN is in charge of 
developing a University program to study the culture and 
problems of Chinese and other racial groups. 

Mr. HUEN said that about a year or so ago, he had 
been worried about reports that FLOYD was mixed up in some 
"Yellow Power" organization at the University, which was 
supposed to be like the "Black Power" groups which have made 
trouble in many ■ places. He said he asked FLOYD about this 
and FLOYD assured him that his group, the Asian-American Political 
Alliance, only wanted to bring changes by peaceful and lawful 
methods, and was not looking for trouble. According to 
Mr. TAK PING HUEN, his son declared he.had done nothing against . 
the law and did not intend to do anything against the law. 
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Mr. HUEN remarked that although his son was arrested during 
the student strike at the University of California, charged 
with blocking an entrance, the charge resulted from a 
mistaken identity and so it was dismissed. Mr. HUEN said 
that he had wanted FLOYD to study medicine and science, and 
at first was disappointed when he switched to sociology, but 
now feels good about it, since FLOYD has done well in school. 

Mr. TAK PING HUEN stated that despite reports 
that FLOYD spoke in the San Francisco Chinatown on May 4, 
1969, at a rally where the Red.Guard displayed Chinese 
Communist (Chicom) flags and posters, he is sure that FLOYD 
is not sympathetic towards the Chicoms, because FLOYD knows 
from friends and relatives that the Chicoms have often 
been cruel towards persons who disagreed with them. Mr. HUEN 
said that the date, May Fourth, commemorates a Chinese 
national event when Chinese students protested unfair parts 
of the Treaty which ?.ended the First World War* and were 
successful in getting the Chinese Government to refuse to 
sign the Treaty. He pointed out that this was not a 
communist action and, therefore, FLOYD could speak at a^ 
rally commemorating it, without there being any indicatioh 
he supports the Chicoms. 

Mr. HUEN said that nevertheless, he was quite upset 
by reports that FLOYD HUEN had spoken in public where Chicom 
flags and propaganda posters were displayed. Mr. TAK PING HUEN 
stated that FLOYD HUEN has never spoken out at home in favor 
of the Chicoms or against the American Government, although 
he has made it clear that he thinks American involvement in 
Vietnam is wrong and American troops should be brought home 
right away. He stated FLOYD claims that he and his friends 
are only interested in making Asian-Americans proud of their 
racial heritage, and in helping them to learn the things, 
such as the English language, which will make them better 
able to have successful lives. He said FLOYD HUEN has 
frequently mentioned some sort of program for tutoring 
uneddcated Chinese, which he and his friends have set up in 
the Chinatown area. Mr. TAK PING HUEN said FLOYD does not 
have any Chicom propaganda displayed in his room and he is 
sure that FLOYD would never intentionally do anything to harm 
the United States or to assist its enemies. 

-37- 
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On December 2, 1969, Mrs. SUSAN YEE, nee Susan Huen, 
also known as Mrs. JOHN D. YEE, 1306 Montgomery Avenue, 
Berkeley, California, sister of FLOYD HUEN, stated she'had 
never had any reason to consider the latter prone to violence 
or disloyal to American ideals. She stated FLOYD HUEN has 
always been a friendly, peaceable person, interested in 
helping persons and added that the family has been proud 
of his scholastic achievement and his prominence in campus, 
affairs at the University of California. Mrs. YEE stated 
that her brother, FLOYD,_wa3 elected Vice President of the 
Associated Students of the University of California and is 
also administrating or developing an Asian Studies course 
at the University of California. 

She stated that some time ago, her parents were 
quite upset by rumors that FLOYD HUEN was involved with some 
Asian-American group which was alleged to be in sympathy 
with the Chinese Communists (Chicoms) but she added she does 
not believe this allegation is true, because FLOYD HUEN has 
never, to her knowledge, given any indication of sympathetic 
interest in communism. She stated that FLOYD HUEN has 
express concern about minority group rights in America and 
feels that Chinese and Japanese have suffered from 
discrimination such as whan the Japanese were interned during 
the Second World War. She stated that FLOYD wants to help 
Chinese and other minority groups and has joined with friends 
to set up a program to tutor poor and uneducated Chinese, 
teaching them the English language and telling them about 
their rights as citizens and resident aliens. 

She added that FLOYD HUEN is also very concerned 
about the Vietnam situation and feels that as a first step 
to peace, American troops must be withdrawn from Vietnam. 
Mrs. YEE said she also wants to see the fighting stop in 
Vietnam and believes that FLOYD HUEN is in,no way disloyal 
to the United States when he expresses himself against the 
war in Vietnam. Mrs. YEE said that she does not feel that 
FLOYD HUEN would knowingly take any action to endanger the 
security of the United States or to try to overthrow the 
United States Government. 

mm 
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She said that she has never known FLOYD HUEN to 
advocate violence as a means of settling disputes and added 
she is sure that he would not be active in any group which 
did advocate violence. Mrs. YEE stated that FLOYD HUEN is 
very concerned about the disadvantages suffered by poor and 
uneducated people no matter what their race or origin ai>d 
declared she is sure that whatever action he may take is 
designed to help such people and not to harm the United States. 

On December 8, 1969, Mr. TOMMY HUEN, 570 Roekport 
Drive, Sunnyvale, California, an engineer employed,by Lockheed 
Missile and Space Corporation at Sunnyvale, who is the eldest 
brother of FLOYD HUEN, advised the latter is a peaceable 
individual, who to the best of his knowledge, has always 
avoided violence as a means of settling disputes. TOMMY HUEN 
said that FLOYD HUEN has always been a leader and a good 
student, graduating from the top of his class at Berkeley 
High School. Mr. HUEN said that upon graduation, FLOYD 
received a number of scholarship offers and considered going 
to Princeton University, but decided to accept a scholarship 
at the University of California so as to please his parents 
by remaining at home. According to TOMMY HUEN, the family 
wanted FLOYD to become a medical doctor, and FLOYD followed 
this plan during his first two years at the University of 
California, at Berkeley. Then, according to Mr. HUEN, 
FLOYD told the family he'wanted to go into a field where he 
could help to solve some of the problems facing society, 
particularly those involving Chinese as a minority group in 
America, and those involving elements of the population 
handicapped by poverty or other disadvantages. Mr. TOMMY- 
HUEN said he tried to persuade FLOYD to continue to prepare 
himself for a medical career, but FLOYD changed his major 
course of study to sociology. 

He added that FLOYDHJEN did quite well in his studies, 
graduating with honors from the University of California, while 
at the same time he took an active part in campus activities. 
He further stated that FLOYD HUEN received a five year 
fellowship from the University of California to receive both 
pay and tuition while studying to earn his Ph.D. in 
Sociology. According to TOMMY HUEN, FLOYD is now employed 
by the University of California as Coordinator (or Administrator) 
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of the Asian Studies Department. TOMMY HUEN said that 
FLOYD HUEN has always been popular with his peers and was a 
leader even when in junior high school and in the Boy Scouts. 
He mentioned that FLOYD HUEN continued in the Boy Scouts, 
even in high school, so as to assist his Scoutmaster, 
Mr. HENRY POY, an attorney practicing in Berkeley and 
Oakland, California. At the University of California, 
FLOYD HUEN was elected in his Sophomore.year as President 
of the Chinese Students Club, and then in his Junior year,^ 
was elected to the Student Senate of the University. In his' 
Senior year, he was elected Vice President of the Associated 
Students, and according to TOMMY HUEN, these honors were 
appreciated by the family and compensated for their 
disappointment at his decision to change from medical studies. 

TOMMY HUEN stated he knows that FLOYD ITOEN has been 
interested in social action to better the conditions of 
uneducated Chinese in the San Francisco Chinatown, because 
FLOYD talked to him recently about a tutorial program which 
he has helped develop, designed to assist uneducated Chinese 
in learning to read and write English and to understand their 
rights and duties as residents or citizens of the United States 
Mr. TOMMY HUEN said that FLOYD HUEN never mentioned any 
revolutionary political ideas to him or in his presence and 
added he never has suspected FLOYD HUEN of harboring any 
antagonism towards the United States Government or toward 
American ideals. Mr. HUEN said that FLOYD HUEN is opposed 
to American involvement in Vietnam and has participated in 
activities protesting this involvement, including some sort 
of meeting held in Montreal, Canada, about a year ago. He 
stated he has felt this activity by FLOYD HUEN arose out of 
the latter*s concern for peace and nonviolence, and added 
he has never had any idea that it might involve support for 
enemies of the United States. TOMMY HUEN stated he himself 
is rather conservative in his viewpoints, and he feels that 
FLOYD HUEN has ideas which are a bit visionary and impractical, 
such as the idea that social ills can be cured by spreading 
the wealth and by educating the disadvantaged. TOMMY HUEN 
added, however, that he feels these viewpoints are sincerely 
held by FLOYD and that they will change as the latter grows 
in experience and maturity. 
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TOMMY HUEN said he had heard a rumor that FLOYD 

HUEN has taken part in activities such as the Red Guard 
rally at Portsmouth Square in the San Francisco Chinatown 
on May 4, 1969, but he added he had .never questioned FLOYD 
about this because he did not believe it was factual.^ He 
said that he would pay more attention to such rumors m the 
future and would try to find out what facts might b® back 
of such stories. Mr. HUEN said that even though FLOYD HUEN 
may have actually participated in the mentioned Red Guard 
rally on May 4, 1969, as a speaker, he is sure that he would 
not have made any remarks advocating revolution in America 
or violent changes in the American government, because FLOYD 
has always stressed belief in peaceful nonviolent discussion 
as the proper way to bring about reforms. TOMMY HUEN said 
that if he should learn that his brother FLOYD was . 
advocating violence and the overthrowing of the American 
government, he would be the first to condemn him. He stated 
he knows FLOYD is active in a University organization called 
the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) which 
advocates the rights of Americans of Oriental racial 
descent. TOMMY HUEN said he is sure this organization 
cannot be oriented toward the use of violence, or FLOYD 

could not be active in it. 

He added that recently his wife’s mother was 
shot by Negro bandits who were robbing her store, and there 
was some indication these bandits may have been affiliated 
with the Black Panther Party CBPP). Mr. TOMMY HUEN said 
that FLOYD HUEN has heard him speak out against the racist 
policies of the BPP but said nothing to defend the BPP or to 
indicate that the AAPA was in sympathy with the BPP. 

On December 10, 1969, Mr. TONY HUEN, 1115 Shattuck 

Avenue, Berkeley, California, requested he be contacted 
concerning his brother, FLOYD HUEN, and arrangements were 
made to contact him at his home in the evening. Mr. HUEN 
stated that in view of his own status as an electronics 
engineer employed in atomic research at the Lawrence. 
Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, California, he wanted to 
go on record as wanting to cooperate fully with the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation in any investigation of his brother s 

activities. 
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During the contact with Mr. TONY HUEN, the latter 
stated he has been aware that FLOYD HUEN has been active 
in student politics at the University of California, Berkeley, 
and that FLOYD has also participated in demonstrations and 
meetings in protest of American involvement in Vietnam. He 
said he has also been aware that FLOYD HUEN is deeply 
concerned about the problems of minority groups in the 
United States and is active in a college centered group, 
the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) , which is 
supposed to be carrying on activities to help Oriental 
minority people and to make them proud of their cultural 
and racial heritage. 

Mr. TONY HUEN added, however, that he had never 
heard FLOYD make statements favoring Communist China or 
communism. Mr. HUEN said he knows that his brother, FLOYD, 
made a trip to Canada about a year ago to attend a conference 
which was held in opposition to the Vietnam war and added 
that he has heard that communist elements, including 
representatives of the Viet Cong, were active at this 
conference. 

Mr. HUEN was shown a copy of the AAPA‘newspaper 
for January, 1969, which devotes a full page to the text 
of a statement of the Viet Cong, dated November 3, 1968, 
which denounces the United States and alleges that for 14- 
years "the U. S. imperialists have carried out a policy of- 
aggression, most ruthless in history, against the 
Vietnamese people....’' It was also pointed out to Mr. TONY 
HUEN that the AAPA paper carried an article stating that 
four AAPA-Berkeley people attended the conference in Montreal 
and helped to change the thrust of the conference ’’from a 
’peace in Vietnam’ convocation to-a ’stop U. S. imperialism’ 
organizing session.” Mr. TONY HUEN indicated he was shocked 
by such a statement in the AAPA paper and expressed the 
sincere hope that FLOYD HUEN had not written the article 
and that it was the other AAPA persons and not FLOYD who 
were responsible for AAPA attitudes toward the Viet Cong 
at the conference. Mr. TONY HUEN stated he had never 
previously seen an AAPA newspaper and added he hopes this 
means that FLOYD. HUEN is not much involved with the newspaper. 
Mr. TONY HUEN stated he is sure that FLOYD HUEN is 
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essentially loyal to the United States and would not 
intentionally give aid to enemies of the United States such 
as the Viet Cong. 

/( Mr. TONY HUEN described his brother, FLOYD, as a 
sensitive person, who has long expressed deep concern about 
the problems of poor people and minority groups. He said 
it has been his understanding that the AAPA group in which 
FLOYD HUEN is active^has been doing constructive things, 
such as painting the Senior Citizens’ Center in the 
San Francisco Chinatown and conducting a tutoring program 
there. He stated that FLOYD HUEN has always impressed him 
as a peaceable person who would not resort to violence as 
a means of social protest. Mr. HUEN said he knows that his 
brother, FLOYD, is alleged to have participated in a Red 
Guard rally held in San Francisco on May 4, 1969. He said 
that this allegation was very upsetting to FLOYD's parents 
and that FLOYD told them the rally was supposed to be a 
student rally honoring the May Fourth Movement and calling 
for a campaign to rename Portsmouth Square in honor of the 
Chinese stateman, SUN Yat-sen. He added that according to 
FLOYD’s account, he did appear at the rally, but left when 
he saw it was a Red Guard affair with Chinese Communist 
flags and posters. 

FLOYD HUEN’s mother, Mrs. TAK PING HUEN, who has 
only a very limited knowledge of the English language, 
was present during the interview. Speaking in Chinese, 
Mrs. HUEN stated that when they learned that FLOYD HUEN 
had been present at the Red Guard rally in San Francisco 
on May 4, 1969, she and her husband demanded that FLOYD 
tell them what this meant and whether he supported the 
Red Guard's communist ideas. Mrs. HUEN said that FLOYD 
HUEN told them he was opposed to the ideas of communism 
and violent revolution and does not support the Red Guard. 
She added that FLOYD HUEN said the rally was supposed to be 
a student affair and he went to make a speech praising the 
May Fourth Movement and the value of student action and to 
suggest that the name of the Chinatown square be changed 
from Portsmouth, which honors a U. S. battleship, to 
SUN Yat-sen, to honor the Chinese statesman who worked for 
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Chinese liberty both in China and in the United States. 
Mrs. TAK PING HUEN stated she is sure her son, FLOYD HUEN, 

would never do anything intentionally to harm the 
United States and that he opposes the use of violence. 

Mr. TONY HUEN said that FLOYD HUEN feels that 
the government should make laws to insure that no one becomes 
very wealthy and no one remains in poverty. He said that 
the family has a relative who married his employer and 
recently inherited great wealth when his wife died. He said 
that in a joking way, the family asked FLOYD what he would 
do it this relative should die willing him this fortune, and 
FLOYD replied that he would give it all away to the poor. 

On November 26. 1969. SF 'T-7 J_I 
b7D 

Open Forum on Chinatown problems and the protest march and 
rally held in the San Francisco Chinatown on August 17, 
1968. SF T-7 stated that HUEN was, one of the two principal 
speakers who summed up the conclusions of the Open Forum 
held at the Cumberland Presbyterian Chinese Church in 
Chinatown, and in his remarks HUEN called upon Asian-American 
youth to speak out against all forms of discrimination and 
pointed out that it was the collegeage youth of China who 
successfully led the May Fourth Movement in 1919 and moved 
the Chinese government to resist the demands of Japan for 
control of the Chinese land which had been controlled by 

Germany before the First World War. 

SF T-7 said that in January, 1969, he attended 
the "Yellow Identity Conference" which Asian-American 
student groups sponsored and held at the University of 
California at Berkeley, California (UC-B). SF T-7 said 
that as a leader of one of the sponsoring groups, the 
Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA), FLOYD HUEN was 
One of the moderators of that meeting and was left in 
control after other leaders walked out when militant 
demands were made by persons from the San Francisco Chinatown, 
that the conference should take action to support striking 
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students at San Francisco State College and to condemn 
the administration of that college. SF T-7 said the group 
who remained at the conference, after the walkout by the 
moderate leaders, passed such resolutions while FLOYD HUEN 

acted as chairman. 

SF T-7 stated he next observed FLOYD HUEN as 
one of the speakers at the May Fourth rally held May 4, 
1969, at Portsmouth Square in the San Francisco Chinatown. 
SF T-7 said that this rally was advertised as an activity 
by Chinese students of Bay Area colleges, with, a wide 
spectrum of speakers, to honor the May Fourth Movement, but 
it was actually a Red Guard operation and was boycotted by 
the scheduled speakers. SF T-7 stated the Red Guard in the 
San Francisco Chinatown consists mostly of delinquents and 
youthful criminals who pattern themselves after the Black 
Panther Party and who are disliked by almost all of the 
Chinese in San Francisco, whether liberal or conservative 
in viewpoint. SF .T-7 said FLOYD HUEN appeared only as a 
guest speaker, representing the AAPA, and made only a short 
speech about the May Fourth Movement and the need for 
student action to solve problems today. SF T-7 added, 
however, that the very fact he did appear where Chinese 
Communist (Chicom) flags and posters were displayed, was 
a shock, because he had not previously thought of 
associating FLOYD HUEN in any way with such militants. 
SF T-7 said that HUEN has taken part in various protest, 
demonstrations denouncing the American involvement in Vietnam, 
but the source added he does not consider this of any 
significance, since.many other Americans, including he (the 
source) would like to see American forces withdrawn from that 

conflict. 

SF T-7 stated that at present FLOYD HPLJEN is a 
graduate student at the UC-B and has responsibility for. 
developing the Asian Studies Department. He said that.in 
his recent contacts with FLOYD HUEN, he has seen no evidence 
■that the latter desires violent revolution to change the 
American government or social system and added he believes 
HUEN is sincere in his concern for poor and minority group 
people. SF T-7 said that HUEN is a very likeable person 
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and dynamic as a speaker, so it is possible some persons 

hearing him denounce racial injustices and social 
inequities, might be stirred to take direct action against 
persons they felt were responsible for such conditions. 
However, SF T-7 stated he is convinced that FLOYD HUEN , 
does not advocate violence as a means of protest. 

On December 4, 1969, SF T-4, 

— JFLOYD HUEN 
S Itook an active part in a Day or rrotesr. 

1 in the 

San Francisco Chinatown and wnicn was Held on August 17, 

1968. SF T-4 stated he was quite impressed with the 
ability of FLOYD HUEN as a speaker, when HUEN summed up 
the Open Forum which had been held at the Cumberland 
Presbyterian Church in Chinatown and called upon the group 
to all join in the protest march through Chinatown to 
Portsmouth Square. SF T-4 said this march was designed^ 
to waken the solid citizens of Chinatown, the conservatives 
who control the Chinese Six Companies (Chinese Consolidated 
Benevolent Association),to the problems of poor living and 
working conditions in Chinatown and to the special needs of 
uneducated Chinese immigrant youth and elderly persons. 

SF T-4 said that subsequently he learned that 
FLOYD HUEN was among Bay Area college youth who went to a 
conference in Montreal, Canada, about a year ago, to protest 
American involvement in Vietnam. SF T-4 said that although 
that conference was allegedly communist controlled, he does 
not feel that attendance there was especially significant 
since the main idea was to register protest against 
American action in Vietnam, a protest which he, the source, 
also supports. SF T-4 said he was concerned to note that 
after FLOYD HUEN and his associates in the Asian-American 
Political Alliance (AAPA) returned from that conference, 
the AAPA newspaper carried an article expressing praise and 
sympathy for the Viet Cong. However, source said he has 
no idea whether FLOYD HUEN., or some other member of AAPA who 
went on the trip,was responsible for the article. 
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SF T-4 said that what really disturbed him 
regarding FLOYD HUEN was the fact that on Hay 4, 1969, 
FLOYD appeared at a May Fourth Movement rally in Portsmouth 
Square, where Chinese Communist (Chicom) posters and flags 
were displayed. SF T-4 said that rally was originally 
advertised as a student activity in which Bay Area college 
students of Chinese descent would honor the May Fourth 
Movement, which took place in 1919 when Chinese students 
began a national protest against unfair provisions of the 
Versailles Treaty which would have given the former German 

concessions in China to Japan. 

SF T-4 said |__ 
|he sensed that something was amiss and that the 

meeting would not be controlled by legitimate Chinese 
student groups, so he warned some of the scheduled speakers 
against making an appearance. He stated that the actual 
rally on May 4, 1969, was practically a propaganda rally in 
favor of the- Chinese Communists (Chicoms), with speeches .i. » 
condemning American.policies and praising Communist China 
and North Vietnam, with display of Chicom posters and flags, 
and with the members of the Red Guard of the San Francisco 

Chinatown in charge. 

b7D 

SF T-4 said FLOYD HUEN appeared briefly as a 
speaker representing the Asian-American Political Alliance 
(AAPA) and while HUEN said nothing to praise the Chicoms or 
to attack the United States, the very fact that he appeared 
gave an indication that he and his group at the University 
in (Berkeley were sympathetic to the Chicom ideas of the 

Red Guard. 

X 

SF T-U said that \ 

SF T-4 stated that so far as FLOYD HUEN himself 
is concerned, he has no fear that he would personally engage 
in violence designed to overturn the American government or 
to damage American society. SF T-4 said that the suggestions 
which FLOYD HUEN has made in speeches and conversations. 
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advocating social changes, appear to be such as can be 
effected by peaceful negotiation and legislation.. SF T-4 
said that in his personal estimation, FLOYD HUEN is a non¬ 
violent type, but nevertheless a stirring speaker, who 
might influence an audience emotionally to the point where 
some excitable types might decide to take direct and 
violent action against institutions which they felt were 
holding up the social progress advocated by HUEN. 

SF T-l, contacted on December 1, 1969, advised 
he has been associated with FLOYD HUEN in Asian-American 
student activity at the University of California, Berkeley, 
California, throughout the time that FLOYD has been active 
as a leader of the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA) . 
SF T-l stated that FLOYD HUEN has consistently advocated 
negotiation'and peaceful protest demonstrations in the 
conflicts which the AAPA has had with the university 
administration. SF T-l describes FLOYD HUEN as a "moderate" 
but it should be noted that SF T-l has indicated that, he 
feels the term "moderate" includes anyone who is neither 
an advocate of violent revolution nor a defender of things 
just as they are. 

V. DESCRIPTION 

The following description of FLOYD HUEN, and 
information concerning his family, was secured from his 
relatives and from the records of the University of 
California Police Department: 

Name 
Chinese Name 

Racial Descent 
Citizenship 
Birthdata 

Occupation 

Residence 

FLOYD HUEN 
HSUAN Te-hui (M) 

Chinese 1 
United States citizen 

L at 
Tsingtao, China 
Graduate student at University 
of California, Berkeley 
1737 Francisco 
Berkeley, California 
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Height 
Weight 
Build 
Complexion 
Hair 
Eyes 

Relatives 

5'7" 
150 pounds 
Medium 
Medium sallow 
Black 
Brown 

.y JB, AEPROX' / f ^ ^ 
Father, TAK PING?(HUEN,'-— 
age 59, residence 1737 . 
Francisco, Berkeley 
CaXijcornxa. Retiree5 
from U.S. Navy as Chief 
Petty Officer, Navy 
Serial Number 4985121, fit . . 
naturalized 11/14/45, * ■ 
employed as chef at ” 
Chief Petty Officer's 
Club, U.S. Naval Station, 
Treasure Island, San 
Francisco, California; 

Mot*he£>. LAI KEl^StJEN, 
nee^ONY^ai-Ken, age ,& approx Mil 
58, housewife, residing 
1737^-F-ranci-s co-,—Berke ley, „ ^ 
California; 

Brother. TQMMY^rHUEN. born 
\ in China>^., 

residing 57Q~Rdckport N 
Drive, Sunnyvale, California, 
employed as engineer~by—• 
Lockheed Missile and Space 

Corporation, Sunnyvale, 
California. Married, with 
two children? 

Brother. TONYt^HUEN, born 
|, in China^ 

residing 1115 sKattuck 
Avenue, Berkeley /^California, 

LAI KEN/^OEN, 

resit 



employed as engineer by 
Lawrence Radiation Lab¬ 
oratory, Livermore, 
California. Married, no 
children. Wife employed 
by Division of Highways, 
State of California, at 
San Francisco? 

Sister, Mrs. SUSA1$?EE, 
nee SUSAE&HUEN, also known 
as Mrs. John Ddfifee. born, 
_Lin ChinaT. 

~~Re siding ll.OfLMonterev- 
AvenueT Berkeley,^California; 
employed"'byschoo 1 district, 
husband is an engineer? 

Brother, JAME&vHUEN, also 
known as J.immvVHuen. feorn 
_I in China? 

served as officer in U.S. 
Kavy. Now an insurance 
agent for New York Life 
Insurance Company,1415 - 
20th Street, Oakland, 
California. 



Black Panther1 Party for 
Self Defense__ . 

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther 

Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966 , in Oakland', 
California, to organize black people so they can take control 
of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black community. 
It was organized by Bobby George Seale, BPP Chairman, and 
Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. ' Newton.is presently 
serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of mans laugh er 
in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer. 

The official newspaper, ’'The Black Panther," which 
further describes itself as'the "Black Community News Service, 
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla 
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the 
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to 
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred 

to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed. 

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7,'1968 , contains 
an. editorial by BPP Minister of Education,'George Mason Murray, 

which ends with the following: 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 

revolt everywhere! • Arm yourselves. The only culture worth 
keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 
Dynamite! Black Power. ' Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere. 

Included in the introduction to an article appearing 

in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the 
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government. 

We will overthrow it." 

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations 

from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People’s 
Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that political 

power grows out of the barrel of a gun." 

The national headquarters-of the BPP is located at , . 

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have 
been established at various locations throughout the United 

States. 
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PLACE ACTION COUNCIL. 

X“ 

The "Peoplef s N’orld" 3 a weekly v.rest coast- communist 
newspaper^ in its issue of November 5 ^ 1966., in an article-on 
Page 3j describes the Peace Action Council (PAC) asj "a coordinating 
agency for peace activists" which conducts emergency mobilizations 
and demonstrative actions against the war in Vietnam. . 

On July 22j 19^6i a source reported that the PAC_, ■ 
which has also been known as the-Greater Los Angeles Peace 
Action Council (GLAPAC)3 was formed during the early summer of 
1966^, for the express purpose of protesting the war in Vietnam 
during the'National Governors1 Conference held in Los Angeles^ 
-California from July -!• to July 8,, i960. Following the conclusion, 
of that conferencej -the PA.C members decided to continue as a 
coordinating group to sponsor similar protest demonstrations at 
later dates. 

This source was recontacted on May 8, 1968^ and reported 
that the-PAC continues to ooerate under the same basic concept. 

APPENDIX 
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RED GUARD 
Also Known As 
Red Dragqfn Party 

TSIilfislL 
On March 20, 1969, CLIFFORD TOM, self-admitted 

Chairman of the Red Guard, advised- FBI Agents, the Red Guard 
was formed in March, 1969, to "bring about better conditions 
for the Chinese people." TOM has admitted to the FBI that 
Red Guard1members possess firearms and regularly study the 
writings of Chinese Communist Party Chairman MAO Tse-tung. 

According to its official newspaper,."Red Guard 
Community News," the Red Guard advocates that Orientals arm 
themselves against "racist police oppression," that Orientals 
be allowed to determine their own destinies, that all Orientals •' 
be freed from incarceration, and that the United States recognize 
the People’s Republic of China and Chairman MAO as "the true leader 
of the Chinese people." The March 12, 1969 edition o.f this publi¬ 
cation contains the following, which is addressed to the "revolu- 

..tionary people of Chinatown": 

"You will not be powerful until you have an ideology 
** common to the revolutionary people of the world. So, you know 

•4 reactionary .pigs are your enemies, politically and • ■ • 
militarily. Arm yourselves and dare to struggle and dare to 
t.n n ** 

The Red Guard is currently headquartered at 615 Jackson1. 
Street, San Francisco, California. 
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, * Federal Bureau of IiJJ^tigaTion * 
* ' ' RecordS'.,Branch 

7/8/70 

Supervisor 

922 D 702 

Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 

1 [Regular Request (Analytical Search) 

I JaII Rp-f^rences (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 
1 I Sixersive References Only 
1—-j*^onsubversive References Only 
\-*r\ Main_References Only 

Type of Search Requested:. 
. I I Restricted to Locality of_ 

I _J Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
I 1B uildup 1 IVariations 

Subject VIETNAMESE PATRIOTIC UNION IN 
CANADA, aka Union of 

Vietnamese Patriots in Canada 

Localities 

Date 
Searcher 
Initials _ R#— 

Prod. 
FILE NUMBER SERIAL 
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□IMMEDIATE 
Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype: □ URGENT 

■‘jMl*. tBfrp/l/**/Ty 
******* *'.*$P^ *************** 

| /°A?/ ■/■/? .. ■ % 
TO: □ THE PRESIDENT^ 

□ THE VICE PRESIDENT 
□ ATT.: 

1 ?jj|f^AS id mmm 

□ ALL ON LINE OFFICES 

C^WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM 1=1 
JZDATT.: fi) V/-//? y /) (<; sSlM 6-& ' 

[Zfl SECRETARY OF STATE 

□1 b3 
BBCUS51^1? 
OB-J-* 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
□ AND NATIONAL INDICATIONS CENTER 

Mi O 

A" 

' f, JU /j fi- 7/\ V 

/-y-p' 

□ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY' 

□ DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE ^ ^ 

□ U. S. SECRET SERVICE (PID) C^TENCODED QiPLAINTEXT 

□ ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MES 

/y^uc/ A.d 
44v 3 -/y /<«. 

From: DIRECTOR; FBI 

lass 
.declassify 

Classification: C o *vet r* * *~ 

Subject: \JtCtr y a rec uW'?f& srtires a e a/as fxcn.lc*sc.y i 
S/s ■' 77 ‘/I' fs)/A6'<r J V? ^ /1 z \> h Kf /WaV’ >/ / // ’xr y ^,v/c; 

(Text of message begins on next page.) 
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iZMY CCCCC ZZH' 

• j VIA TELETYPE 
NOV 22 ^59 

ENCIPHERED 1- 

iBT 

IconfidVential 

i 1135AM 11-22-69 HWL ’ 

jPRIOR ITY 

TO: WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM 01 

ATT.: DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER 

TO: SECRETARY OF. STATE 

TO : 

.TO : . .DIRECTOR , DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 01. 

• ;;TO.:: vif.' S. SECRET SERVICE (PID ) -ENCODED 

•' vFROlVs DIRECTOR, FBI 

b3 

>y. 
C O N F I dX N T I A L 

VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES OF HIS EXCELLENCY EISAKU SATO, 

PRIME MI NISTER - OF JAPAN , .NOVEMBER NINETEEN, SIXTYNINE 

SOURCE ONE ADVISED THIS DATE THAT A RALLY WAS HELD 

AT NOON AT SPROUL PLAZA WHERE A VARIETY OF SPEAKERS INCLUDING 

FRANK EARDACKE AND PAUL GLOSMAN SPOKE ON BEHAllF OF THE 

"CHICAGO EIGHT TRIAL" DEFENDANTS. THE RALLY WAS NOT SPONSORED. 

BY ANY PARTICULAR GROUP. ONE OF THE SPEAKERS WAS FLOYD HUEN 

WHO STATED HE WAS REPRESENTING THE ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL 

ALLIANCE (AAPA) . HUEN STATED HE WOULD LIKE TO READ FROM A 



REPORT FROM THE "AMPO", A JAPANESE NEW LEFT PAPER. THE ESSENCE 

OF THE REPORT READ BY HUEN PURPORTED TO BE FROM THE NEW LEFT 

JAPANESE STUDENTS WAS ADDRESSED TO THEIR AMERICAN BROTHERS. 

REPORT STATED IN EFFECT , WE IN JAPAN WERE U.NABLE TO PREVENT 

PREMIER SATO FROM LEAVING JAPAN FOR HIS TRIP TO AMERICA AND 

WE WERE UNABLE TO PREVENT SATO FROM ENTERING THE UNITED STATES. 

THEREFORE, IT IS UP TO OUR BROTHERS IN THE UNITED STATES TO 

PREVENT SATO FROM LEAVING THE UNITED STATES. AT THIS POINT 

WITHOUT FURTHER COMMENTS, HUEN INVITED THOSE PRESENT, WHICH' 

NUMBERED ABOUT ONE* HUNDRED AND FIFTY, TO COME THE THE MARK 

HOPKINS HOTEL AT THREE PM SUNDAY FOR A DEMONSTRATION-AGAINST ' 

PREMIER SATO. 

SOURCE ONE NOTED THAT THE REPORT READ BY HUEN 

WAS LENGTHY AND CONTAINED BACKGROUND REGARDING THE JAPANESE 

NEW LEFT MOVEMENT AND THEIR EFFORTS TO SMASH THE SECURITY 

PACT BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES AND THE EFFORTS OF THE 

JAPANESE NEW LEFT STUDENTS TO PREVENT SATO FROM COMING 

INTO THE UNITED STATES. 

END PAGE TWO 



PAGE THREE CONFIDENT L 

SOURCE TWO ALSO IDENTIFIED HUEN AND FURNISHED 

SUBSTANTIALLY THE SAME INFORMATION AS THAT SET OUT ABOVE 

FROM SOURCE ONE. 

SOURCE THREE ADVISED THAT ACCORDING TO FLOYD HUEN 

THE AAPA WAS FOUNDED TO WORK FOR EQUAL RIGHTS FOR PERSONS OF 

ASIAN ORGIN LIVING IN THE UNITED STATES, BUT ALSO SUPPORTS 

EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL NON-WHITE MINORITY GROUPS. 
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Mr. Tolson-- J ; 
Mj- DsLoach-- j|. 
Mrr-TT’tters--■ | 
Mr. Mohr-• | 
Mr. Bishop-  f 
Mr. Casper-S 
Mr. Callahan-1 
Mr. Conrad-jj 
Mr. Felt-; t 
Mr. Gale....-s 

WASHINGTON — 11-- COM 
■sinzppl Mr. Travel- 

MrT^oyars— 
Tele. Boom— 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy— 

8s58 PM DEFERRED 11-21-69 KCK |I1HbsB 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED : | Mjss G 

TO DIRECTOR —CODE— HEREIN lkuN?5lASSIFIED [issssss 

/ EXCEPp??feRE SHOWN 

FROMXSAN FRANCISCO C105-25254) 3P OTHERWISE' —' j, 

vy^ 

<£> &: 
VISIT JO JHE UNITED STATESjOFJUS EXCELLENCY EISAKU SATO, 

PRIME MINISTER OF JAPAN, NOVEMBER, NINETEEN^ SIXTYNIJNE, ^ CI 

IS - JAPAN. 

SOURCE ONE ADVISED THIS DATE THAT A RALLY WAS HELD l t 

AT NOON AT SPROUL PLAZA WHERE A VARIETY OF SPEAKERS INCLUbl^lG-Q^^ 

FRANK BARDACKE AND PAUL GLOSMAN TO SPOKE ON BEHALF OF THE < 

«M4: 
Yfjy ^ 'S i 

FRANK BARDACKE AND PAUL GLOSMAN TO SPOKE ON BEHALF OF THE }jr j 

"CHICAGO EIGHT TRIAL" DEFENDANTS. THE RALLY WAS 'NOT SPONSOREDb! J 
' o 

BY ANY PARTICULAR GROUP. ONE OF THE SPEAKERS WAS FLOYD HUEN f \ j 
-*— y i 

WHO STATED HE WAS REPRESENTING THE ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL a '1 

ALLIANCE CAAPA). HUEN STATED HE WOULD LIKE TO READ FROM A (’/ ** Gj f 

REPORT FROM THE "aMPO'' A JAPANESE NEW LEFT PAPER. T^.E^WeNCE ^ ^ ! 

OF THE REPORT READ 3Y HUEN PURPORTED TO BE FROM THE NEW LEFT * • 
22 DEC 4 1S69 • -r--Qp 

JAPANESE STUDENTS WAS ADDRESSED TO THEIR AMERICAN BROTHERS. f\ 

a-n REPORT STATED IN EFFECT, WE IN JAPAN WERE UNABLE TO PREVENT u /VM ! 

^ RR.JI'ER SATO FROM LEAVING JAPAN FOR HIS TRIP TO AMERICA AND \\ M ' |, 
j- : ’ (4A & :• 
i ;WE4?EJ5JJNABLE TO PREVENT SATO FROM ENTERING THE UNITED STATES. I ‘ 
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PAGE TWO 

SF 105-25254 

THEREFORE, IT IS UP TO OUR BROTHERS IN THE UNITED STATES TO 

PREVENT SATO FROM LEAVING THE UNITED STATES. AT THIS POINT • 

WITHOUT FURTHER COMMENTS, HUEN INVITED THOSE PRESENT, WHICH 

NUMBERED ABOUT ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY, TO COME TO THE MARK 

HOPKINS HOTEL AT THREE PM SUNDAY FOR A DEMONSTRATION AGAINST 

PREMIER SATO. 

SOURCE ONE NOTED THAT THE REPORT READ BY HUEN 

WAS LENGTHY AND CONTAINED BACKGROUND'REGARDING THE JAPANESE 

NEW LEFT MOVEMENT AND THEIR EFFORTS TO SMASH THE SECURITY 

PACT BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES AND THE- EFFORTS OF 

THE JAPANESE NEW LEFT STUDENTS TO PREVENT SATO FROM COMING 

INTO THE UNITED STATES. 

SOURCE TWO ALSO IDENTIFIED HUEN AND FURNISHED 

SUBSTANTIALLY THE SAME INFORMATION AS THAT SET 'OUT ABOVE 

FROM SOURCE ONE. 

SOURCE THREE ADVISED THAT ACCORDING TO FLOYD HUEN 

THE A A PA WAS FOUNDED TO WORK FOR EQUffAL RIGHTS FOR PERSONS OF 
I 

ASIAN ORIGIN LIVING IN THE UNITED STATES, BUT ALSO SUPPORTS 

EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL NON-WHITE MINORITY GROUPS. 

END PAGE TWO 
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LOCAL AUTHORITIES ADVISED. 
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1 Mr. 

11-25-69 

Airtel 

To: SAC, San Francisco (105-23692) 

From: Director, FBI (105-190736) 

FLOYD ^HUEN 
IS - CH 
BUDED: 12-5-69 

ReSFlet 6-12-69 and SFtel 11-21-69 captioned "Visit 
to the United States of His Excellency Eisaku Sato, Prime 
Minister of Japan, November, 1969; IS - Japan." 

San Francisco immediately submit initial, summary 
report concerning subject to reach Bureau no later than 
12-5-69 with appropriate recommendations relative to placing 
subject on Security index. \ 

LLA: ljw^^ 

NOTE: 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREINbfi SIFHS& * * 
DATE JlKIJHEL...BXU/MJi 

San Francisco has previously initiated investigation ( 
concerning subject, a fourth year student at University of 
California, majoring in sociology. He is a U.S. citizen of 
Chinese background and has been described as leader of Asian- 
American political alliance which he helped to organize at J 

~ [L-D University of California and which opposes policies of ’ ' j 
Imierisan Government. He bas participated in several demonstra- 

N0VS5 BSSis and rallies protesting mistreatment of minorities and 
war ia Vietnam and recently spoke at rally protesting visit 

CQMM-Ffeio Ti.g. of Prime Minister Sato of Japan. 
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Walters_ 
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Bishop _ 
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Callahan _ 
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Soyars ^ £1 
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Mr J 
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Tolson_ 

DeLoach . 

Wallers_ 

Mohr_ 

Bishop _ 

Casper_ 

Callahan . 

Conrad _ 

Felt_ 

Gale_ 

Rosen _ 

Sullivan _ 

Tavel __ 

Soyars . 

SAC, San Francisco 0.05-23692) 1-7-70 

REQ-128 
Director, FBI <105-190736)'-5 

a-iffi 
FLOYD HUEN, aka 
IS - CH s 

\ 
\ • \ 

Reurlet 12-12-69. x 
\ • 

Bureau authority to interview subject denied at 
this time in view of his current status at the University 
of California, Berkeley. You should set up appropriate 
administrative ticklers in captioned matter and at the end 
of the spring semester resubmit your request, for interview 
of subject. However, if additional information is received 
prior to rthat time indicating subject would be amenable to 
interviewer desires to be interviewed by the Bureau, you 
should immediately resubmit your request. 

In the meantime, subject should be placed on 
Reserve Index A in your office. 

ytt information.contains© 
t/S ^ , 

DATE 

it. 

8 
R 
CD r- 5 

U- 
O' 

a 
i s 

s 
1 y o o 

—> 

JDMjljw"", 

<4)Ji 
NOTE: 

Subject is a graduate student at xthe University 
of California, Berkeley, majoring in sociology and is employed 
at the University as Administrator of the Asian Studies 
Department. He is an active leader of the Asian-American 
Political Alkanee (AAPA) which he helped to organize in 1968. 
AAPA describes American society asMhistorically racist,” 
declares its Support for ”a 11Inbn©white liberation movements,” 
and states its opposition to what it terms ’’the imperialistic 
policies being pursued by the American Government.” Subject 
was involved in a student strike at the University of California 
and appeared/ at jfrhe Red Guard rally on 5-4-69' at San Francisco 
and was active^fn recent protest demonstrations against the 
President of Korea and the Premier of Japan when same visited 
San Francisco. San Francisco has requested authorization to' 
interview subject based on rapport San Francisco has established 
with other members of subject’s family. Interview not being 
authorized at this time in view of subject’s current enrollaentt 
at the University of California and his employment there. 

Tele. Room 

Holme: 
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In accordance with .referenced Bureau letter, captioned 
case is beinq reopened at San Francisco to consider re-submission 
of a request to interview the Subject. 

Attention of the Bureau is called to the fact that (asyU 
indicated in LHM dated 3/11/70, captioned TERUMASA HATANO) that/X 
Japanese student organizer stayed with FLOYD HUEN -when he visitesd 
Berkeley, California, in January, 1970. It is noted that HATAKpp/ 
has been identified as MASAMICHI KOMATA, aka, leader of SEKIGUtf-^ 
HA (Red Army Faction) , a small but highly militant Japanese‘ • jt 
student extremist group. 

"rv V: / / \ ^ 
Included as a part, of/this communication is a two v \ 

page notice dated 3/31/7-0 entitled "This is an urgent appeal for. ^ 
help for the Vietnamese patriotic union in Canada.” This notice 
was (distributed by the American Committee for Solidarity with 
the Vietnamese People (ACFSWVP) from its headquarters at 4945 
California Street, San Francisco, California,Yis set out as follows: 
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March 31; 1970 

CONFIDENTIAL! 

THIS IS AN URGENT APPEAL FOR HELP FOR THE 

VIETNAMESE PATRIOTIC UNION IN CANADA 

There-are' about 200 organized Vietnamese students among the 
500 who have come from the South of Vietnam to study in Canada. Most 
of them are on scholarships suppl ied by the Saigon puppets or by cer¬ 
tain foundations created by them with the financial support of the 
U.S. government. 

Many of these Vietnamese students are patriotically refusing 
to go back to Saigon after graduating and have succeeded in-organizing 
a Union of the Vietnamese Patriots i.n. Canada, which stands for peace, 
independence and neutraIity ■ in accordance with the political program 
of the National Liberation Front and the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of the Republic of South Vietnam. These students raise the 
demand for complete'withdraw I of all U.S. and satellite troops from 
South Vietnam. 

In the face of the Nixon administration’s obstinate continua- 
t ion and intensification of the war in their fatherland, these pat¬ 
riots in Canada, according to our advisor, Nguyen Van-Luy, who is in 
close and direct contact with them, are preparing to organize a big 
conference in Montreal to be held in July. Representatives of Viet¬ 
namese all over North America will be there and the NLF, the PRG and 
DRV have agreed to send delegations to unite in a discussion of plans 
to end the war of aggression in their country once and for ail. 

Invitations have gone out to the government (jn exile?) of 
Prince Sihanouk-of Cambodia, and to the Pathet Lao (Hakset) in Lees. 
It had been their intention to hold this conference the end of March 
but due to certain dissident elements, three out of the 200 organized 
patriots in the Union walked out and set up another group called the 
Association of Vietnamese Patriots in Canada, raising some basic objec 
t ions to plans for the conference. However, the independent Union of 
Vietnamese Patriots in Canada, still the great majority is going ahead 
with plans for the conference. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
OVER Is • 
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i._ ^ A preparatory conference is called for April, when' a delega- 
t.ion Oi ihe Union of Vietnamese Residents in France will come over to 
join with Vietnamese patriots and sponsors in North America to promote 
the July conference to make it as broad and productive as possible. 
Support and sponsorship by peace organizations in both Canada and the 
U .S. is urgently needed. A few peace organizations in New York are 
acquainted with the Union of Vietnamese Patriots in Canada, according 
to Walter Teague, chairman of the U.S. Committee to Aid the NLF of 
South Vietnam, who, along with Piatano, Japanese student organizer, who 
has just completed a lohg tour of this country, strongly supports the 
Canadian conference and urges other groups to follow suit. 

The American Committee for Solidarity with the Vietnamese 
People meeting in joint session with the Asian Studies in the Bay Area 
and the Asian-American Political Alliance, have agreed to sponsor the 
July and April conferences and are making plans to send much needed 
financial help, in response to an appeal from Tran Que Phuong, one of 
the responsible Vietnamese Patriotic students who is working hard to 
make the Montreal meetings successful. The three organizations here 
mentioned plan to send delegates in July and possibly in April also, 
and urge that all peace and justice loving Ameeicans join in lending 
support to these patriotic Vietnamese students'in their efforts to ad¬ 
vance the struggle to bring an end to the war of aggression in their 
native land. 

Please send letters of support and financial contributions dir¬ 
ectly to Tran Que Phuong or to the local groups for forwarding. 

Addresses are as follows: 

Union of Vietnamese Patriots in Canada 
Tran Cue Phuong 1 
4710 Fulton, Apt. "A" ‘ Phone: (514) 735-3398 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 

Asian-American Political Alliance 
Floyd Huen ■ Phone: (415) 845-5589 
2414 Telegraph Ave Apt. 308 642-6555 
Berkeley, Calif. 

ACFSWVN - 4945 California St, San Francisco, 94118. 

-3— -CONEM^NTIAL 

Phone (415) 
621-9731 
221-9939 ll-CV-2131-4b- 
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The notice states that the ACFSWVP meeting in joint 
session with the Asian Studies of the Bay Area and the Asian 
American Political Alliance (AAPA) agreed to sponsor a 
conference organized by the Union of Vietnamese Patriots in 
Canada, a preparatory conference in April (1970) and a "big" 
conference at Montreal, Canada, in July (1970) . 

The notice lists two San Francisco area addresses to 
which letters of support and financial contributions can be 
directed, one being the ACFSWVN and the other being: 

CONFIDEf^jALj' 

Asian-American Political Alliance 
Floyd Huen " Phone: (415) 845-5589 
2414 Telegraph Ave. Apt. 308 642-6555 
Berkeley, Calif. 

Regarding the address, 2414 Telegraph Avenue, Apt. 308, 
Berkeley, California, this, according to 
ment shared by Subject and Miss JEANNE QUAN, a 
University of Californiat Berkeley, to whom Subject UUlVCldXUy W JL WCIJLJL.L WJ. 11.1.0. • J 

be married on <)/20/70. £jr\ 

is an apart- 
student at the 

intends to 
b7D 

Copies of this letter are designated to the New York 
file of WALTER DORWIN TEAGUE inasmuch as the notice states that 
according to WALTER TEAGUE, Chairman of the U.S. Committee to Aid 
the NLF of South Vietnam (USCANLF-SV) , peace organization in New 
York are acquainted with the Union of Vietnamese Patriots in 
Canada, and adds that TEAGUE and HATANO strongly support the' 
Canadian conference. 

NGUYEN VAN LOY, mentioned in the notice, is on the SI 
and is subject of SF File 105-7245; Bufile 97-4925. 

Bureau is requested to search indices regarding the 
Vietnamese Patriotic Union in Canada, aka Union of Vietnamese 
Patriots in Canada and to furnish any available information 
regarding the July conference at Montreal of which the Subject 
appears to be a sponsor, both as leader of the AAPA and as 
Administrator of Asian Studies at the University of California, 

\ -Berkeley. 

K 

«s\T\W- 
4 
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>3AC, San Francisco (105-23692) 4 
3XW$f 

Director, FBI (105-190736) 

9/10/70 

1 *- Hr. 

FLOYD HUEN, aka 
IS - CH 

ReSFlet 8/31/70, 

/VLL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

»HERElNl^MdtftSSlP1E0 
EXCEPtWHER£ SHOWN 
OTHERWISE \ <&*■ 

Authority granted to interview subject. Interview 
should be conducted by two mature Special Agents at a secure " 
location but not on or near the vicinity of the campus of the 
University of California at Berkeley. Interviewing Agents 
should make certain that subject clearly understands that we 
are not interested in the normal academic pursuits of the 
institution thdt he is attending. 

If subject proves to be cooperative» do not direct, 
or guide his activities without Bureau authority. Submit 
Results of interview in form suitable for dissemination 
together with your recommendations Concerning any future 
contacts. * 

NOTE: l/oV^TT ■*. \ ' . " -I ^ * 
i . ' ■ . , ■ •. - - / ■> '* 1 
I Subject, born in China, is a naturalized U.S* citizen. 

/He is a graduate student and administrator of the Asian Studies 
/ Department, Berkeley, California. He was active in the Asian- 
' American Political Alliance (AAPA) which he helped organized and 

which was described as supporting "all nonwhite liberation 
movements/* Reliable sources advised AAPA/is defunct. pA 
reliable confidential source! I 

|claim subject is loyal 
to basic American iddals and that subject would be amenable to 
an intervIeW'/l/» \ .X)& . ; 

To I son_ 

Sullivan_ 

Mohr_,_ 

Bishop_ 

Brennan. C.D.. 

Callahan_ 

Casper_ 

Conrad_ 

Felt 
Gale - 

Rosen _ 

Tavel_ 

Walters if 

SEP 9 1970 
- C0MM-FBE 

vy ..h * * 5 
<*> *■;.i-i - 
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Memorandum V, •> 
‘i*». 

DIRECTOR, FBI (-105-190736) date: *• : 8/31/70 . 

FROM SAC./SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692) (P) 

subject: floyd^Suen , aka ^ 

IS - CH. ^ 
j Declassify on: 

Re San Francisco letter to Bureau dared 6/29/70. 

MfyAtyTIAJ, 

Referenced letter enclosed literature of the American 
Committee for Solidarity with the Vietnamese People (ACFSWVp.) , 
(SF File 100-61891), indicating a conference was to be held in 
July, 1970, at Montreal, Canada, by the Union of Vietnamese 
Patriots in Canada at which there would be delegations of the 
National Liberation Front and the Provisional Revolutionary 
Government of South Vietnam and of the Hanoi Government. The 
literature further indicated that sponsoring organizations would 
include the ACFSWVP, the Asian American Political Alliance (AAPA) 
and Asian Studies in the Bay Area, all of which planned to send 
representatives to the conference. The literature indicated 
letters of support and financial contributions should be sent to_, 
TRAN QUE PHUONG of the Union of Vietnamese Patriots at Montreal, 
Canada, or locally to the ACFSWVP in San Francisco or to the 
AAPA addressed to FLOYD HUEN, 2414 Telegraph Avenue., Berkeley, 
California.' 

if 

To date no information has been received indicating ;-y 
above mentioned conference was held, and SF 2496-R, who has been . ^ 
active in campaigning for Asian Studies at the University of O 
California at Berkeley, and in the AAPA there^ advised on 8/26/70 v> 
that he had not heard of above mentioned conference and knows of ^ 
no one from the Berkeley campus who may have attended such a ^ 
conference. SF 2496-R previously advised on 4/8/70, that the 
AAPA was totally inactive at the University of California at 
Berkeley, and appeared to be defunct.' SF 2496-R added that FLOYD 
HUEN was the only individual who continued to claim a relation- 0 
ship to the AAPA, this being the result of his having been / / " 
excluded by other members of the Asian American Students gxoup 
at the university. 

Bureau (RM) 
(1 - 100-452260; AAPA) RE( 
San Francisco 
(1 - 100-61299; AAPA) 
(1- 105-24447; JEANNE QUAN) 
(1 - 100-64975; BRUCE OCCENg 

EX-110 

REC-lCf 

ClassT-fc-fixt .By 'lc^$ 
Reason-FCI^^?is^^T2_ 
Date of-RSview 7* 

l\Jo B SEP 2 1970 

a - 
S/cmp 
1) 

70-570A; SF 2496-R) 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayro^^S^m^rlan 
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SF 105-23692 

JES/cmp 

On 8/26/70, SF 2496-R reiterated his previous state¬ 

ment that the AAPA was inactive on the Berkeley campus and that 
FLOYD HUEN is about the only person who appears to be concerned 
with it. SF 2496-R said that HUEN is considered something of a 
moderate in that he seems to feel student activism should be 
confined to argument and non-violent protest and that violence 

should be avoided. 

Dias 

advised he is certain that the latter did not travel to Montreal 
during July, 1970. Source commented that HUEN is to be married 
in September, 1970, to JEANNE QUAN (SF File 3^5-24447) , a student 

at the University of California at Berkeley, 

T accoraing to 

b7D 

the Subject's family ancKJEANNE QUAN’s mother, who lives at 
Livermore, California, havh>vbeen much disturbed by the fact 
that Subject has been sharing^JEANNE QUAN' s. apartment at 2414 
Telegraph and are anxious to see th^s relationship regularized 

by a formal marriage Aj \ . 

Subject's father, TAK^PIN<^HUEN>xhis brother, TONY 

HUEN, and his sister, Mrs. SUSAWEE, 'allresXdjhg in Berkeley , 
California, have recently advised that they believe the Subject 
would appreciate an opportunity to clarify his position through 
an interview by the FBI and all claim that the Subject is opposed 
to violence and is loyal to basic American ideals. However, 
each of these persons added that they die! not want to arrange 

such an interview. 

Although Subject continues to be a graduate student 

in sociology at the University of California at Berkeley and to 
be connected with the Asian Studies Department there, it is believed 
that he should be interviewed to determine his present attitudes, 

the current status of the AAPA and to possibly secure his 
cooperation to help prevent violence from erupting on the Berkeley 

campus. 

In particular, it is noted that BRUCE OCCENA, SF File 
100-64975, Bufile 100-457047, wi£h whom Subject was associated m 
the AAPA, is now reported to be - in the violence-prone Weatherman 
group. An interview of the Subject could produce information 
concerning OCCENA and possibly other former members of the AAPA 
who may have become associated with that group. 



t n 
SF 105-23692 
JES/cmp 

REQUEST OF BUREAU y \l ^ 

Bureau is requested to approve an intezfview with the 

Subject. It is noted that Bureau letter to San Francisco dated 
1/7/70. which denied authority for the interview requested in 
San Francisco letter of 12/29/69, instructed that San Francisco 
should resubmit the request for interview of the Subject at the 
end of the Spring semester. The resubmission of the request to 
interview was delayed, as noted in referenced San Francisco 
letter dated 6/29/70, because of the indication that Subnect 
as AAPA leader,was sponsoring the above described Vietnamese 
conference at Montreal, Canada, and it was felt additional data 
regarding the conference should be obtained prior to interviewing 
the 'Subject. Since there is no indication Subject attended such 
a conference or even that the conference was held, there is no 
longer any reason to delay an interview of the Subject. 

- 3 - 
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To: San Francisco (105-23692) 

From: director, lB^C(i!S-190f36) 

FLOYD HOEN, aka 
SM - MPA 

BUDED: 10/15/70 

ReSFlei 9/21/70. 

ALL I^OSTWIATSON CONTAINED 
HERE!ft/S L'MCLASSIFIED 

EX0EP7WHERE SHOWN 

OTHEAWl^E 

,Cj declassified 
ps. 

! 

lam 

Declass; 

Hold interview in abeyance until facts are fully 
ascertained concerning subject’s possession of firearms. 
Do not interview subject upon authority OgBureau letter 
9/10/70 but resubmit request* . 

Submit an up-to-date report concerning subject 
incorporating information, if determined it is identifiable 
with subject, which appeared in San Francisco ’’Examiner*5 on 
9/17/70 concerning individual who purchased i£3S caliber pistol 
and 9 jam. Browning automatic pistol. Also include information 
concerning the pro-Maoist literature and the seven loaded 
ammunition clips reportedly found in the trunk of the auto¬ 
mobile owned by the State of California and utilised by the 
subject. Information furnished voluntarily to your office 
by State Assemblyman Don Mulford concerning handguns pur¬ 
chased by the subject is of extreme importance, particularly 

/■ in view of subject’s past association with Bruce Oceena, 
—-SFL file 100-649750, Bufile 100-457047, who. formerly was 

spociated■ with the ■ subject • in1 thc:Asian~Americaa- Political 
lance (MPA) and who is now reported to be a member of 
Weatherman group. 

Bishop 
Brennan, C.D, 
Callahan 
Casper 
Conrad 
Felt 
Gale 

The report should also include in the synopsis the 
bi that the subject is armed and should be considered 

dangerous. Submit recommendation to include subject on the 
Security Index. This case must be handled expeditiously 
and thoroughly. You should determine if. subject has license 
for the handguns and if he does, on what basis he was granted 

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 

Tele. Room 
Holmes. 
Gandy „ MAIL ROOMtZJ TELETYPE UNIT I I 
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Mrtel to San Francisco 
Re: .Floyd Huen 
105-190736 

. K' ■ t 

tic license. Furnish: copies of report locally to Secret 
Service. Recheck your source,, concerning the subject *s / 
activities" as well as current status of his activity in 
the MM, - rmm-^ - ‘ v • 

Report and recommend at ion, for inclusion on the 
Security Index should reach the Bureau no later than 
10/15/70. ' „ . :: 

NOTE:. - ; ' •’ ,-j % y . . > > >; 

r Subject is leader of MPA. He was born ih China; 
is a naturalized U.S. citizen and a .graduate student ,as well 
as an administrator of the Asian Studies; department of the 
University of California, Berkeley. //Information furnished 
by source earlier indicated that AAPA is defunct and that. 
.Subject is loyal to basic^Merican,ideals and would be 
: amenable to interviewji[fl()l format ion appeared in San Francisco. 

,,Ejxaiainer,f;! (daily, newspaper) without naming Subject, but, 
indicated that University Of California campus police were 
investigating, individual Who had used state-owned car which 
contained flight. bag full of ammunition and Haoist literature. 

■ State-.Assemblyman Jfuliofd contacted San Francisco Office : 
to advise he was contemplating investigation of Hueii and that 

ih view of subject *s recent activities, appears he should be 
in Security Index and further penetrative investigation , T 
conducted. ” / * “ ... • y •- “ ,. -'* • 
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date: 9/21/70 

(105-23692) 

Re Bureau letter to San Francisco dated 9/10/70. 

Included in this letter is a xerox copy of a news¬ 
paper article from the "San Francisco Examiner" issue dated 
9/17/70. This article indicates that California Assemblyman 
DON MULFORD has requested a police examination into the fact 
that ammunition .and Maoist literature had been found in a 
flight bag in the trunk of a state-owned vehicle assigned to 
the University of California and into the activities of the 
graduate student who had driven that vehicle 1176 miles in 
two days just before the ammunition and Chicom literature 

were discovered. The article further stated that according 
to information in the possession of Assemblyman MULFORD, 
this graduate student purchased a .38 caliber Chief Special 
pistol from a Berkeley, California, gun shop on 12/17/69 and 
one.week later purchased a 9mm caliber Browning automatic at / 

rfpastmPS C- 7'/-9 
^ txtrAsizrf h&S/i.Q. 

I 

Of 

<Y 

Vo 

r* 

an Oakland, California, gun shop. 

.a2s>.' 
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wffl W 
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5 VBureau (RM) , ^ 
0 (1 - 100-151646; University^of California, Berke]®§r) SEP 

(1 - 100-452260; AAPA) 

San Francis'co 
(1 - 100-34204; University of California, Berke] 
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below) 

: University of California; 
■campus-police are seeking-to j 
establish ownership of a 
flight bag containing amnni- 
joition and Maoist literature 
found in the trunk of a 
State-owned car. 

• The car pool vehicle, bear¬ 
ing tax exempt license; 
plates, was used by a num-j 
bei of students and at least1 
‘on(i faculty member during1 
August, according to William 

. Beall, who heads the univer¬ 
sity's statewide police. 

- On Aug. 26 an attendant in 
- the campus garage in Berke¬ 
ley discovered the bag con¬ 
taining seven carbine clips 
^loaded with .30 caliber bul- 
'lets. together with a quantity 
•of revolutionary literature. 

“Representatives of at 
'.least three student groups 
and one faculty member 
-from San Diego used the car 
'during August,” Beall said. 

' “We are awaiting the re¬ 
ceipt of credit card purchas¬ 
es during the month to deter¬ 
mine precisely where the ear 
bad been driven and who 
signed for gas.” 

; A graduate student em¬ 
ployed as a teaching assist¬ 
ant who is a leader withir! 

j the Third World Liberation! 
Front is known to have userii 

I '.the car for a thre day period’ 
;during which he drove 1176 
•miles. 

• A former member of the 
'Student Senate, he was ar- 
rested duping—the Third 
•World Liberation Front riot 
t 

___ 

on Telegraph Avenue in 
Berkeley in March of 1969. 

He signed for use of the 
car in the name of the Asian 
Ethnic Study Group- which 
qualifies for car pool trans¬ 
portation. • 

Assemblyman Don Mul-. 
ford, author of-legislation 
barring guns form campus, 
informed Beall of a com¬ 
plaint he had received that 
the teaching assistant had 
made recent gun purchases. 

“In light of the information 
brought to my attention and 
in view of the violence which 
has occurred on camphs at 
various universities around 
the state. I am deeply con¬ 
cerned that a teaching assist¬ 
ant is buying guns and driv- i 
ing a state car at taxpayers’' 
expense.” Mulford said. 

“I would like to know if- 
those guns were taken on 
campus — what they were 
purchased for. 

“I have asked Chief Beall 
for a report once the investi¬ 
gation is completed.” 

The teaching assistant re¬ 
ferred to purchased a Smith 
& Wesson .38 caliber Chief 
Special pistol from Earl E. 
Buchanan Guns at 2934 Col¬ 
lege Ave., Berkeley, on Dec. 
17, 1969, The Examiner 

( learned. i_ 
! t A week later the same intli- 

vidual purchased a 9 mm cal¬ 
iber Browning automatic at 
Siegel’s Guns, 508 W. McAr¬ 
thur Blvd., Oakland. 

In one instance he gave a 
Telegraph Avenue address 

I and on the second purchase. 
• listed a FpanGisee> Street ad¬ 
dress, both in Berkeley. 

(Indicate page, name of / 
newspaper, city and state*) 

9 SoF.Examiner 

San Francisco,Calif. 

Date: 9-17“70 

Edition:9 Star Final 
Author: Ed Montgomery 
Editor: Edmund J.Dooley' 
Title: > Hu&fj 1 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIF.j 
BERKELEY,CALIF. 
Character: JfjpQ .CONCERNING 

or (xs) 5f./c,r-z3yi 
Classificationjj q£ 

Submitting Oftice: 

00-34204 

| | Being Investigated 
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In regard to this newspaper article, it is noted 
that Assemblyman DON MULFORD contacted the San Francisco 
Office on 9/16/70 to advise that he was contemplating an 

investigation of FLOYD HUEN, a graduate student and teaching 
assistant at the University of California, Berkeley, who had 
recently driven a state-owned vehicle 1176 miles in two days. 
Mr. MULFORD added that seven loaded ammunition clips were 
found in the trunk of the vehicle after HUEN returned it, 
and that he was also concerned because he had received infor¬ 
mation showing that HUEN purchased two hand guns during 12/69. 
Assemblyman MULFORD indicated he was contacting the FBI because 
he did not want to interfere with any investigation that the 
FBI might be conducting concerning HUEN. Mr. MULFORD was 
advised that any investigation he might cause to be conducted 
concerning these activities of HUEN would not interfere with 
the FBI and he thereupon advised that he would request ____ 

~ | of the University Police Department to initiate investi¬ 

gation concerning HUEN. 

In view of the above information, the interview with 
HUEN, approved by referenced Bureau letter, will not be conducted 
at this time. Upon the completion of the investigation by 

|the Bureau will be advised as to the results, and 

a re-evaluation will be made of the advisability of an inter¬ 

view with the Subject. 

A copy of this communication is designated to the 
Bureau and San Francisco files concerning the Asian American 
Political Alliance (AAPA) in view of the fact that Subject, 
according to SF 2496-R, is now more or less the sole leader 

of that organization H(u) 

LEAD 

SAN FRANCISCO 

AT BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA; Will follow investigation 

of the Sub ject by] |of'"the University of California 

Police Department. 

ll-CV-2131-4b-8: 
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As indicated in this report, the seven 
ammunition clips found in the State owned vehicle on 8/26/70, 
were actually empty, and there is no evidence to prove any 
connection between them and the Subject, since other 
persons also used the vehicle during the month prior to the 
time it was serviced on 8/26/70. 

With respect to the report that the vehicle was 
driven over 1,000 miles in a three day period (8/1-4/70), 
while signed out to the Subject, it is noted that he 
claimed to SF 2496-R that he made no such use of the vehicle, 
and also that the charge-out practice of the University 
garage was such that it is quite possible someone else could 
have used the car and charged it to the Subject, if he had 
knowledge of the charge-out number assigned to the Asian 
Studies group. With respect to the handguns reported to 
have been purchased by the Subject, SF 2496-R advised the 
Subject states he still has these guns at home and that he 
obtained them for/self protection. Both SF 2496-R and* 
the UCPD noted it was not unusual for students at Berkeley 
to own weapons. 

In view of the above considerations and since 
SF 2496-R states that Subject is opposed to the use of 
violence and is considered conservative by more militant 
members of the Asian-American community at the University 
of California, it is believed he should not be placed on the 
Security Index at this time, but should again be considered 
for interview. 

UACB, he. will not be recommended for inclusion 
on the Security Index at this time, and a separate communica¬ 
tion will be sent to the Bureau again requesting permission 
to interview him. 

Sources mentioned in this report are identified 
as follows: 

Informant Located in File 

SF T-l is SF 2496-R 170-570 
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SF T-4 is 

SF T-5 I lis 

b7D 

This report is classified 6onfidontial because 
it contains considerable information from SF 2496-R, a source 
of continuing value in the racial and security fields, and 
unrestricted dissemination could possibly lead to the 
disclosure of this source and adversely affect the security 
of the United States„ In addition, the information from 
SF .T-3 was so classified. 

LEAD 

SAN FRANCISCO 

AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, Will submit 
appropriate request for authority to interview the Subject, 
UACB. 

■k 

C 
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ALL m^ORMATHJfl CQNTAINEB 
HEREIN re4JWl5tAS$IFIED x 
EXCEPT WMER^SHOWN 
OTHERV0ISE 

SM - AAPA 

In January, 1970, a Japanese student 
organizer, later identified as MAS AMI CHI' 
KOMATA and his wife, both active in the Red 
Army faction of ultra-radical students in 
Japan, stayed at Berkeley, California 
residence of FLOYD HUEN and his girl friend, 
JEANNE QUAN. An open notice by the American 
Cominittee for Solidarity with the 
Vietnamese People, dated 3/31/70, indicated 
Vietnamese group in Canada to hold 
conference in July, 1970, and listed FLOYD 
HUEN as person through whom support could be 
forwarded. Source advised the Asian 
American Political Alliance, which HUEN helped 
organize, is;now dead issue and indicated HUEN 
is excluded by some of the Asian-Araericans 
because of his moderate, non-violent attitude. 
Police investigation concerning empty 
ammunition clips found in State owned vehicle 
at University of California, Berkeley, dis¬ 
closed HUEN was one of the persons who used 
that car, and that HUEN had purchased two hand 
guns in December, 1969. HUEN claimed to 
source he had no knowledge of clips and that 
guns were purchased for self-protection. HUEN 
was married on 9/20/70, to JEANNE QUAN, 
University student from Livermore, California. 

- P - 
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DETAILS: AiAs 
>F T-l advised on January 26, 1970, that 

TERUMAggJt' HATANO,, believed to be a .student at Tokyo University 
lir'Jamnf"was visiting the United States and. “staying at 
the residence of FLOYD HUEN in Berkeley, .California,. , 
SF T-l added that HATANO had been.in the United States about 
a week, accompanied by his wife, and that upon his arrival 
in the United States, he had contacted DAVID HILLIARD, 
Chief of Staff of the Black Panther Party (BPP), and asked 
to be put in touch with militant Japanese-American 
students in the San Francisco Bay Area. According to 
SF T-l, HILLIARD referred HATANO to RICHARD^AOKI, leader 
of the Third World Liberation Front (TWLF) ar> the 
University of Calif ornia' at"Berlceley (UCB) . 

A characterization of the BPP is contained 
in the appendix pages.■ 

According to SF T-l, the TWLF is a 
coalition of non-white student groups, 
namely Black, Chicano (Mexican- 

, American), Filipino, Chinese and 
Japanese. 

Its stated purpose is to initiate discussion 
and to develop programs pertinent to the 
needs of Third World (non-white) students, 
and to promote the political, economic 
and cultural welfare of Third World 
peoples„ A spokesman for the TWLF 
expressed the Third World idea as 
follows: 

'‘The first world is the capitalist world, 
the second world is the Communist white 
world, and the third world is the non¬ 
white world composed of people from Asia, 
Africa and Latin America." 

SF T-l indicated that when HATANO attempted to con¬ 
tact AOKI through the Asian Studies Office, he was put in 
touch with FLOYD HUEN, who had been associated with AOKI in 
the direction of Asian Studies at the UCB and in the 
leadership of the Asian American Political Alliance (AAPA) 
at the UCB. According to SF T-l, HUEN was one of the 
organizers of the AAPA, which he described as a student 
alliance for protesting racism in America and "American 
imperialism." 
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According to SF T-l, HATANO indicated that he was 
seeking to organize opposition to the renewal of the 
Japanese-American Security Pact and that he planned to 
visit Seattle, Washington, and Chicago, Illinois, to 
contact national leaders of the Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS). 

from SF T-2 on January 20, 1970, 
leaders, left word that he couldj 
number 845-5589, a telephone li 
Telegraph Avenue, Apartment 3081 
was observed to bear the names? JEANW 

A characterization of the SDS is contained 
in the appendix. / / ‘ 

It is noted that accorpTngx^STSff or matron received 
HATANO, in contacting SDS 
be reached at, telephone r 

ted to JEAN^EFrggMl, 2414.J 
Th^nf- ailbox at this address 

„UU ---- -- -,JiUEN and FLOYD QUAN, 
and SF T-l advised HUEN and QUAN Were 'lining together jat_that 
Berkeley, Califonia address. ,* ' /j A'A*'' 

b6 

b7C 

Regarding JEANNE QUAN, it is noted that 
according to SF T-l, she was attending 
meetings of the AAPA at Berkeley, 
California, on several occasions during 
the period December, 1968 through 
August, 1969, and participated with other 
AAPA people, including FLOYD HUEN, in 
demonstrations .at San Francisco, opposing 
the visit of the Japanese Premier to the 
United States, and renewal of the Japanese- 
American Security Pact. It is also noted 
that the February 23, 1969, issue of the 
"Independent", a newspaper published at 
Livermore, California, carried an article 
in which Miss QUAN was described as a 
leader of the AAPA at the UCB and as a 
graduate of Granada High School, who was 
actively involved in the student strike 
at the UCB. In this article Miss QUAN 
was quoted as condemning police violence 
against striking students and as claiming 
that many students who were beaten up and 
arrested were simply spectators who happened 
to be standing in the wrong place. Miss 
QUAN admitted some students had thrown 
rocks, but she claimed this tactic was 
not condoned by the strike leadership. 

3 
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She declared the striker’s tactic was 
supposed to be non-violence, but added, 
"we can't control everyone." According 
tp UCB records. Miss JUANNE QUAN was 
bornl I and entered 
the UCB from Granada High School.in 
September, 1967. 

On April 8, 1970, SF T-l advised that HATANO 
had been in Berkeley, California, on March 18, 1970, at which 
time he indicated he would depart the United States for 
Japan on March 20, 1970 „ According to SF T-l, HATANO 
related that he had contacted some Asians in Chicago and 
New York City as well as in the San Francos co Bay Area and 
hoped to exchange information with these persons following 
his return to Japan. HATANO indicated to SF T-l that 
he had failed to make contact with SDS leaders in Chicago, 
because the Weatherman faction of the SDS had forceably 
closed up the National SDS Office there. SF T-l advised that 
HATANO gives the impression that he follows the political 
thinking of the Chinese Communist leader, MAO Tse-tung. 
SF T-l added that HATANO claimed to be a leader of the Left 
Wing faction of the .Japanese student organization, 

-i^^%7^X_Zengakuren„ On May 6, 1970, SF T-l idenExfxed a photograph 
i 0f MASAMICHI KOMATA as identical with the person known to 

him as HATANO and a photograph of AKIYO SHIRAI as identical 
with the person known to him as HATANO's wife. 

It is noted that SF T-3, a confidential source 
abroad, advised on [February 20, 1970, that MASAMICHI OMATA, 
a graduate student of Kyoto University in Japan, accompanied 
by AKIYOl/SB3»RAT.. had departed Japan on November 12, 1969, 
destinedvto the United States, with plans to set up an 
international coalition of radical students. According to 
SF T-3, both were identified as activists in the Sekigun-ha 
.(Red ^my) faction of the -ultra-radical students in 
Japan, 

On February 17, 1970, SF T-l advised that the 
Asian Studies Division of the Ethnic* Studies Department at 
the UCB had been the subject of much discussion and 
dissension among the Asian-American students at the 
University. SF T-l said that as a result of this dissension, 
the AAPA has become completely inactive. SF T-l said 
that within the Asian Studies group, FLOYD HUEN has been an 
advocate of a conservative position which looks for develop¬ 
ment of an Asian Studies program within the framework of 
the UCB, while others have espoused a radical position. 

4 - 131-4b- 
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seeking the creation of a community college independepfem?p| 
of and separated from the University. Subsequently, osi.M>«* I 
April S, 1970, SF T-l advised that the AAPA at the UCB 
is totally inactive and appears to be defunct. SF T-l 
said that FLOYD HUEN is the only individual who continues 
to claim a relationship with the AAPA and source expressed 
the opinion that this is due to the fact that HUEN has 
been excluded by other members of the As i an-Amer i c an 
student group on account of his more conservative 
attitude. 

SF T-l indicated that as a member of the staff 
of the Asian Studies division of the Ethnic Studies 
Department at the UCB, HUEN continues to be included in 
meetings of the teaching and administrative staff and was 
one of some 20 to 25 persons who attended an "invitation 
only" meeting held for the staff at tine Asian Studies San 
Francisco Office, 834 Kearny Street^San Francisco, at 
which the guest speaker was DAVard^ILTON, who had recently 
returned to the United States after teaching in 
Communist China for several years„ 

On various/occasions during 1964 through 
1968, sources disclosed that .DAVID 

JHEPBUBN^grSTON was residing and 
'teaching in Peking, ...China. Sources 
have advised that MILTON was a 
member of the .Communist. Party in 
New York City, East St. Louis, 
Illinois, and St. 
during the period 
when he moved to San Francisco, 
.California 

L oui s, Missouri.,, 
l-9,4-4_ut o.^l.95_9.„ 

On April 15, 1970, SF T-4 made available a copy 
of the April, 1970 issue of "Solidarity", a publication of 
the American Committee for Solidarity With the Vietnamese 
People (AJ4FLWVP), 4945 California Street, San Francisco. 
Included in this publication was an open letter or notice 
dated March 31, 1970, entitled, "This Is An Appeal For Help 
For the Vietnamese Patriotic Union In Canada." This two 
page notice indicates that the Union of Vietnamese Patriots 
in Canada who demand "complete withdrawal of all U.S. and 
satellite troops from South Vietnam", intended to hold a 
conference in July of 1970 at Montreal, Canada, to discuss 
plans to end what is termed "the war of aggression" in 
Vietnam. The notice me’ntions that such a conference was 
strongly supported by HATANO, described as "a Japanese 
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student organizer who has just completed a Iona tour of 

meetina^nTo" ^ notice indicates that the ACFSWVP 
meeting m joint session with the Asian Studies in fho Raxr ' 
Area and the AAPA agreed to sponsor the conference and 7 

Sesnef,,^SeM-flnanCial help and delegates. The notice 
statement that letters of support and 

QueSii^ p ^?nS C?Uld be Sent direcblY to Tran 

vtSKr' one °f uhe responsible leaders ofthe Union'of" 

or locally either^! 
FLOTD ™ ni5 ?trest' San Francisco, or to 

Berkeley^Calif or nia ^representing STS. 308' . 

Regarding the AC 

nSf?SS-°? lts secretar^J MARGARE^miGGS. 
X5^5fTlnverview by Special Agents4 of ,■ 55.®,FB* °? January 25, 1955, firs. DRIGGS 
advised that she and her husband became ' 
active m the Communist Party during the — 
1930‘s at Tacoma, Wash!nqton, and 
continued membership and activity in the 
Communist Party or the Communist Political 
Association, until they were expelled 

64° vnien COntacted on December 13, 
1-68, regarding the ACFSWVP, Mrs. DRIGGS 
advised she had initiated this group by 
putting out a leaflet in October, 1968, 
but had been unable to spend any time to 
develop it.into a going organization. 

including S551?g^UgUS5,T,1970' yrelatives of FLOYD HUEN, 
«55w?Lng 51?, ?ather, TAK of 1737 Francisco. 
|gP|gl|Y^Cal i f ornia, were corit acted to determine whether 

^i1*3 *> Montreal, CaSadI ^ 
of the TTm-o« 1¥°'- t0 attend the above mentioned conference 
SJfrLCJ511°n °f Vietnamese Patriots in Canada. They 
advised they were sure that FLOYD HUEN did not travel to 

SafSheTi??^' 1970' jessed tSe?r coition 
American itea?5 1S-??P?S!? to violence and loyal to basic 
•merican xaeais. *11 indicated that FLOYD HUEN's plans 

for marriage to JEANNE QUAN set to take place in 

anf?SS ^7?r'o^tenJail?a famlly a°nfe?eSces at which 
known. by FL0YD to Canaaa would .certainly have become 

.21 tail 

ll-CV-2131-4b-845 * 
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On August 7, 1970, SF T-5, who has known I- or yeaSrs 

said that HUEN's family and the mother of. JEANNE QUAN, 
who lives at Livermore, California, have been much 
disturbed by the fact that HUEN has been sharing JEANNE 
QUAN * s apartment at 2414 Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley and 
are anxious to see/this relationship regularized by a 
formal marriage . //jTS \J,_ 

On August 26, 1970, SF T-l advised that he had 
no knowledge of any conference which FLOYD HUEN might 
have attended at Montreal, Canada during July, 1970. SFT-1 
reiterated that the AAPA was entirely inactive on the 
Berkeley campus and added that FLOYD HUEN now appears to 
be about .the sole member and the only person concerned with 
it. SF T-l remarked that FLOYD HUEN has somewhat 
isolated himself from other Asian activists because of 
his moderate attitude. SF T-l said HUEN is considered a 
moderate because he seems to feel that student activism 
should be confined to argument and non-violent protest 
and that violence should be avoided. 

The San Francisco "Examiner", in its issue dated 
September 17, 1970, carried an article stating that the 
UCB campus police were seeking to establish ownership of a 
flight bag containing ammunition and Maoist literature 
found in the trunk of a State owned car. Tine article stated 
that on August 26, 1970, an attendant at the campus garage 
in Berkeley discovered a bag containing seven carbine clips 
loaded with .30 caliber bullets, together with a quantity 
of revolutionary literature. The article indicated tha: 
among those who had used the vehicle during August, 197*.. 
was a graduate student employed as a teaching assistant, 
who is a leader within the Third World Liberation Front, 
and added that during the time the car was signed out to 
this person in the name of the Asian Ethnic Study Group, 
it was driven 1176 miles. The article described the 
graduate student as a former member of the Student Senate 
and indicated he was arrested during the student strike at 
Berkeley in March of 1969. The article further stated 
that California Assemblyman DON MULFORD, the author of 
legislation barring guns from California campuses, 
informed Chief WILLIAM BEALL he had received information 
that the mentioned teaching assistant had made recent 
gun purchases. According to the article. Assemblyman 
MULFORD stated, "I am deeply concerned that a teaching 
assistant is buying guns and driving a state car at tax¬ 
payers expense. I would like to know if those guns were 
taken on campus —--." The article stated that the mentioned 
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teaching assistant had purchased a Smith & Weston „3S 
caliber Chief Special pistol from Earl E. Buchanan 
at 2934 College Avenue, Berkeley, On December 17, 1979,'" 
and one week later had purchased a .9 mm caliber Browning 
automatic at Siegel's Guns, SOS West McArthur Boulevard, 
Oakland, California, in one instance giving a Telegraph 
Avenue address and in the second listing a Francisco 
Street address, both in Berkeley„ 

In connection with the arrest mentioned above, it 
is noted that during the student strike at the UCB, FLOYD 
HUEN was arrested by the University of California Police 
Department (UCPD) on March 3, 1969, on a charge of blocking 
a pedestrian access while picketing. The charge was 
dismissed "in the' interest of justice", and according to 
HUEN's father and brother, this dismissal took place 
because the charge resulted from a mistaken identity. 
Regarding the two addresses used in the gun pur chases, it 
is noted that FLOYD HUEN has been residing at 2414 Telegraph 
Avenue and also uses his parents address, 1737 Francisco, 
both in Berkeley, California. 

Contact with the UCPD at Berkeley disclosed that 
the ammunition clips found in the State car were not 
loaded ?»pd wprp in a, paper shopping bag when found. UCPD 
Sergean advised that the investigation of this 
incident was being conducted by Officer 1 
Sergeant_ advised that FLOYD HUEN, a teaching assistant 
in Asian Studies, was one of the persons who had driven 
the vehicle but he added there was no evidence to .connect 
him with the ammunition clips found in the vehicle. 

On October 6, 1970, Lieutenan-q ] of 
the Berkeley Police Department advised that his department 
had never issued FLOYD HUEN a license to carry a weapon. 
Lieutenant| |stated that HUEN never applied £or such 
a license and that if he had done so he would not have 
been given a license since there appeared to be no reason 
why he would need to carry a weapon. Lieutenant 
added that it was entirely legal for a citizen to cam a 
hand gun provided he did not carry it concealed without 
proper authorization. 

b6 

b7C 
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On October 7, 1970, SF T-l advised he had 
immediately recognized that the above mentioned San Francisco 
"Examiner" article referred to FLOYD HUEN. He said that 
out of concern for the reputation of HUEN and the Asian 
Studies group on the campus he had discussed the article at 
length with HUEN and is convinced that HUEN knows .nothing 
of the ammunition clips which were left in the vehicle. 
SF T-l added that HUEN claims he has not used any 
University vehicle for long trips during 1970 and has no 
idea who may have used his name and that of the Asian 
Studies Division to charge out the State owned vehicle, 
which was driven more than 1,000 miles in three days while 
charged to him. SF T-l remarked that it has been very 
easy in the past to charge out a car at the University 
Garage, since all that one needed to do was to give a 
name and to know the number assigned to any group or 
division authorized to sign out a car. SF T-l said that 
any person who knew the number assigned to the Asian 
Division of the Ethnic Studies Department could have gone 
to the garage and used HUEN's name to sign out a vehicle. 
SF T-l said that he questioned FLOYD HUEN regarding the 
two hand guns he was alleged to have purchased in December, 
1969, and that HUEN readily admitted these purchases, 
saying he had obtained the guns for "self-protection", and 
still has them at home, but does not carry them. SF T-l 
remarked that to the best of his knowledge, it is common 
practice for students at the UCB to own weapons and 
added that there is no offense against the law if such 
weapons are not carried concealed. SF T-l commented that 
FLOYD HUEN is presently employed as a Research Assistant 
iii the Asian Studies Division of the Ethnic Studies 
Department at the;UCB on a university salary. SF T-l added 
that the AAPA which was formerly headed by HUEN is now a 
dead issue and not even mentioned by HUEN. 

On October 13, 1970, Lieutenant_ | 
UCPD, advised that the UCPD was unable to determine who was 
responsible for leaving the empty ammunition clips and/or 
the three posters praising Communist China, which were 
found in the trunk of a State owned vehicle when it was 
serviced on August 26, 1970. He indicated that there was 
no evidence to connect HUEN with these items other than the 
fact that he was one of the persons to whom the vehicle 
was signed out during the first part of the month. Lieutenan 
LUDDEN further indicated \iiat the UCPD was making no 
investigation concerning the two hand guns allegedly pur¬ 
chased by HUEN, since no crime was involved. He added 
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that measures had been taken at the UCB garage to tighten x 
procedures for charging out vehicles so that in the future 
responsibility can be more accurately assessed when there 

is possible misuse of a State-owned vehicle. 

On October 13, 1970, Officer ___■ 
of the UC Police Department, advised that he had investigated 
the matter, when a mechanic at the UCB garage reported on b6 
August 26, 1970, that he had found seven empty ammunition b7c 
clips and three paper posters of a Chinese communist nature 
in the t-r-nnV nf a State-owned vehicle which he was servicing. 
Officer displayed the seven empty ammunition clips, 
but added that the^ three posters have evidently been destroyed. 
He said there were no identifiable fingerprints on the ammunition 

clips and that he had been unable to ascertain who was 
responsible for placing them in the trunk of the car. 
He added that no crime had been committed and his inves¬ 
tigation was simply for informational purposes. 

Officer_said that during the course of his 
investigation he. discovered that according to the mileage 
charts some 1,176 miles were placed on the State-owned 

vehicle in question, while it was charged to the A.sian 
Ethnic Study Group under the name of FLOYD HUEN during a 
period of three days, starting August 1, 1970, and ending 
August 4, 1970. He added that he had also ascertained that 
FLOYD HUEN's driver's license, which had to be renewed 
before his birthday, _ was apparently not renewed, 
so that if he was deriving a State-owned vehicle as the 
garage files show, he was doing so without a valid license. 

Officerl——Isaid the garage attendants are supposed 

to check driver's licenses to make sure they are valid and to 
establish the identity of the person taking the vehicles. 
He said he discovered that this has not been done in all b6 
cases in the past and noted that it was certainly not done b7c 
when the car was charged out to FLOYD HUEN, whose license 
expired last May. Officer expressed the opinion that 
FLOYD HUEN or some of his associates in the Asian Studies 
Division were probably responsible for leaving the empty 
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ammunition clips and the communist posters in the State- 
owned vehicle, but he added that there is no way of fixing 
responsibility and no further investigation of the matter 
is contemplated by the UC Police Department. 

On September 30, SF T-5 advised that he has no 
knowledge of the two handguns which FLOYD HUEN purchased 
in December, 1969. lie said that FLOYD has always claimed 
to be non-violent in his philosophy and actions, so he is 
at a loss to explain these purchases. SF T-5 expressed 
the opinion that FLOYD HUEN may have purchased them for self 
protection in view of the fact that robberies and burglaries 
in the Berkeley area seem to be on the increase. SF T-5 
remarked that FLOYD HUEN and JEANNE QUAN were married 
on September 20, 1970, at Berkeley, California m) o— 



1 BLACK- PANTHER PARTY (BPP'j^ 
also known as 
Black Panther Party for Self Defense 

According to the official newspaper, of the BPP, the 

BPP was started during December 1966, in Oakland, California 
black people so they can take control of the life, politics, and the 
destiny of the black community. It was organized by BOBBY G. SEALE, BPP 

Chairman, and HUEY P. NEWTON, Minister of Defense, BPP. • 

■The official newspaper, called "The Black Panther," regularly states 
that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics in its 
revolutionary program to end oppression of the black people. Residents 
of the black community are urged to arm themselves against the police who 
are consistently referred to as "pigs" who should be killed. 

The newspaper, in its issue of September 7, 1968, had an article by 
the then Minister of Education, GEORGE MURRAY. This article ended with 

the following: . ' , 

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, revolt 
everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping 
is revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. 

' Dynamite! Black power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere." 

The BPP newspaper, issue of October 5, 1968, had hn article introduced 
with the following statement: "We will not dissent from American govern¬ 

ment. We will overthrow it." 

DAVID HILLIARD, Chief of Staff, BPP, in a speech at the San Francisco 
Polo Field on November 15, 1969, said "We will kill Richard Nixon." . 

DAVID HILLIARD, in the "New York Times," issue of December 13, 1969, 
was quoted as follows: "We advocate the very direct overthrow of the 

government by way of force and violence." 

* 

In the issue of April 25, 1970, the BPP newspaper had an article by 

Minister of Culture EMORY DOUGLAS as follows: 

"The only way to make this racist US government administer 
justice to the people it is oppressing, is...by taking up 

arms against this government, killing the officials, until 
the reactionary forces...are dead, and those that are left 
turn their weapons on their superiors, thereby passing 
revolutionary judgement against the number one enemy of all 
mankind, the racist U.S. government." 

The BPP Headquarters is located at 1046 Peralta Street, Oakland, 
California. Branches of the.BPP, and Committees to Combat Fascism, under 
control of the BPP, have been established in various locations in the USA. 

P 
to organize 

’APPENDIX 



-•CONFIDENTIAL 

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) as commonly 
known, came into existence at -a founding' convention held 
during June 1962, at Port Huron, Michigan. From an initial 
posture of "participatory democracy," Marxist-Leninist ideology 
of various shadings became predominant during 1968-1969 with 
debate centering on how best -to create a revolutionary youth 
movement. SDS moved from involvement in the civil rights 
struggle to an anti-Vietnam war position to advocacy of a 
militant anti-imperialist line linking up the oppressed 
peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America with the black 
liberation movement in the United States. All major factions 
within SDS embrace Marxism-Leninism and identify internationally 
with China, Cuba and North Vietnam as countries leading the 
world-wide struggles against the United States. However, the 
Soviet Union was regarded as imperialist and with the Communist 

Party, USA, "revisionist" in nature. 

SDS operated under a national constitution which called 

for an annual National Convention (NC)and quarterly National 
Council meetings wherein programs were initiated and debated. 
Three, national officers were elected annually with.a National 
Interim Committee to run the organization. Regional offices and 
college chapters elected delegates to the national meetings but 
each functioned independently on local matters. Its official 
publication "Fire"(formerly "New Left Notes") last appeared in 

December 1969. 

Internal factionalism of serious proportions developed 

during 1968-1969 and the following three factions evolved as a 
result of a split at the June 1969 NCs Weatherman, Worker Student 
Alliance, and Revolutionary Youth Movement. The effect of the 
split on SDS chapters throughout the country was divisive. Some 
aligned with one Qr the other of the three major factions. Others, 
unable to identify with any faction, disassociated with SDS 

completely and changed names. 

• The SDS national office in recent years was located 
at 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois, It was closed 

in February 19 70. 

The Weatherman and Revolutionary Youth Movement groups 

no longer consider themselves associated with SDS and the 
Worker Student Alliance group refers to itself as the true SDS. 

• APPENDIX 

CONFIDENTIAL 

't. i 
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FD-323 (Rev. H-29-61) 

In Reply, Please Refer Co 

File No. 

v CpBRSQiTIAL' A 
Ut®ED SPATES DEPARTMENT OS^PrSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California 
October 14, 1970 

Title FLOYD HUEN 

Character SM - AAPA 

Reference Report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF 
dated and captioned as above 
at San Francisco, California. 

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. 

.CQMfiBfiSTiAL1 

Tfhj® d?-DUrmen! contains n<vjjher recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
ot the FBI and is loaned to your agency? it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

ll-CV-2131-4b- 
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FD-205 (Rev. 4-13-70) w 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

Director, FBI ( 105-190736) ) date: 10/14/70 

FRANCISCO (105 

SUBJECT: FL0YD hBEN, aka ^ 

SM-AAPA 

ALL INF0RMAT/I0N CONTAINED 

HEREI, 
DATE 

This case will be delinquent. 

Date of Bureau deadline: 10/15/70 

Reason for the delinquency: Police Officer! I who invest located 
allegations against Subject, on behalf of the University 6f 
California Police Department, could not be contacted until b6 
10/13/70, so as to include his findings and comments in the b7c 
report concerning the Subject. 

Date I I airtel (£] report □ letter □ LHM will reach the Bureau: 10/16/70, 

AEC zone designation; e.g., OR, CH, etc.: 
(This applies only to 116 cases.) 

XU No administrative action necessary. 

<£- Bureau (RM) 
1 - San Francisco 

11 -CV-2131 -4b-854 





SP 105-23692 
JES/cmp 

GONHraTlAL 

condemned American ' imperialism# '* S.ubjectwas principalieader . 
of} the MPA -and his ;dif fefences with other-MPA per 
^cawse^'AA?A/-tovheconieva'nactiye- by" siinraieij;'6f.'',1.9’^'p'...a; In late ’ - 
19 6 8, Subject was 'one of. AAPA represeritatiye^at Hemisphere - * j. 

Conference, to. End .the War .in Vietnam and subsequent issue of : 
AAPA riewspapejt praised 'the Viet ,Cong; representation therei' }•'. ,/ r ' 
and condemned. Mericaii/involvement' in .'Vie tnam . ,: During •"Third - 
.World' Liberation -Wrpnt Studentt. Strike'Lat yniyersity of -} }; . ; 
California ^Berkeley, Sub j ect /served' on Legal Defense • , v-V '; . ■/ /- 

■Committee-, .’and 'appealed-;on;^ibk^t'---iii?e^'*4/:fiptoj^cf'.r>pf'e.sentedv,4'. 
AAPA.'at rally in San Francisco. 5/4/69, but- allegedly left 
rally after finding if ’ was Red Guard controlled / C During ?/69,,; J 
Subject attended United/Front Against Fascism Conference >;./■/-. ■ 
sponsored, by; Black 'Panther'Party at/Oakland, -California.';.'- 
Sfbj ect participated, in' .demOnstratlons-' .jag'ains.t.Security Pact 

‘T 'TTn i -l-orl - C+»n4^br' ■' criAVm , 0 4- - - r a 1 Ttt vri' RoyVOil cixr/ 

Premier’-. }' Subject purchased/ two handguns,In;'i2/69;+,^allegedly ”’ 
for seIf-protecti on./// in'1/70, ,Japanese ''rad.ical<student - •/.'•//,:S/' v: 
organiser>•: leader - of’ .ulfra-fadioal student.group: in (Japan.,-' ;•>>'.:/ 
stayed at apartment: of / Sub j. ect and JEANNE QUOK in- Berkeley,.' , • .- 
California:. /. In-, ■3V'7.0"/ :s.ubje!e:t.;-Wa's- •listed " as.. AAPA.r .persbn/fo.1 * // 
'bontaot/regardingp Support ^br' ‘atfendanceV'at '..proppsed' Canadran'’-' | /; 
conference of Vietnamese' CTfbubf.'inf Canada-. ODDOsed ,fo, oreseht- 

Califbrnia/yehicie: -$hich; -several'', persons, /includirig-.Sup^f'P.b^ 
had driven r but. Sub j ect repprtedly denied knowledge .of the 7 

clips'; '/. v;/-;./'-V'// "/-t ’././ ////V•;*!'* ‘X’ V; 

D.f/ -/, ,*./ s'ubjec.t ' s>.'spouse .has. been feportedat several.' meetings 
of the. aApA starting in 12/68 and. in .the ‘Fall of 1969,.-she • •'/■//■/ 
participatedi^fithL otb^r^AM^/peb^l'e;^ iiicludihg the .,;Sub j.e-ct, ^ , , • j; 
lh/dbmbpsfrations< opposing • thel visit,/ of ' the4 J^pariebe- .Fr'e,mi#.r% 
to the. United Spates ;and the' renewal of. the Security- Pact • ; 
VSci+*T«TO' arSrl Tltvi Qfafbe "/ VTfci'r*' Y% v\ 

interview with}‘herycohcernihg/ the/ studeht" strike^ at*the. ■ 
Oniveirsity,: .-of;-. Calif ornia.,'} Berkeley, /in /which she1; conderaned 
rvATrno1' am v\r>L j- ov*4 V1 nvt' ' et.Hh'i’iv*?on 4~ o' n-Vn•f*.o a rltrfi ? 

was - not /condoned ■ by; the -strike leadership. } .}/-'.}>/ }}/;;},}.. }J;, 

E}?} Relatives;* of Subject and .'His •/s^ouSe/./hav'e.'} never'been.•:/ 
reported as" involved or interested‘in any subversive, group. ,7./ 5; 
Sub j ect* s ^parents, brothers • and sisterhave been contacted ,}- t 
and indicated; desire to cooperate with, .the .FBI..: .'-V'/l 



SF 105-23692 
JES/cmp j " , 

P..;c/:v- •: "'SF . 249j5-R,/:-wfio’ wasrabtiye ■ ih'AAPA leadership.)arid;; > \- 
other soui*ces' indicate- thX ^PA ripw, ;defunct‘? parity, because of - - 
antagpnism-between ^Subject and bthe'r XAFA1 leaders: who consideired 
Subject to be too moderate V,;/Subject has withdrawn from V' 'yl'r>T 
active participation in the Asian Studies Program at then V - 
University of California, Berkeley, and, Mas’ changed'his study 
interest from Sociology .to Medicine. jV . V- 

I ;expf essed' .opinion ."that rSUbject '.- : n 
ifphdamenfally opposed :tp! .violence astmeans of 'effecting:/ ' 1 \i. 
;soCial -change/ and that- because :of radical stance of other ' rS..' V 
Asian-Americans actiye, "in . the' Asianf. Studies Program, at,- the"- £% ‘ 
BerKeleyr campus rand" particularly-, becausev'he was suspected , ;- 
of leaving fammunitibn .clips in yehioie . which other . Students., . V<< 

■G'ZfJ v a V ' Vlt:--is , believeid • thet /ah:-intXryibw; with-v^ie; Subject, * X 
would,;be::;log'ica i.'-'at;;this.,- time>Owhi 1 e. Subject; isfah odds •with' XV 

^ 1 7\ r*1! 4— 4- X. TTv> tto ■»*• r>« ■! "4- r r '/> -P. P v»v\ -*? 

‘unnecedsdtily f since: fhe .militant"'graduate-‘ ■student / WA1 KlT , 
QUONwho. led opposition to Subject1 s: more .moderate, stance, ;/ 
has Xow/:gbne:Vto :Hpng^ Kong to 'do‘ research for the4‘University^ " V 
Ap 4 P« 4 #> . «\v\ #3 Vn 4 A ‘Pv-» v« 4 n y~r < r* Am- A •i.’nVt —AmA V*4 V ' 

.Change:; of-ma j or", fro# Sbcipipgyntp. medicine;VindicateS; -'he; •isVVfn'V' 
acceding to parental deSire.s^■ah^wohi^'••b,e^'•ppssibl^-.jcendy':•to" 
accede' to his parents, desire .that ..he cooperate -with the FBI-. | 
:-jj£s ■•‘ibime.r; position;;as\ Acting 'President 'of ';the, Student; Body? .•: • : 
at. the University of £alifoiniaBerkeley:., and his; leadership i. ■; 
in Asian-American protests .against American; involvement in Uv . 
;the Farr East,, ‘ give”.’ him:.a;backgrbund;.-Xhbfe:.‘he; .pane associate 
:/mth‘‘student.,;'dn&/ 
associates;/ip -'AlS^'; S.uch ;SF.;F;ileV 
have rbeen'-tb;Cuba with4 theVzehceremos Brigade and: !may he in.- 
•touch‘with Weatherman fugitiyes; Subject' s alleged: .opppsition■;;% 
to yiplence -may dispose;/him ‘tor be -.bboperatlve with FBI \ ;-v y V* 
investigation of subh persons Af 

it will .he useful to; conducf.;:tne in't:eryiewJ^ignit away ;, before.. 
the/SubjeCt ris . aCcepted -f or/mediCal schobl.l^Subject-' isV: ; 
tempdrarily not a student.but thisSituation is only temporary 
It' is noted,MThat' bureau preyiously ^authorized; an „ interview' of.. 
the ‘Sub ject by ; Bureau ; lett'ei to; San .Fianciscb dhfed /rlQ'/7Q ^ .,*■ 
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;'f,<' ’ CrjV\riQn4* Mao*' 4»'aninrtV*a v»i Itt ^ a4i1' 4-V»o Mom. '^Artlr v*P rft'f' :1a rio a' - ^efaTri n/4 1 -*’ /» '/'': '• ,‘?;‘ 

'’- ■.tv'-;"f"’>:VteMcrdng'i;'as&ist'ant;-;a"-fe‘'‘the l-IJhx^r^ityir'^f;:-'C^iifofj 
'jt::"Ai .■■:sa^:a^;SulD^e'c^,Vi'ilv;’de'£i:niit;eivr at^eri^-'mediGaI';'.s'cS( 

:hap.ar.tifielnt^ 
SiS (NT'Cj^'* TP ranr ■?' aV-’i-i - ' 

-.i.”* • ;.-Me^icai;-ScKdGl,.);;®; 
: .'*■: •■; wif :■ jEiUWteSSQuoffiM 

•J': -‘j. #|« ;2-.V San, Francisco •' 
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SF 1054236,92 
JES/cmp, 

America." Subjeep's wife/ stated she would advise the Subject /.•-•' 
fchat : the FBI desired to talk .with him> but she added sh!e did ,-V> 
not know whether he would respond. ’ :• '■^ " 

On the evening of 2/10/71, Subject , telephonically ; 
contacted SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF.A Subject . stated' he., has, been •>.« 
aware ,for some time that the FBI has chad an 'interest/in; his . ' *. 
activities ahdf he wondered Why he - had not.been approached in '» 
1969 when his • relatives Were interviewed concerning, him* / It • 
was explained to '.the Subject that; the inquiries made in late 
1369 arose because of a repor t’’that: -he had read ;a message >•« 4 
from a Japanese student group to students at the' University 
of California, and had reportedly commented upon the message /; 
in such a way that a threat to the safety of the visiting \/ 
Prime1 Minister SATO of. Japan , Was .implied. Subject was informed 
that' he was not interviewed1'at that; time ; because other '.A'; V 4 
inyestigatidn/;.incIuding>;ihtefyIeW of hi-s,; relatives, made •'££»'.: 
appear that no threat to thevlife1 of Prime .Minister- SATO, was % 
intended ,, so it was ’ nbt hecessary ; to' interview him . It Was ; ;, V • 
f urther explained^that the EBI, avoids -unnecessary interviews 
with students and /University personnel, out of respect for 4, 
academic, freedom«; Sub ject/ was told that .the; FBI does hot 
obncern;vitse;if ^with'cstubent-;. activities unless some clear V ; •/> 
violation• ofFederariaw/is ,dnvQlvedA.'/-.;;;.;\;4'4/rA;^A"A;'^llA4' 4 A'/cA’ 

///>«';/ ;'A With respect to his own..dctivitle's^/Subject;.;W'asr;</KA 
informed that the FBI was interested in the extent to which- ; • 
he' may 4havqVbeert involved 'with the,;Japanese student leader , 1 . 
MASAMICHMkomata, , who; traveled ,lit;the. United States about; ; 
year, ago under the name,- TERUMASO^UATANO-, and who used/as 'a-'A/ 
local address-, the /Telegraph Avenue;' apartment in -Berkeley / ' ‘ - 

4‘ '■% 31. j r.tiar'cx’ tr-5 . E 

that several: persons with whom Subject has been associated in - 
Asian workshops, dem6nstrations4and ',slmilar activities. ape^of 
interest to the FBI, because they \have visited, in foreign 
countries controlled - by , communist governments such as the ■ - ,A4; 
CASTRO; regike in Cubat or because they are leaders * in groups ., 
such; -as theRed .Guard of .the 'San/ Frahcisco Chinatown 4 ' Which 
advocates violent methods of expressing.' support for Communist 
China, and disapproval; of the. American government,., Subject;,:; 
-IhdicatOd. he does. notapprOve1 of ^persons' who; advocate ; violence 
pr who would support the enemies of/the United States ,>;but' he A 
added he could not* say Whether he ..might be willing to discuss 
such persons with the FBI A// In ;teminating-',^e,..-cohtac^^t|^-.. 

AA AA’-AAA.AA ■' •* vW.AA. • AAl- - -' *». ■ -Y •' -A* > :'f ‘AA Avrll ? 



SF 105-23692 
JES/cmp 

, * ,y 

SA SHERRIFF, the Subject stated; lie would consider1 the possifei 
lity of talking with the FBI about such matters arid would < ; 
advise of his decision in the near future. •. .. •. 

s'-.. It is noted that no/information indicating social . 
action activities on ;the, pa‘rt of the. Subject has come to the 
attention of the FBI If or several months, arid that his parents 
and| Ibelieve he. has . evdry ,^tentibri 
of avoiding further involvement in such 

1 ‘. " Subject was politely;, cordial during,:the contact on 
2/10/71 /but he did not furnish any information. of security 
Value^and Only, indicated he would consider whether he would 
furbish; information; In;view of these considerations this 
case: will be retained in a pending • status awaiting Subject1 s 
decisiori as' to whether. he will furnish any information,to the 
FBI', if no word'is received from Subject> he will be re-^/./j 
contacted drid .results f urnished to ’ the Bureau. / ; *• rv 
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UNITED STATES GOMINMENT , Memorandum 
TO : -DIRECTOR, FBI (10^-190736) 

from^G| SACi SAIT FRAH0ISC0 (105-23692) -G- 

• c: 

date: 5/27/71 

DECLASSIFIED BY. 

ns \±L2 
O' f rf=-s 

subject: FLOYDHDEIT, aka 

IS-CH 

& 

* \ 
2 o" 

(AW O 

IIS/ 

S =73s« 
Bi <2 
o r yV u- yfe »r & 
*•7*/-— w* 7*1 
~/ul LU 
1 d o K 

3; ui o 

RE: SF Letter to Bureau 2/l8/71< Declassify on: 0ADR 

Subject did not recontact the FBI at San Francisco to 
advise concerning the results of his promise to consider ... 
whether he would furnish information. During April, 1971?. 
attempts to locate him at his home, 1737 Francisno. Avenue} 
Be rice IL,e y, C al if., failed to find him at home, and although \ 
his fat£er7"jAK"PINGvUTOEIT, aaid he would ask the Subject to f 
call the FBI, he did not do so. J 

On 5/18/71, Subject’s wife, JEAUITE QUO^EUEH, was | 
contacted at 1737 Francisco and was questioned alPttrwhether^ 
she ’or the Subject had been in touch with anyone else from 
Japan, since the tir^e that the Japanese student leader, MASAMICHl, 

mOHAIA, aka TERUMASOKHATANQ, stayed with them in BerkeleyT~ 
Gal if. last "year i (""This question was asked her, in viextf of 
the information received in Bureau Airtel dated Ip/22/71 captioned 
IKEHARA MASA0, indicating the . latter, like HATAIT0, was a leader g*,- 
in the--Sekiffiun-Ha (Red Army) .faction of the Japanese radical 
and that he had gone to the- United States in November, 1970? /and 
was in San Francisco.) - -'Mrs. HUEN stated she and the Subject had 
not entertained any Japanese visitors since the visit of HATAN0, 
but added she did not know whether the Subject might have met 
visiting Japanese students more recently, in his position as an 
instructor in the Ethnic Studies Department of the University of 
California at Berkeley. 

The sudden death of Dr. CHER Shih-hsiang, Director of 1-1 
fthe University of California Center for Chinese studies, and |_| 
|_|provided an 
opportunity for an unofficial contact with the Subject, during 
which the latter was superficially friendly, but still un-cooperative 

No notiJQ^JJ^ihe SubjPcI* ]ial? ^>me 1 o S^h^n^t ent ion of the b7D 
FBI recently, other than remarks by Former | | who 
advised I I an Asian Studies class 
which the Subject was teaching in the Ethnic Studies Department 

(j2> Bureau (RM) 
Jl - San Francisco . ^ 

. tONFID^TTlMJ 
Buy U.S. Sewings Bonds Begularly on the Payroll Savings ftl/ln 

% JUN 3 1971 .J 
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SF 105'-23692 

of the University of California at Berkeley, Calif. Source stated 
this class; deals with medical and social services from an Asian- 
American viewpoint said that the Sub ject does not express Pro~0hic°m 

b7D sympathies in his remarks to his students. Former. _ 
said that the Subject makes remarks critical of the "Establishment 
in the Chinatown of Sam. Francisco and Oakland, Calif, and^of the 
relationship between White Americans and persons of minority racial 
descent, but also indicates that conditions are improving. Source 
expressed the opinion that Subject’s principal disagreement with 
American government policy today, regards the xrar in Vietnam, and 
source added that he is himself in agreement with HUEU that American 
troops should be withdrawn from Vietnam without delay. 

Subject and his wife continue to reside with Subject's 
parents at 1737 Francisco Avenue, Berkeley, Calif. His father 
claims that Subject is now avoiding involvement in political 
controversy and intends to concentrate upon study to become a 
medical doctor. It is apparent that the Subject has no desire 
to provide information to the FBI and it is believed that further 
efforts to talk with him would produce little of any value and 
might be a source of embarrassment in view of Subject’s connection 
with the University of California. It is noted that Subject’s former 
close associate, SF 2^96-R, has advised Subject lost support of 
militant Asian-American students, because he was too moderate, and 
had been excluded by others in the Asian-American proup at B.ar:k^leyj 
on account of his more conservative attitude. |_ 
_has expressed opinion Subject is 
fundamentally opposed to violence as a means of effecting social 
chang esrj'" 

b7D 

In view of the above considerations, no further efforts will 
be made to talk with the Subject, unless he initiates such a 
contact. He has been fully identified and his activities of 
interest have been fully set out in previous communications 
suitable for dissemination. His present activities do not appear 
to warrant further investigation, and this case is being closed. 

-2- 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO Va^irector? 'fbi,'(105-190736). ■:v ;/ .pate: 3/30/72 . x-'-'; 

SAG ? SAN FRANCISCO (10.5-23692) -P- / ;/ . ' ^ 

XU subject:- FLOYDEUBN,. aka • - ' 
'4. ‘ v 'IS-CH-T - -v 

• &g>- •O t'5K' 
>ij top is# 

. *- «£ »7 ^ W., . 
V - 0/- •. 

Sz E tr sX 
.— w & tu 

•AU-fij-o.*: ;• jUlyi- 

EE: SF-.letter to ..Bureau dated -5/27/71 • : ^ ' ' 

Enclosed- for the New .York .Office .are the •following.: • • - - •i 

~*V 'Summary 'Report-;olt-SA/ 4a^e® ..Sher^iY^ -dated ?12/l'2/69-dt'. SE 
•"./• • Report of SA lames’ E-. ' Sherriff. dated 10/14/70 alt/. SF'.. » . ? ; 

''BF; Letter: to Bureau, dated - I2/4/7O.// / ‘ /; , '.;Y; 
--l .SF Letter • to LBureau dated5 "2/1B/71. ••'.- • • . >5 • ' , 

SF Letter, to Bureau dated 5/27/71. . ' Yt' ; '/ ;• ‘ 
. ; ■■ ■••'•;•• '■ some of the- .- /i'Y - 5 

(It will be noted that/earlier enclosures listed carry the 
>; classification>as IS-AAPA'. I (Bureau advised by communi cation-* 

- ':dated-3/2/71;> :rtha^; the:'rGlissi;ficatioh;:should. h.erIS-CHV/« i J 

' .On. 3/22/72 ,1 ' . ' I b?n / 
< x B o, . : advised, that the lattervis-.ndw in the New‘ iork - Uity area,- . 

/'• /. attendingthe Albert' .Einstein Fie'dical 'School;. 1 

: ' • • ’. /- .im // / /.t V / i'/v.’v -".Vt ; 
j 

■ • ./4/i residing' ih:'NewYo'rk;;/. , , .. .. _ ,. , . .... . 

I: Bureau. ,(RM) 'v'/•’' // '-.v. ' .•/;//■ 
Y/tVv it 2 -"’Nevi York .(Enel,; .5) .(Ell) .’/ /it'-;//-/./ / V, ^ * 

' V- •' ■ 3 - San Frandisco " 5 V,/,/t/Y;/J 1 '•■'Y;rf- vr-- i1,. 1,3 
t/f/; /-//t;-l- - '105-24447;' JE-ANi^V'QMNiHUEN'lj;*. !V“ 

/i;i-/ / 

ETAPR' .3 1972 

A' '*< ' 'o' •V t .0 ‘;/t. // .. z 

f ^ ^ tkSZSanwgs' Bonus 'Regularly, on-the 'PayrolfcSavings 
5010-108-02^-/- O A . > ' -rt "* : ... - =‘ .. ’ i , * * V -. ** : 

#3 'M ■ ic^ 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

FROM : 

subject: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-190736) date: 5/4/72 

JU 

SAC, NEW YORK (105-116910) (RUC) 

FLOYD HUEN aka 
IS-CH 

ReSFlet to Bureau, dated 3/30/72. 

Relet requested NYO to verify subject's 
presence in NYC. 

NYO indices contain no information identifable 
with subject. 

On 4/7/72, records of Yeshiva University, 
were caused to be checked by SA WARREN A. GORTON and 
reflected that FLOYD HUEN presently resides at 140 
Claremont Ave., NYC, Apartment 2F, and is a student 
at Albert Einstein Medical School studying to be a 
medical doctor. He began his studies in August, 1971. 
He was born| \ at Tsingtao, China. He is a US 
citizen and formerly resided at 1737 Francisco, Berkeley, 
California. He received a BA degree in 1969 from 
University of California at Berkeley. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDv 
KEREIJj^, 

REC-103 

\vt /2/- Bureau 
2 - San Francisco (105-23692) 
1 - New York 

RAMikap 
(5) 

WHY 9 1912 

__ 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan , ll,-CV-2131-4b-86 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1&C2 EDITION 
C5A FPMR (<1 CFH) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

'u 3 vtr/v Vl/S e i/ 

ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI C0NF1MNT1AL date: 

iij 

■ 

£5 
o * Jir* 

fij un 
U as o x 
5“xt- 
<f XUQ 

^ J 

£j>AC, SAN FftANCISCO (105-24447) (RUC^j^U) 

subject: /JEAN QUAN HUEN, ek&lc/J \ . v 

- g,-&™ 

r- —'Decla 

FROM 

Y?U 

S£ rPffl 
C39Uc ^ & 52 /’ uj f- 1« h- 
* » DC £ £ 5 
8 P uf 1 ib 
,T ..'.L <0 SZ CJ £E . ■> to 
CO S O <C 
OO'UJ nv «.r ;.u 
«t t- < S: i~ cj 
-1 X !ii o <5 UJ_ 

Uuicjcu. Ci 10 

SS: HH YORK W^T *\ 
~~ Declassi^j: OADR 

Re SanSrrancisco letter to Bureau dated 6/5/73 

Relet disclosed that the New York Office had determined . 
that Subject and her husband, FLOYD HUEN, are residing at . \ t 
40 East Broadway in New York City. Office of Origin, thereforeU \ 
is being changed to New York and,captioned matter is considered^- ,, 
RUC to the new Office of Origin.\jQ(Uj 

Enclosed for the New York Office is one xeroxed copyv-—I -s 
of each of the following items i(K)(Uj 

Enclosed for the New York Office is one xeroxed cop; 
l the following items t(jQfuJ 

1. Newspaper clipping from the 2/23/69 issue of j 
the ’‘Independent”, published at Livermore, 
California. 

2. Memorandum of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF to SAC, San 
Francisco dated 5/19/69". 

3. Report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 10/14/70 
at San Francisco, captioned ’’FLOYD HUEN, aka, 
SM - AAPA”, 

4. Legat,Hong Kong letter to Bureau dated 8/31/72 
captioned “JEAN LAI QUAN, aka, IS - CH". 

5. ’ WFO letter to Bureau dated 11/7/72, captioned / 
"LAI JEAN QUAN, aka, IS - CH". _i 

(4) | 

Bureau (RM) x f J fjd, Z-ISO 
(1 - 105-190736) (FLOYMSUEN) / (___ 
New York (105-126731) (RM) 
(1 - 105-116910) (FLOYD HUEN) k/x, \_ 
San Francisco ' N*xyJ NOT BBC1 

(Wl8?rS3§S?7'J^OYD HU^} / M/jul s 
Af® FIELD OFFICES ; 
ADVISED BY ROUTING t ” ALL I 

‘ h ..f fS^«pF-X£iJ.Art • AA'rViriSJrfVi-r-j a i ■ HE?X 

'jff Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on tbeSPayroll Savings Plan 

73C, 

■goT RECORD® 

ASgfm. 3 19T3_ 

ALL IFSTVO"’ Tip^OOivTAINED 
- HEFL3" VS^V'CSIFIED 

exc:w : 131 -4b- 



fwios-zmTlifefu.) 
^JES:nb 

Attention of the New York Office is called to the 
index of the report of SA JAMES E. SHERRIFF dated 1/29/70, 
at San Francisco, captioned '"ASIAN AMERICAN POLITICAL 
ALLIANCE CAAPA) * IS - MISCELLANEOUS", copies of which were 
designated to New York file 105-100715. That report includes 
all available information concerning Subject’s participation 
iii AAPA activities 

Interview of the Subject concerning her trip into 
Communist China is left, to the discretion of New York as the 
new Office of Origin. /%) \J<—• 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY !«2 EDITION 

OSA FPMR (4t CFR) 10M1.S ^ 

UNITED STATES GMERNMEN 

Memorandum 
: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI _ 

RNMENT 

TIAL 

date: 

^Lfr,\ Declassify 
'M&m Pmjm 

EXlENDED VYSfifyoLvc, / 
reason rcti ryfWncdi jr* * 

from : SAC,[_SAN FRANCISCO (105-24447) -P-jQk 

CHANGED: 
subject: [JEAN QUAN HUEN, aka Jeanne Quan Huen, 

nee Jean Lai Quan, Lai Jean Quan, 
Jean Quan, Jeanne Quan, Mrs. Floyd HuenFSiM, If, 7-2.-?;. a/ -3 

— _ X *• 4 X ui p 

NS 

IS-CH /DATE OF HEVJIW f/oK. , 
OOiSF --'DECLASSIFiCATJOfy/^ir^^-^c/i^v 

,— RE: SF Letter to Bureau dated 7/25/72, captioned FLOYD •^jN' 
HUEN; Legat, Hong Kong Letter to Bureau dated 8/31/72,(-y\ 
captioned, JEAN LAI QUAN; WFO Letter to Bureau dated ^ 
11/7/72 captioned LAI JEAN QUANJgQflC) Q\ 

Title of captioned matter is changed to set out Subject1s^hiA 
principal name as JEAN QUAN HUEN rather than JEANNE QUAN HUEN 
and’to'add her married name, Mrs. FLOYD HUEN. The names, JEANu^^A 
LAI QUAN and LAI JEAN QUAN, utilized on referenced communications^k 
of WFO and the Legat, Hong Kong are considered as simply different t 

, forms of the Subject’s maiden name^V)/^*) 
v w a u\$ff 

For the informationjjpf New York it is noted thatNjhegat —~|j|i ' 
Hong Kong advised by reletjSubject had been listed on a'Daily pOy|| 
■Frontier Report as having exited Communist China on 8/20/72, , 
at which time she utilized the rmme. JEAN LAI QUAN and was 
traveling on al.S. Passport NoJ |issued 1/7/71 at . V 
San Franciscojl^sfjferenced WFO Letter disclosed that U.S. Passport^ 
had been issued to the Subject on 7/1/71 at San Francisco and 
that Subject’s application for passport, dated 6/29/71, indicated XS 

t she was born[~~ | at Livermore, Calif, and that her name \ 
was LAI JEAN QUAN. Subject gave her permanent address as 1737 *a 
Francisco, Berkeley, Calif, and requested that In case of accident^ 
or death, a friend, TAK PING HUEN, at 1737 Francisco Street, ~ 
Berkeley, Calif.should be notified. She also stated that shebg ^ 
was never married m \J^ . *1 b6 * 

b7C .5 bn 

Vi 
H 
g \ C5 g Wygt 

E 5 
. TnN 

gg«T* 
h H PU H 
Q b H H e t ^ <J 

! <-. to fa 

TAK PING HUEN, who resides at 1737 Francisco Street, / c 
Berkeley, Calif, and who Is employed as a cook at the Chief *— 
Petty Officer’s Club, U.S. Naval Station, Treasure Island, 
San Francisco, Calif, has advised that Subject is certainly ^ , v 
married to his son, FLO^^^g^^g^^x^gja jq^sst^pned as to whyQy(ltJ 

Q. Bureau (RM) w I 8 

(1 - 105-116910; FLOYD HUEN) ^7_^OTRE€0RDED ^ g ;.j ■’ 

(2 - 105-24447;jean quan huen) /—A 6 ff; H m 

mg-?-#^-23692»FL0YD HUEN) -lAl!) n “TTinTFr ~~ &;; £ 

cWJesC^lj b7D 
\(10) BuyV.S. Savings Bonds Pcgulaftymi the Payroll Savings Plan\ u l*- Sj 9 £} ^ ^ u 4j o 



fei-2W0folu) 
^Subject, in her 

she had never been married, replied that Subject and FLOYD HOEN 
were certainly married and that Subject must have filled out her 
passport application a long time ago, before they were married. 
(It is noted that according to souroesr I b7D 
Subject and FLOYD HUEN, their marriage took.place at Berkeley, 
Calif, on 9/20/70.) TAK PING HtJEN has refused to furnish the. 
present residence address of the Subject and FLOYD HUEN, claiming 
on one occasion that he had nlost" the address, and more recently, 
that Subject and FLOYD HUEN have moved and he does not have their 
address. TAK PING HUEN did state, however, that Subject and 
FLOYD HUEN are residing in New York City, where FLOYD HUEN continues 
to attend the Albert Einstein Medical School of Yeshiva University. 
(It is noted that as of May, 1972, per NY Letter to Bureau dated 
H/iJ./72, captioned, FLOYD HUEN* FLOYD HUEN was rapiding at lij.0 
Claremont Avenue, Apartment2F, New York City.) 

|has advised that Subject returned to the United 
.States in the Fall of 1972, after a lengthy visit in Hong Kong and 
'Communist ChinaJ 

Subject L J 
had spent several months in nong Jiong studying Mandarin Chinese, 
but source expressed the opinion that Subject had actually been 
in Mainland China for much of the time. Source recalled that in 
late 1971, he had reported the Subject's departure from the United 
States fof1 what source believed to be a visit to Communist China, 
possibly in company with other young people from the United States. 

Expressed concern lest Subject may have received some 

b7D 

revolutionary training from the Chicoms while she was in Communist 
China .(ah VA-. 

In this connection it is noted that as indicated in referenced 
SF Letter dated 7/2£/72, by which the case concerning FLOYD HUEN 
was RUC’d to the Ndw York Office, TAK PING HUEN admitted when 
contacted that Subject had visited his home briefly in the ‘Fall 
of 1971# while passing through the San Francisco area, en route 
to the Far East, on a trip being made with other young people, 
but he added he did not believe Subject intended to visit Communist 
China. TAK PING HUEN stated at that time that when he took Subject 
to the San Francisco airport in late 1971> he had the impression 
she was taking advantage of some cut-rate tour for students and 
would visit HongHLong and other Far East locations, but not 
Communist China/cU (uj) 

On 2/28/73, Mr. SHIH LAN TENG, aka TENG Shih-lan, who is a 
retired Chief Petty Officer of the U.S. Navy and who is the Chef in 
charge of the kitchen at the Chief Petty Officer’s Club of th^^^^ 



!0$-2kkk7 

U.S. Naval Station, Treasure Island, San Francisco, CaLif., 
advised that TAK PING HUEN is employed under his supervision 
and that he has known him and his family for a great many years, 
ever since they were both in the United States Navy as Chief 
Petty Officers during the Second World War, Mr, TENG stated 
he met the Subject briefly during her stay in Berkeley after her 
return from her visit to China. He said that from her remarks 
and from what he has heard through his wife, who is a very close 
friend of Mrs. TAK PING HUEN, he believes that much of the time 
while Subject was in the Orient, she was studying Mandarin Chinese, 
Mr. TENG said he assumed her study of the Chinese language was in 
Mainland China, but that he really does not know where the Subject 
spent her time while she was abroad. Mr. TENG remarked^that as 
a close friend of FLOYD HUEN’s parents, he watched FLOYD grow up, 
and was aware that FLOYD was something of a problem because of 
his aggressive attitude, and especially after he went to the 
University of California and began to associate with radical 
.agitators there0 Mr, TENG said one of his own sons was in the 
'University at that time and was careful to avoid association with 
FLOYD HUEN and the latter’s radical associates. Mr. TENG said 
that after FLOYD and the Subject were married and FLOYD HUEN 
left to study medicine in New York, he and his wife felt very 
happy because they felt that FLOYD HUEN would no longer be such 
a problem to his parents »j]j$d((X) 

that 
long 

address at; wmcn une suDjeoii and 
JEW presently reside m jmew York City. Source added however, 
feels reasonablv sure he can obtain thih address before 

PE) U- b7D 

LEADS: 
NEW YORK OFFICE 

Will through the Albert Einstein Medical School of Yeshiva 
University, attempt to secure the, currentj?esldence address of 
the Subject and her husband, TjLOYD^HUEN 

__ i- ' 

JsAN FRANCISCO OFFICE^} ^ t 

Will through continued contact with_ attempt to 
secure present residence address of the Subject &nd her husband, 
FLOYD HUEN, in New York City/U) \K' 

- 3 - ‘ 



OPTIOriAL FORM NO. ID 
f? May \c*2 to it i on 
• 5* OSA FPMR (<l CFfi) 101-11.6 

UNITED STATES G2SE 

H /f own n.nr/ W*Aa swn / ™ 

subject: '-.•FLOYD 
IS-CH 

00 ?NY 

ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (105-190736) 

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (105-23692) 

6Len 

RUC 

declassified B 

OH 1 ' 

date: 7/25/72 

ALMNFPEMAll^fi CONTAINED 

HEREI>N^y^CiASS!FiED 
EXC WWWBRE SH0W« 
OTHERWISE 

REs SF Letter to Bureau 3/30/72, NY Letter to Bureau 5/4/?2« 

Referenced NY Letter advised Subject'resides at lij.0 
Claremont Avenue, , Apartment 2F, New York City and is 8. studpnt 

i at Albert Einstein Medical School, Yeshiva University, studying 
to be a medical doctor* 

Subject's father, TAK PI^G^HUEN, 1737 Francisco Stre.e.t* 
Berkeley* Calif„ advised on 7/24/72 that Subject and his wife 
continue to live in New York City, where Subject is taking 
an accelerated medical course, going to school during the 
Summer months as well as during the normal school year* 

In view of the above, the New York Office is considered 
the Office of Origin . and this matter is considered RUC at SF. 
All pertlnant serials, including a summary report concerning 
the Subject, were forwarded to NY with referenced SF Letter. /|Tj 

(Li., -7Ac.o:<- T /h (,,■</ ■, t. /. ... / 

'SF has also a file concerning Subject's wife. JEANNE 
SF File 105-24447« Pertlnant information concerning 

Z5 

r Is included in serials previously furnished to New York 
with re SF Letter, specifically, the Report of SA James E. 
Sherrlff dated 10/14/70 and the SF Letters dated 12/4/70. 
2/18/71 and 9/27/71. all cautioned FLOYD HUEN. IS-CH.I 

b7D 

T 

JliAdMi: HUiill flew to the Orient late in i9VI and in opinion, pi'- 
source, might have gone to Communist China for a visit^S inject * s 
father, TAK PING HUEN, stated JEANNE visited them briefly while 
passing through San Francisco area en rout® to the Far East, on 
a trip x-rith other young people, but added he did not believe 
JEANNE HUEN intended to visit Communist China. He said he took 

Bureau (RM) REC 43 /£, 
3 - New York (105-116910) (RM) ~ 

(1 - 105- JEANNE QUAN HUEN) 
2 - San Francisco 

(1 - 105-23692) 
(1 - 105-24447) 

jes^8S GSNfJ 
augi (8) ■ntiad ^c, 

CV-2131-4b-871 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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V" 

sf io?-2369# CQNFIDEjifftAL 

JEANNE HUEN to the airport at San Francisco, when she left the 
area on the trip to the Far East and his impression was that 
she was talcing advantage of a cut-rate trip for students which 
would tour Japan, Hong Kong and other Far East locations, but 
not Communist China* ’ ■ 

SF File 10^~P)|)|li7 will remain in a closed status at SF, 
and is not being RUC’d to New York, in-as-much as NY has not 
specifically determined that she is actually residing in New 
York City with her husband as is stated by Subjects father, 
TAK PING HUEN* In the event that NY determines she Is actually 
residing there and has become of some Investigative interest 
to the New York Office, herSF file can be re-opened and RUC’d 
appropriately* However, three .copies of instant communication 
are designated to NY, so that one copy can be utilized to create 
an index file there concerning JEANNE QJJAN HUEN. 

It is noted that Subject was previously carried on the 
Reserve Index-A by the SF Office, because of his activity as 
the leader of the Asian American Political Alliance at the 
University of California at Berkeley* No Information of 
activities by the Subject which might be of Investigative 
interest in the security field has come to the attention of 
the SF Office since 1970 and his Reserve Index Card has been 
destroyed with no recommendation that he be placed on any 
category of the ADEX. Such recommendation is left to the 
discretion of the NY Office based upon any current activities 
by the Subject which may come to the attention of the New 
York -Office. 

i 

ll-CV-2131-4b-872 
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OTT-4 (Rev. 12-22-15) 

EXEMPTED FRCSJ AUTOMATIC 

DECLASSIFICATION 

AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTCMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

EXEMPTION CODE: 25It{I,6) 

DATE 12-07-2015 BY: CB7W44B73 
'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEP1 

WHERE SHOWN" OTHERWISE 

To: Director, FBI 

Date:. 
« 

‘ .(Bufile : 
t 

Attention 

8/24/72 

From:; Legal Attache, Ottawa ( 105-4194 ) 

Enc^A^eT c3$fl?urf?J~crfi£M?^eceived from thef 

Original and four copies of letter dated 8/22/72, b7D 
together with five copies of enclosure thereto 

Remarks:- 

b7D 

letter 5/10/71 was forwarded by Ottawa airtel 5/18/71, 
captioned "PERSONS IN CONTACT WITH 2IEW CHINA NEWS AGENCY 
(NCNA)- CANADA, IS - CH." I pLetter 5/8/72 was forwarded 
by Ottawa letter 5/15/72, captioned! 1(11).** 

Dissemination 

I j May be made; as; received 
j7Z! May be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure 

May not be; made without further clearance; with L 

Following offices would be interested in receiving copies of enclosures:: 

tO&- h>96 ~ 7 
Do not write li> space oelow r 

Hew York, San Francisco, Honolulif 
Status with this office:2 

CS RUC 
CZ3 Pending 

5 - Bureau (Enc.10) 
Ory New York) 

/XI/- San Francisco) 
jr(T - Honolulu) 

ULI:cao 

(5) 

iEARfcHE.O_INOEXtj 

SERIALIZED, 

Sep 13 9 ss AH ’72 

Title/ / Character 

1 Cl!) . aka 
yimsTWszTF*-1— 

PERSONS IN CONTACT WITH CHICOH 
_ESTAI?LISIIMENTS_IN_CANAPA_ 

Reference 

i 

b7D 

b7D 

bl 

b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

C\\ 
L> ij r* 1 ZLm f , , M , t C -; jr 

M 
l:CV-21[31-4b-33G 
/ a-CSl— 
/ (ZJ 7-J y ctMTI—sa.- 








